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Dear Bosch Security Partner,

Thank you for inquiring about our Access Control and Integrated Systems solutions.
We are pleased to present you the 2010 Databook edition and show you the best of
what of Bosch has to offer within this line of business.

Within the last twelve months, we had the opportunity

The powerful combination gives operators more

to do several updates and add features to our

conﬁdence managing the site and allows critical areas to

products. The highlight goes to the integration of

be better protected with the help of the video cameras.

video surveillance via our access control panels. The

The seamless integration and operation is done in a way

feature, which was only available in the powerful

that it keeps the operation of the software simple hence

Building Integration System software, is now part of

the operator can concentrate on his core tasks instead

the standard access control products within the Bosch

of multitasking between different applications.

portfolio. The seamless integration of video in the
Access Professional Edition software and in the Access

Inside you will ﬁnd a variety of innovative products

Easy Control System can be done almost effortlessly:

developed with the highest quality standards to ﬁt the

The system administrator is able to scan the network for

requirements of your customers. Within the scope of

all IP addresses of the video devices using the access

access control available to you are the following product

control software. Once the desired camera IP addresses

families:

are identiﬁed, the administrator is given the choice to
associate them with a particular reader or input. From
this point on, the system users have a variety of options
coming from this association that include ability to open
doors manually following the comparison between live
video of the person requesting entry and the image
stored in the database (feature also known as video
veriﬁcation), check the latest images of entry requests
to a particular area (online swipe), view live video of
particular door or area (live video), quickly retrieve
recorded images in the recorder associated with access
control events with the click of a button, amongst
others.

 the Access Easy Controller, our entry-level solution,
is a complete system designed for partners who want
to minimize their time in installation and training
customers since no additional computers are needed
to run the software. This solution offers users the
ﬂexibility to access the system from different
workstations via an internet browser. Given that the
solution is not installed into a workstation, the
system is ﬂexible to work with any type of operating
system and can be accessed from any computer that
has an internet browser installed.
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 the Access Professional Edition, a software package

 a variety of readers, credentials, and complementary

used in combination with the intelligent and scalable

products that can be used to complete the products

Access Modular Controller is ideal for customers that

described above. Within this category, you will ﬁnd

want ﬂexibility for future expansion. The system is

readers and credentials that match the most popular

ideal for small- to medium-size applications in which

formats used in the market and compatible to the

higher security requirements are needed and for

Bosch controllers and software. Bosch’s portfolio

customers that are looking for a server-client system

includes EM, HID Prox, and Hitag1 within the 125 kHz

setup.

frequency as well as iClass, Mifare, and Legic for the
13.56 MHz range. New models are available in this
edition but more will come in the months ahead. For
the latest available selection, we invite you to visit
our website.

 the Access Engine together with the Access Modular
Controller gives you the ﬂexibility to serve the most
demanding requirements in terms of security and
size. Since the Access Engine requires installing the
basic package of the Building Integration System, this
same platform is ready for the possibility of further
integration.
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Building Integration System (BIS)

When integration of the security systems takes priority or
when demands beyond the standard products are required,
Bosch can also provide you the necessary tools for success.

For more information on our products, sales support or
training, please visit our website www.boschsecurity.
com/EMEA or contact your local Bosch representative a list of sales ofﬁces and contact information is available
within this book.
With more than 80 years of experience in the security
industry, you can rely on Bosch as your preferred partner
to bring you the innovation and quality that you expect.
The powerful Building Integration System is a software
package that offers integration and customization levels
considered as one of the best in the industry. Once
installed, this software gives your customer the cutting
edge in terms of alarm management, status of
connected devices, and most importantly, integration of
all security systems. The software is ﬂexible enough to
work with Bosch Security products as well as other
manufacturers’ equipment using the standard OPC
interface. Well-trained Bosch specialists will offer
rigorous training and will advise you in every step of the
design and implementation when the Building
Integration System is used.

As an extensive range of superior products need support
and training to make you successful, Bosch guarantees
partners different training programs to assist you in
selecting, installing, and servicing these products. Under
the expert guidance of our specialists, you will be
invited to participate in seminars and workshops to
learn about the products, exchange ideas, and apply
your knowledge.
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Superior security, safety and communication
products: stressing quality, innovation and support.
For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood for quality and reliability.
Bosch is the global supplier of choice for innovative technology, backed by
the highest standards for service and support.

A tradition of innovation

Committed to your success

We have a long tradition of attaching top priority to

Integral to our success are an in-depth understanding of

innovation. We are proud of the fact that we constantly

our partners’ and customers’ needs and a commitment

strive for the best possible solutions: high-tech,

to delivering solutions that add real value. We make sure

innovative, high-performance, good-looking and

that all Bosch security, safety and communication

ergonomic products that meet evolving needs.

products are efﬁcient and user-friendly — and thus easier

To achieve this, we invest an average of 11 percent

for you to sell. The low failure rate and reliability of our

of our sales volume in R&D. Around the world, the

products makes them popular choices. In short, we let

Bosch Group has more than 25,000 research and

you offer your customers a greater return on their

development associates continuously working to

investment. Working with Bosch lets you be a strong

develop new products, systems and innovative

partner to your customers.

manufacturing processes, as well as to improve existing
products. This is also driven by many decades of
experience and synergies between product categories.
Examples are our advanced lithium ion batteries, which
we originally developed for power tools, and intelligent
Video Analysis (IVA), the algorithms for which were ﬁrst
developed for automotive applications.
The results are impressive: Bosch ﬁles an average of
over 3000 patents a year, putting it among the world’s
top ﬁlers.
Quality comes ﬁrst
Our company’s founder, Robert Bosch, set the standard.
He wrote “I have constantly tried to make products that
prove themselves superior in every respect ...” His motto
was “sell the best of the best”. Our strict adherence to
this principle down to this day ensures the reliability of
our products from day one. All of our production plants
worldwide rigorously apply our high standards of quality
and have implemented ISO 9001-compliant quality
management and ISO 14001-compliant environmental
management systems. Bosch also harmonizes its
production technologies and processes worldwide to
ensure full interchangeability. We use only the very best
materials, purchased according to strict criteria.
In-house quality control standards support our core
processes of development, production, logistics and
purchasing. We also actively apply the Six Sigma process
improvement methodology to tap all potentials for
optimizing our processes.
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Global and local service you can count on

Long-term partnerships

You and your customers beneﬁt from our international

Our goal has always been to build long-term, sustainable

and local presence, backed by the global Bosch brand.

relationships with our partners and customers.

As part of the Robert Bosch Corporation, we are one

Moreover, our distribution strategies are clearly deﬁned

of the world’s largest manufacturers of security, safety

and tailored to meet your needs, wherever you are.

and communication products. In other words, we are

With Bosch behind you, you can look forward to many

here to stay and represent a secure investment.

years of successful and proﬁtable partnership.

Our worldwide network of highly trained support
technicians is always near at hand, responding quickly
and effectively to meet your needs as they arise.
The Bosch Security Academy also holds local training
courses to keep you optimally informed about all our
products and technologies. Courses offered by us teach
you everything you need to know to do your work
effectively. They cover regulations, guidelines, current
technologies and the principles of operation of security
systems, as well as quality management and other
topics.
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Europe, Middle East and Africa
Corporate Office

Sales Offices

Germany
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Bosch Sicherheitssysteme GmbH
Werner-von-Siemens-Ring 10
85630 Grasbrunn
Phone: +49 89 6290 0
Fax:+49 89 6290 1020
de.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.bosch-sicherheitsprodukte.de

Bosch Security Systems NV/SA
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Phone: +32 56 24 5080
Fax: +32 56 22 8078
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www.boschsecurity.be
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cz.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.cz
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dk.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.dk
Dubai
Robert Bosch Middle East FZE
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54307 Dubai
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Fax: + 9714 2996137
www.boschsecurity.com
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Bosch Security Systems France SAS
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fr.securitysystems@bosch.com
www.boschsecurity.fr
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Robert Bosch Kft.
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Online Product Catalog www.boschsecurity.com/emea
You are looking for information about our products? You
need documentation for the installation, operation or
handling of a certain product? You want to recommend
a product to somebody else?
Our online product catalog offers you all of these
information and answers your questions with a few clicks!

Functionalitites
• Intelligent search function for products
• Download Library for documents and software
• Overview about last month’s updated software and
documents for download

• Printer friendly optimization of all product-related
information

• “Click for big” – zoom view of all product images
• Tell a friend function
• Search function to find Bosch contacts and
locations worldwide

Product information
• Quick access to all product catalogs
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

CCTV
IP Network Video
Observation Systems
Intrusion Alarm Systems
Fire Alarm Systems
Congress and Conference
Personal Security and Paging
Public Address
Voice Evacuation
...

• Detailed product information in different languages
for download
–
–
–
–
–
–

Product images
Advertising material
Brochures, flyers and mailers
Posters and advertisings
Application references
...

• Technical information
–
–
–
–
–
–

Data sheets
Installation, operation and user guides
Application guides
Wiring guides
A/E specifications
....

Visit our website and convince yourself!
www.boschsecurity.com/emea

View of a product with the complete archive of productrelated information

Bosch Security System B.V.
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BIS - Overview and basic
package 2.3

•

•

Using new technologies and standards
While the strict regulations in the field of security
technology ensure a very high degree of reliability in
security matters, they hinder the integrated use of
new technologies from the IT world. BIS has
succeeded in harnessing the benefits of non- securitybased technologies (e.g. OPC interfaces, Internet
technologies, etc.) and harmonizing them with the
world of security technologies.
Customers want complete solutions
Facility managers and customers are increasingly
demanding complete system solutions. Thanks to the
high level of integration within the system, a
comprehensive, easy-to-use range of project planning
and technological systems and services can be
offered.

System Overview

Features
▶ Complete enterprise management for efficient,
integrated building and security management in a
single solution
▶ Consistent use of world-wide open IT standards for
configuring, interfacing and displaying makes BIS
extremely user and installer friendly

The Building Integration System is essentially a product
family made up of various main products (also known as
engines) which are based on a common software
platform. These main products are:

•
•
•
•

Automation Engine
Access Engine
Video Engine
Security Engine

▶ Provides a seamless integration of Bosch or 3rd party
systems through OPC compliance
▶ Provides alarm information easily linked to userdefined action plans and existing location maps
▶ Modular structure makes it easy to build up a security
solution which meets your requirements exactly

The state-of-the-art building management generation
The Building Integration System (BIS) is a flexible building
management system which can be configured to suit the
user's specific, individual needs.
It contains a huge range of applications and features
which enable both the integration and coupling as well as
the monitoring and control of all major technical building
systems.
The new generation builds on Bosch's many years of
experience in management systems and was considerably
influenced by the following market trends:

•

Increasing complexity of technical building equipment
The increasing complexity of technical equipment
inside buildings requires a powerful management
system which combines the most varied functions
(e.g. fire and intrusion alarm systems, access control,
video systems and building automation... etc.) in the
best possible way. The open interface standard used
in BIS allows information from security as well as nonsecurity devices that meet this standard to be
included and processed in combination with other
information.

www.boschsecurity.com

The features of these engines are described in greater
detail in separate chapters.
In principle, the engines can be combined together in an
unlimited number of ways. This allows you to assemble a
management system which meets your specific
requirements.
You will need the BIS basic package on a one-off basis in
order to license your system. The basic package contains
a dongle key. The features can be activated using an
activation key file. A later re-fitting of single features or an
additional engine is easily done by exchanging this file,
which is delivered by e-mail.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Functions
System architecture
Building Integration System consists of the BIS platform
software and specific function modules, called engines.
These modules, the Automation Engine, Access Engine,
Video Engine and Security Engine are described in
separate chapters. They provide specific features for fire,
intrusion, access control or video system processing and
the surveillance of HVAC or other vital systems.
BIS is based on a performance-optimized three-tier
architecture especially designed for use in Intranet and
Internet environments.
Subsystems are connected via the world-wide open
standard OPC which has been well established for over 10
years.
BIS can operate on a standalone PC or in a client/server
structure using the standard LAN/WAN network
infrastructure.
Organizational structure and configuration
A number of automatic functions and easy-to-use tools
make the configuration of BIS extremely installer-friendly
and save much time and money.
Through the direct import/use of existing CAD data
(standard DWF vector format) containing the information
for layers, named views or detector location you are able
to create a location tree by scanning the drawing. No
splitting or converting into bitmap formats is necessary.
You work with one drawing for e.g. a complete floor. Sublocations (rooms, areas) are defined by the named view
feature. Zooming and panning allows easy navigation
through the building’s architecture.
The BIS user interface is web-server-based using HTML
pages. Default pages for different screen resolutions are
included in the installation software.
BIS automatically detects the monitor resolution and
provides the appropriate user interface. The default pages
can easily be customized using a standard editor such as
Microsoft Frontpage or the new MS Sharepoint Designer.
Existing configurations of OPC compliant subsystems can
be easily imported into BIS through this open interface
standard. An OPC server (driver) can be installed on a PC
anywhere in the entire network and BIS will connect to it.
Operation
BIS’s main task is to operate as a central alarm and
security management system for all the various systems
inside an enterprise. Therefore it provides a number of
display features inside it’s user interface. Permissions,
placement and contents, can easily be customized. A clear
and precise overview off every incoming alarm or event is
presented to the operator.

Example for configuring associations
The heart of the system, the so-called State Machine,
coordinates all incoming events or operator requests and
processes e.g. automatic controls to unburden operators.
BIS workstations require only Windows 2000 or XP and
the Internet Explorer. No additional software is required.
System security
An integrated firewall and a AES-approved 128 bit
encryption between BIS central server and workstations
give additional security beside the detailed definable user
rights. If PCs inside a corporate network are to be used,
further security restrictions can be imposed by assigning
operators to dedicated workstations/IP-addresses.
Basic package
In addition to the basic license authorized by the dongle
key, the Building Integration System basic package
provides many common features and provides optional
accessories which can be used in all specific stages of
extension (engine structure).

•
•
•

Customizable device condition counters to provide
overview of subsystem/alarm conditions within the
entire BIS system
Message processing and alarm display using different
user interfaces features
Alarm queue with up to 5000 simultaneous alarm
events and detailed alarm information

Alarm queue with three active alarm messages

•
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Fixed assignment of operators to workstations for
higher security
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•
•
•

State machine for detailed definition of alarm
processing in the means of automatic display or
control functions
Web-server-based platform allows connection of
workstation via just the Internet Explorer
Direct support of standard AutoCAD DWF vector
format for the use as location maps minimizes
configuration. No splitting or conversion is necessary.

Assign AutoCAD DWF to location

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Changes to architecture within a graphic (new walls,
moving a door, etc.)can be implemented immediately.
It is not necessary to change the BIS configuration,
simply import a new plot file from the architect.
Workflow with message distribution and detailed
escalation scenarios
Huge library of almost all standardized detector icons
in standard vector format including color, event and
control definitions
Detector icons within a location map can be used for
direct detector control. Depending on the detector
type BIS provides the assigned control commands by
simply right-clicking on the icon
The structure of a site or an enterprise is visualized in
a tree structure (e.g. building – floor – room). This
tree can be used for graphical navigation. Alarm
condition in the locations are indicated by colored
spheres.
Location tree can be generated automatically from the
"named views" within the AutoCAD graphic
Action management for automatic and manual control
into connected subsystems and their peripherals
Device overview for all connected subsystems, and
their peripherals (detectors) and internal virtual
devices (operator, server, ...) in the form of a tree
structure with detailed information about address,
status, type, location and notes. You are able to
control the peripherals directly by mouse click.

www.boschsecurity.com

•
•

Multi-Client capability to define permissions that allow
operators to access only to subsystems or detectors
they are authorized for.
Display of miscellaneous HTML-based alarm
documents. Create and provide specific information
on any event/alarm to the operator, including text,
bitmaps, video images, etc.

Example for a miscellaneous document display in case of fire

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting services to quickly create any report for
further analysing historic events
Open URL by simply mouse click directly from location
overview to show fotos, manuals, instructions
Detailed permissions and user rights for the access,
display and control of subsystems and their
peripherals and all corresponding information is
definable
Event log to ensure all events are completely
documented (including messages and controls) for
the entire system
Linking and embedding of OPC servers from any
computer in the network
Online Help
One operator license included
One OPC server license included

BIS optional accessories
The optional features listed below can be added to the
BIS system to meet specific customer requirements. They
are usable with all the BIS Engines (Automation, Access,
Video and Security Engine).
Alarm document package
This package extends the standard alarm handling of your
BIS system with the capability of displaying action plans
and location maps as well as the graphical navigation and
the alarm-dependent visualization of layers inside those
maps. This ensures optimal guidance to operators
especially in stess situations, such as fire or intrusion
alarms.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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1

•
•

Location maps are a perfect visualization of a
premises based on the popular AutoCAD vectorgraphics format and displaying e.g. floors, areas or
rooms. Detectors are displayed by icons. Each icon
provides the detectors-specific commands and allows
direct control of the detector, such as open/close
door, switch on/off light, etc. In case of an alarm the
corresponding icon is animated with the defined event
color. BIS automatically zooms in to the assigned
alarm location.
A location tree, which can be created automatically,
and the zoom/pan function allow a seamless graphical
navigation within the premises’ structure.
An alarm-dependent layer control allows the display of
additional graphical information in specific situations,
e.g. escape routes in case of fire alarms, etc. layers
can also be switched on or off manually.

Alarm management package

Typical action plans for a fire or intrusion alarm guide the
operator through the alarm situation
Alarm-dependent action plans or workflows provide
detailed event-dependent information such as standard
operating procedures, live images, control buttons, etc. to
the operator. Simply create and assign one action plan to
each possible alarm type in your system, e.g. fire alarm,
access denied, technical alarms, etc.
With the deletion of an alarm message an unmodifiable
snapshot of the displayed action plan is attached to the
event log. This ensures accountability by providing a trace
of all steps performed by the operator during the alarm
response.

This package extends the standard alarm operating of
your BIS system with some additional intelligent alarm
management features.
Message distribution allows the definition of escalation
scenarios which are activated automatically when an
operator or operator group doesn’t acknowledge an alarm
message within a defined period. BIS will then forward
the message automatically to the next authorized operator
group.
The timer feature allows the setup of time schedules
which can be used to perform automatic control
commands, such as closing a barrier at 8:00 pm, as well
as for time-dependent display of alarm messages, e.g.
within time period 1 show message to operator group 1
else to operator group 2.

Operator alarm, triggered by right mouse click on location

Location map example with active alarm and animated
detector icon

The operator alarm feature allows the manual generation
of alarms on a location inside the location tree, for
example, an operator is getting a phone call which is
informing him about a dangerous situation. Such manual
alarms are processed in the same way as those coming
from a real detector, meaning assigned documents are
shown and all steps are recorded in the event log.
The application launcher allows to start executables (.EXE
applications) automatically at a defined time using
predefined parameters. A typical application of this would
be an automatic and regular system backup.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Additional Division
The division feature allows you to divide large sites/
buildings between autonomous parties, giving each
division its individual views (user interface, event log),
system access and control possibilities. You may increase
the number of divisions in steps of one. Members/devices
in the common division are seen by everybody. Divisions
are visible only to their designated operator groups.
Additional Operator license
The number of operator licenses determines how many
operators can work simultaneously in the system. For
example, if three operators (security guard, technician,
receptionists) are to work simultaneously in the system,
you will need three licenses. The BIS basic package
already includes one license.
Additional OPC server license
Activation or license that is required in order to operate
an additional OPC server (OPC driver) of any type at all on
the BIS. The BIS basic package already contains one OPC
server license. This can be used e.g. to connect an OPC
server for a fire panel. A separate license is needed for
each additional subsystem/OPC server to be connected.
OPC servers for Bosch panels. e.g. UGM2020, UEZ2000,
Allegiant, etc. are delivered with the BIS installation CDs.
N x 100 Bosch detector points

Installation/Configuration Notes
Building Integration System in figures
Addresses, detectors, control elements, cameras etc. which can be
processed in the entire system

500,000

max. number of statuses

unlimited

max. number of processed events

500 per sec

max. number of network printers in not limited by BIS
the integrated network

Parts Included
Qty.

components

1

BIS Installation DVD incl. BIS platform, complete engine software and installation manuals as PDF

1

Quick installation guide

1

License file

1
1
1
.
.
.
.

Dongle key
operator licence
OPC server license
Action management
Device overview
Multi-Client system
Display of miscellaneous documents
MS SQL-Server 2005 Express
MS SQL-Server 2008 Express

Activates detector points for the entire Building
Integration System and the supplementary packages
Automation Engine, Access Engine and Video Engine in
steps of 100. Bosch detector points are represented by
peripherals of Bosch subsystems, e.g. LSN detectors for
fire or intrusion, Allegiant (LTC) cameras and inputs.

Event log
Message processing (basic alarm management)
Permanent workstation/operator allocation
Configuration software
Operator administration

Please note that a certain number of Bosch detectors is
activatedby default with specific supplementary packages,
e.g. 500 in the case of the Automation Engine.

Note:
The Building Integration System basic package acts as the basic licence for the entire system.

N x 1000 Bosch detector points
Activates detector points for the entire Building
Integration System and the supplementary packages
Automation Engine, Access Engine and Video Engine in
steps of 1000. Bosch detector points are represented by
peripherals of Bosch subsystems, e.g. LSN detectors for
fire or intrusion, Allegiant (LTC) cameras and inputs.
N x 10,000 Bosch detector points
Activates detector points for the entire Building
Integration System and the supplementary packages
Automation Engine, Access Engine and Video Engine in
steps of 10000. Bosch detector points are represented by
peripherals of Bosch subsystems, e.g. LSN detectors for
fire or intrusion, Allegiant (LTC) cameras and inputs.

Technical Specifications
Minimum technical requirements to be met by the BIS
login or connection server
No.

components

1

BIS login or connection server
- Processor 2GHz CPU Single Core
- 4 GB RAM
- 40 GB of free HD space
- DVD-ROM drive
- 100 MBit network card (PCI)

BIS Re-fitting features V2.3

- 1 free USB port for dongle

If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.3 (adding an
engine or single features), you may order this item
quoting the serial number of the customer’s system (see
dongle label). You will receive a new license file
BIS_V23_License_<serial number>.crp) which you have to
import on the target system and to load into the
configuration.

- Graphical adapter with 1280 x 1024, 32 k colors

www.boschsecurity.com

- Windows 2003 SP2 Server or XP Professional SP2 and SP3 ,
incl. IIS (32-bit version only)
- Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0
- Keyboard, mouse
Subject to technical changes.
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Minimum technical requirements to be met by the BIS
client workstation PC
No.

components

1

BIS client workstation
- Processor 2GHz CPU Single Core
- 1 GB RAM
- 10 GB of free HD space
- 100 MBit Ethernet network card
- Graphical adapter with 1280 x 1024, 32 k colors
- Windows XP SP2 or SP3 or Windows Vista SP1 Enterprise,
Business or Ultimate (32-bit version only)
- Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 or 7.0
- Keyboard, mouse

Subject to technical changes.
Ordering information
The following ordering and re-fitting information shows all
the available BIS language sets.

•
•
•
•
•
•

DE = German
EN = English
HU = Hungarian
NL = Dutch
RU = Russian
ZH = Simplified Chinese
You always need one of these basic packages when
setting up a new system or the re-fitting item when
extending an existing BIS 2.3. For re-fitting an older
version of BIS (1.4.x, 2.0.x to 2.2.x) or upgrading such a
version to the current V2.3 please refer to the
corresponding re-fitting sections.

Ordering Information
BIS 2.3 Basic package DE

BIS-GEN-B23DE

BIS 2.3 Basic package EN

BIS-GEN-B23EN

BIS 2.3 Basic package NL

BIS-GEN-B23NL

Software Options
Alarm document package

BIS-GEN-ADPACK

Alarm management package

BIS-GEN-AMPACK

Additional Division licence

BIS-GEN-ONEDIV

Additional operator licence

BIS-GEN-CLIENT

Additional OPC server licence

BIS-GEN-OPCLIC

N x 100 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P100

N x 1,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P1K

N x 10,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P10K

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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BIS - Re-fitting package
V2.x

BIS Re-fitting features V2.3
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.3 (adding an
engine or single features), you order this item quoting the
serial number of the customer’s system (see dongle
label). You will receive a new license file which is then
imported and loaded into the target system configuration
BIS optional accessories
The optional features listed below are all common BIS
options available for BIS 2.0.x to 2.3.x which can be
added regardless of what application (engines) you are
already running or wish to add later.
Action management

Extend your current BIS V2.0 to V2.3
The Building Integration System (BIS) is a modular,
extensible software application with a wide range of
features. Typically a basic installation might include
access control with video integration or fire alarm
monitoring and public address control.
At any time you have the opportunity to extend your
system with additional features, for example intrusion and
alarm monitoring, video management, additional
workstation or detector point licenses.

Functions
The refit-ordering process is slightly different, depending
on whether you are refitting a BIS V2.0, BIS 2.1, BIS 2.2 or
a BIS V2.3 system.
BIS Re-fitting features V2.0
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.0.x (adding an
engine or single features) order this item quoting the
serial number of the customer’s system (see dongle
label). You will receive new license files (*.crp) which to
overwrite the existing file on the target system.
BIS Re-fitting features V2.1
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.1 (adding an
engine or single features), you order this item quoting the
serial number of the customer’s system (see dongle
label). You will receive a new license file which is then
imported and loaded into the target system configuration.
BIS Re-fitting features V2.2
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.2 (adding an
engine or single features), you order this item quoting the
serial number of the customer’s system (see dongle
label). You will receive a new license file which is then
imported and loaded into the target system configuration

www.boschsecurity.com

Allows control of connected subsystems and their
peripheral elements. The controls are specific to the
various subsystems and detector types integrated with
these systems, e.g. fire or intrusion detectors. Please note
that the display of action plans, location maps or the
device overview must be ordered in addition to Action
Management if the operator is required to control the
system from these views. This feature is included in BIS
Basic packages (BIS 2.1 and newer) ordered after April
2008.
Displaying miscellaneous documents
License to display additional event-dependent alarm
documents, which give further information to the operator
in an alarm situation. This feature is included in BIS Basic
packages (BIS 2.1 and newer) ordered after April 2008.
Device overview
Detailed status overview of all connected subsystems and
their peripherals, as well as all internal components such
as event log, operators and virtual devices. This feature is
included in BIS Basic packages (BIS 2.1 and newer)
ordered after April 2008.
Multi-client system
The feature allows you to define permissions that allow
operators to monitor and control only designated
subsystems or detectors. For instance, a fire department
operator can be given full control over smoke detectors
and alarms but prevented from operating the access
control subsystem. This feature is included in BIS Basic
packages (BIS 2.1 and newer) ordered after April 2008.
Display of action plans
License to display event-driven action plans, which
describe emergency procedures and provide action
buttons, live video and other relevant information. The
display and handling of such action plans is recorded
indelibly in the event log.
Display of location maps
License to display vector-graphic location maps. In case of
an alarm BIS zooms in automatically on the relevant area
in the map and animates the detector icon which
triggered the alarm. Operators may give commands to
devices via their icons with or without involving the alarm
system, e.g. open a door by clicking the door icon.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Graphical navigation

Additional Operator license

An extension of the location map feature which activates
the zoom and pan function and allows, together with the
location tree, coordinated graphical navigation through
the premises.

The number of operator licenses determines how many
operators can work in the system simultaneously.

Layer controlling
An extension of the location map feature which activates
the automatic event-driven display of layers inside the
graphics.
Alarm document package
Bundle consisting of the single features

•
•
•
•

Display of action plans
Display of location maps
Graphical navigation
Layer controlling
Attractive when needing two or more of the single
features.

Additional OPC server license
License to operate an additional OPC server (OPC driver)
of any type within BIS.
N x 100 Bosch detector points
Licenses additional detector points for the entire Building
Integration System and the supplementary packages
Automation Engine and Video Engine (for Allegiant matrix)
in steps of 100. Bosch detector points are required by
peripherals of Bosch subsystems, e.g. LSN detectors for
fire or intrusion, Allegiant (LTC) cameras and inputs.
N x 1000 Bosch detector points
Same as above, but in steps of 1000.
N x 10,000 Bosch detector points

Message distribution

Same as above, but in steps of 10000.

Enables the implementation of escalation paths which
come into effect, for instance, if an operator or operator
group fails to acknowledge an alarm message within a
defined time. In such a scenario BIS forwards the
message automatically to the next operator group in the
escalation path.

Upgrade to BIS Version 2.3

Timer
Enables timer-driven execution of commands and
schedule-sensitive alarm-handling procedures.
Operator Alarm
Allows dummy alarms to be generated manually from the
location tree for test or safety-drill purposes. As with real
alarms these simulated alarms and their handling are
recorded in the event log.

This package allows you to upgrade existing BIS systems
2.0.x to 2.2.x to the new version 2.3.
Therefore the package includes

•
•

Installation DVD BIS V2.3
Installation CDs BIS 2.0.880 for intermediate update
step from 1.4.x with Access Engine
• Quick installation guide
• Updated license file 2.3 (corresponding to existing
serial number)
You need to order this upgrade package together with one
of the above mentioned re-fitting options. Do not forget to
quote the serial number of the existing customer system.
Please note that license files from BIS 2.2 or older will not
run with the new version 2.3.

Application launcher
Allows operating system command lines (e.g. the
invocation of any .EXE file) to be stored within BIS,
parameterized and executed at scheduled times. A typical
application of this would be a system backup run
automatically at 2am every day.
Alarm management package
Bundle consisting of the single features

• Message distribution
• Timer
• Operator alarm
• Application launcher
Attractive when needing two or more of the single
features.
Additional Division licence
The division feature allows you to divide large sites/
buildings between autonomous parties, giving each
division customized views (user interface, event log),
system access and control functions. Private divisions are
visible only to their designated operator groups whereas
the members/devices of the default common division are
visible to all operators. You may purchase additional
divisions in steps of one.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Ordering Information
BIS Re-fitting features V2.0

BIS-GEN-ADDFEAT

BIS Re-fitting features V2.1

BIS-GEN-REFV21

BIS Re-fitting features V2.2

BIS-GEN-REFV22

BIS-Re-fitting features V2.3

BIS-GEN-REFV23

Software Options
Action management

BIS-GEN-ACTMGR

Display of action plans

BIS-GEN-ACTPLAN

Display of location maps

BIS-GEN-SITEMAP

Graphical navigation

BIS-GEN-MAPNAV

Layer controlling

BIS-GEN-LAYER

Displaying miscellaneous documents

BIS-GEN-MISCDOC

Alarm document package

BIS-GEN-ADPACK

Alarm management package

BIS-GEN-AMPACK

Device overview

BIS-GEN-DEVOVER

Message distribution

BIS-GEN-DISTRIB

Timer

BIS-GEN-TIMER

Operator alarm

BIS-GEN-USRALRM

www.boschsecurity.com
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Ordering Information
Application launcher

BIS-GEN-LAUNCH

Multi-client system

BIS-GEN-SITES

Additional Division licence

BIS-GEN-ONEDIV

Additional operator licence

BIS-GEN-CLIENT

Additional OPC server licence

BIS-GEN-OPCLIC

N x 100 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P100

N x 1,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P1K

N x 10,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P10K

BIS Upgrade to Version 2.2

BIS-GEN-UP22

BIS Upgrade to Version 2.3

BIS-GEN-UP23

www.boschsecurity.com
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BIS - Re-fitting package
V1.4.x

Action management
Allows manual control functions into connected
subsystems and their peripheral elements. The controls
are specific to the various subsystems and detector types
integrated with these systems, e.g. fire or intrusion
detectors. Please note that the display of action plans,
location maps or the device overview must be ordered in
addition to Action Management if the operator is required
to control the system manually from these views.
Display of action plans
License to display event-driven action plans, which
describe emergency procedures and provide action
buttons, live video and other relevant information. The
display and handling of such action plans is recorded
indelibly in the event log.
Display of location maps

Extend your current BIS V1.4
The Building Integration System (BIS) is a modular,
extensible software application with a wide range of
features. Typically a basic installation might include
access control with video integration or fire alarm
monitoring and public address control.

•

At any time you have the opportunity to extend your
system with additonal features, for example intrusion
and alarm monitoring, video management, additional
workstation or detector point licenses.

Functions
For historical reasons the refit-ordering process is slightly
different, depending on whether you are running your BIS
V1.4 with or without Access Engine (ACE).
Re-fitting features BIS V1.4
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V1.4.x without an
Access Engine, you order this item quoting the systems’s
serial number (see dongle label). You will receive one new
license file (dongle.crp) with which to overwrite the
existing file on the target system. For extending the
system with an Access Engine see next section.
Re-fitting features ACE V1.2
If you wish to add Access Engine (ACE) to an existing BIS
1.4.x, or if your system already has ACE, you order this
item quoting the system’s serial number (see dongle
label). You will receive two new license files (dongle.crp,
donglea3t.crp) to copy to the target system.
BIS optional accessories
The optional features listed below are all common BIS
options available for BIS 1.4.x which can be added
regardless of what application (engines) you are already
running or wish to add later.

License to display vector-graphic location maps. In case of
an alarm BIS zooms in automatically on the relevant area
in the map and animates the detector icon which
triggered the alarm. Operators may give commands to
devices via their icons with or without involving the alarm
system, e.g. open a door manually by clicking on the door
icon.
Graphical navigation
An extension of the location map feature which activates
the zoom and pan function and allows, together with the
location tree, coordinated graphical navigation through
the premises.
Displaying miscellaneous documents
License to display additional event-dependent alarm
documents, which give further information to the operator
in an alarm situation.
Device overview
Detailed status overview of all connected subsystems and
their periphals, as well as all internal components such as
event log, operators and virtual devices.
Multi-client system
The feature allows you to define permissions that allow
operators to access only designated subsystems or
detectors (monitor and control).
Additional Operator license
The number of operator licenses determines how many
operators can work simultaneously in the system.
Additional OPC server license
A license to operate an additional OPC server (OPC
driver) of any type within BIS.
N x 100 Bosch detector points
Licenses additional detector points for the entire Building
Integration System and the supplementary packages
Automation Engine and Video Engine (for Allegiant matrix)
in steps of 100. Bosch detector points are required by
peripherals of Bosch subsystems, e.g. LSN detectors for
fire or intrusion, Allegiant (LTC) cameras and inputs.
N x 1000 Bosch detector points
Same as above, but in steps of 1000.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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N x 10,000 Bosch detector points

1

Same as above, but in steps of 10000.
Upgrade to BIS Version 2.2
This package allows you to upgrade existing BIS systems
V1.4.x to the new version 2.2.
Therefore the package includes

•
•

Installation DVD BIS V2.2
Installation CDs BIS 2.0.880 for intermediate update
step from 1.4.x with Access Engine
• Documentation CD
• Updated license file 2.2 (corresponding to existing
serial number)
You need to order this upgrade package together with one
of the above mentioned re-fitting options. Do not forget to
quote the serial number of the existing customer system.
Please note that BIS 1.4.x license files will not work with
version 2.2.

Ordering Information
BIS Re-fitting features V1.4

BIS-GEN-REFV14

Re-fitting features ACE V1.2

BIS-GEN-REFV12

Software Options
Action management

BIS-GEN-ACTMGR

Display of action plans

BIS-GEN-ACTPLAN

Display of location maps

BIS-GEN-SITEMAP

Graphical navigation

BIS-GEN-MAPNAV

Displaying miscellaneous documents

BIS-GEN-MISCDOC

Device overview

BIS-GEN-DEVOVER

Multi-client system

BIS-GEN-SITES

Additional operator licence

BIS-GEN-CLIENT

Additional OPC server licence

BIS-GEN-OPCLIC

N x 100 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P100

N x 1,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P1K

N x 10,000 Bosch detector points

BIS-GEN-P10K

BIS Upgrade to Version 2.2

BIS-GEN-UP22

www.boschsecurity.com
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BIS - Automation Engine
2.3

As can be seen from the above description, its main
function is to connect, monitor and control security
systems (fire or intrusion panels). However, it is also
possible to display live images in action plans or
miscellaneous documents. For more complicated video
applications, we advise the use of the Video Engine.
The Automation Engine uses all the general features of BIS
such as display of location maps or action plans. Received
alarms are visualized with the defined pieces of
information or trigger configured control functions.
Specific control commands make it easier to operate
security systems (panels). The commands can be carried
out automatically in the BIS state machine (see BIS
general), or manually using detector icons inside a
location map.
Like BIS and the other engines, the Automation Engine
runs on a standard PC with a 32-bit Windows operating
system (2003 Server or XP). This can be a single computer
or a client-server structure with central server and
workstations. BIS-AUE workstations support Windows
Vista as well (since V2.2).

Features
▶ Highly sophisticated alarm and security management
system for fire and intrusion panels
▶ Detailed monitoring of other vital system like HVAC
all over an enterprise
▶ Easy integration and configuration of subsystems
through consistent use of world wide open IT
standards
▶ Seamless integration of subsystem with definable
linked associations, triggers and controls
▶ Programmable operator groups detail user rights for
displaying information or controlling systems

In our modern world, fire systems are often required by
law, intrusion detection is often found necessary and the
monitoring of vital building systems like HVAC are all
essential to keeping an enterprise running. Therefore the
Automation Engine provides one of the main functions
that BIS was designed for, to connect to vital building
systems, to monitor, control and to check for
malfunctions.
Using all the common BIS features, together with its own
specific functions, the Automation Engine allows the user
to tailor an alarm and security management system which
meets all their requirements.
Pos.

Description

1

Central BIS Server with Automation Engine SW

System Overview

2

Workstations

The Automation Engine (AUE) is one of the main products
in the BIS family. It runs as a stand-alone system or can be
operated together with the other engines (video or
access).

3

Printer

4

Fire panels

5

Intrusion panels

6

LTC / Allegiant matrix switches

7

IP cameras

www.boschsecurity.com
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Pos.

Description

•

8

Public address evacuation

9

Automation monitoring

•

10

others

You can use the BIS configuration program contained in
the scope of delivery to specify the function of the system
and how it interacts with the subsystems. The Automation
Engine delivers a basic configuration which contains predefined common settings to Bosch control panels
including the control commands.
The specific configurations of these panels could be easily
imported into the BIS configuration.
Ordering instructions
If you are placing a first order for the Automation Engine
and do not have a BIS already installed, you will definitely
need the BIS basic license (BIS basic package software).
This contains the dongle key which you will require.
Please order this item as well.
If you already have a BIS installed (in connection with the
Video Engine, for example), you already have a dongle key.
In this case, you add the Automation Engine
authorizations to your system by exchanging the license
file. In addition to the Automation Engine, also order the
"Re-fitting of BIS features" item corresponding to the BIS
version running, stating the system’s serial number. You
will find the serial number printed on the dongle key.
Automation Engine basic package
The Automation Engine basic package includes the
functionality as described under features and system
overview. If you are reinstalling the system, you must also
order the BIS basic package that contains the dongle key
in order to have the BIS basic license.
The AUE basic package contains the license for additional
500 Bosch detector points. These are sufficient for
smaller systems.
Please note that the BIS basic package already contains
an OPC server license. This can be used to connect a fire
panel or intrusion panel to the AUE. Licenses for
additional subsystems are activated via the item “Add.
OPC server license” in the BIS basic package.

•

Provides IP cameras to be connected and the video
images to be displayed in the user interface
Provides OPC-compliant building automation systems
(HVAC, lighting control and energy management) to be
connected and monitored for malfunction
Online Help

Accessories for Automation Engine
The features listed below can be added to the BIS
Automation Engine to meet customer requirements.
N x 100 3rd party detector points
Extends the number of 3rd party detector points to be
handled by BIS in steps of 100 for the entire system in
connection with the supplementary Automation Engine
package. 3rd party detector points are the peripherals
from 3rd party subsystems from external suppliers of
security or automation systems.
N x 1000 3rd party detector points
Extends the number of 3rd party detector points to be
handled by BIS in steps of 1,000 for the entire system in
connection with the supplementary Automation Engine
package.
N x 10,000 3rd party detector points
Extends the number of 3rd party detector points to be
handled by BIS in steps of 10,000 for the entire system in
connection with the supplementary Automation Engine
package.
OPC6600 500 panel upgrade
The Automation Engine supports the connection of
D6100/D6600 alarm receivers. Per receiver is one OPC
license required. AUE supports per default 500 receiver
spanning panels/accounts connected to them. With this
option you may extend the number of accounts in steps of
500. Please refer also to the receiver’s maximum
connections.
OPC server IST
OPC server for 3rd party subsystems which have already
been developed and approved by Bosch Security Systems,
Ottobrunn, and which are to be used with BIS. Existing
OPC servers upon request The required type must be
mentioned in conjunction with the order of this position.
Clarification required with Bosch Security Systems,
Ottobrunn.
Development of project-specific OPC servers

Functions
In addition to the common BIS features, the Automation
Engine also has the following functions:

•
•

•

Provides the connection, monitoring and controlling of
Bosch or 3rd party security systems, fire and intrusion
panels, public address and so on by OPC interface
Provides Bosch type LTC/Allegiant video matrices to
be connected via OPC for control purposes, video
signals can be connected via video-web servers such
as Bosch Videojet to be displayed in the BIS user
interface
Provides analog cameras to be connected via videoweb servers and the video images to be displayed in
the user interface

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Development of a project-specific interface (OPC server)
to connect 3rd party subsystem to BIS. Position includes
clarification with the subsystem manufacturer and
implementation. Specifications with a functional
description of the interface are required. These products
are always developed from scratch. Clarification required
with Bosch Security Systems, Ottobrunn.

Parts Included
Qty.

components

1

License for 500 Bosch detector points

www.boschsecurity.com
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Ordering Information

1

The Automation Engine Basic package and the belonging
software options listed below can be ordered with one of
the BIS Basic packages when starting with a new system
or together with one of the re-fitting items when
extending an existing system. The software options can be
used for re-fitting an older BIS 2.x as well.

Ordering Information
AUE basic package

BIS-AUE-BPA

Software Options
N x 100 3rd party detector points

BIS-AUE-P100

N x 1.000 3rd party detector points

BIS-AUE-P1K

N x 10.000 3rd party detector points

BIS-AUE-P10K

OPC server IST

BIS-OPC-APPLIC

Development of project-specific OPC
servers

BIS-OPC-DEVELOP

www.boschsecurity.com
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BIS - Video Engine 2.3

System Overview
The Video Engine (VIE) is one of the four main products in
the BIS family. VIE brings the power of video to your BIS
installation, displaying, for instance, alarm images
triggered by an intrusion, or monitoring sensitive locations
within a site. To this purpose the Video Engine enhances
the BIS user interface with a number of video-specific
views and dialogs.
However the Video Engine also integrates deeply with
your existing BIS views and dialogs, such as active
location maps and event-triggered action plans. These
time and life-saving hyperlinked emergency procedures
can now be triggered by motion or tamper alarms from
VIE as well as by fire, intrusion and access-control alarms
from other BIS engines. Vital supplementary information
can be provided to the operator by Bosch DiBos or Divar
sensor cameras.

Features
▶ Seamless integration of Bosch and 3rd party video
systems under one application with a common look
and feel
▶ Advanced video functionality for enhancing intrusion
and fire detection as well as access control and
intercom through the common BIS platform
▶ Virtual guard tour feature through the sequencing of
selected cameras in the Digital Video Matrix view
▶ Direct event log links between e.g. intrusion alarms
and events to corresponding video alarm archives on
DVRs

Video-specific control commands can be automated and
time-scheduled using the BIS state machine (see BIS
general), triggered by predefinable alarm events or
activated manually from context menus or from icons
within a BIS active location map.
Like BIS and the other engines, the Video Engine runs on
a standard PC with a 32-bit Windows operating system
(2003 Server or XP).
This can be a single-workstation or a client/server system
with a central BIS/VIE server and remote workstations.
BIS-VIE workstations support Windows Vista as well
(since V2.2).

▶ Custom camera views which can be saved as favorites
▶ Supports new Bosch H.264 recorders

Video systems are essential to constant security
monitoring and highly effective in providing orientation
and vital detailed information in alarm situations. The
foyers, entrances, parking lots and high security areas of
modern enterprises are now unthinkable without them,
and today’s systems typically employ matrix switches with
monitor walls, DVRs and IP-based video networks.
With the Video Engine the BIS family offers a highly
sophisticated application to integrate both Bosch and 3rd
party video systems.
Video Engine takes full advantage of the BIS infrastructure
and so allows you to turn your existing video equipment
into a fully-integrated video surveillance and alarm
handling system. By combining Video Engine with the
access, intrusion and fire detection features of BIS you
can create a complete security solution tailored to your
exact needs, all within one user interface.

www.boschsecurity.com

Pos.

Description

1

Central BIS server with Video Engine SW

2

Workstations

3

DiBos 1 - n

4

Divar 1 - n

5

Video-webservers such as Videojet, VIP, …

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Pos.

Description

6

LTC / Allegiant matrix switches

7

IP camera 1 – n

Thanks to their predefined OPC interfaces and the video
SDK Bosch video systems such as DiBos, Divar or VIPX are
particularly simple to integrate.

•
•
•
•
•

Live and archive images (if supported by videosubsystem) from different sources displayable
simultaneously
Direct linking from the alarm entries in BIS/VIE event
log to alarm archives on DiBos-/Divar systems.
Time-based search/filtering of alarm archives in the
DiBos or Divar systems.
Comfortable DVM cameo controls, such as maximize,
4x digital zoom, in window-PTZ, etc.
4 monitor video display

Functions
In addition to the common BIS features, the Video Engine
(VIE) provides the following functions:
Video subsystems:
• Integration, controlling and monitoring of Bosch DiBos
DVR systems
• Integration, controlling and monitoring of Bosch Divar
Classic & XF DVR systems
• Integration, controlling and monitoring of Bosch
Videojet, VIP, Dinion IP, and Gen4 IP video devices
• Integration of Bosch Video Recording Manager (VRM)
• Support of USB or iSCSI storage systems connected
to those IP video devices, access to those archives
• Integration, controlling and monitoring of Bosch
Allegiant matrix switchers
• Optional integration of Bosch VMS
• Integration of analog cameras via video web server,
e.g. Bosch Videojet/VIP series.
• Integration of 3rd party IP cameras (live streaming)
• Integrability of 3rd party OPC compliant DVR systems.
(project-specific services possibly required).

Digital zoom function for each camera image

•

Additional video-specific displays supplementary to the
BIS UI:
• Multi-functional Digital Video Matrix (DVM) window for
simultaneous display with up to 16 camera images.
• Various display modes definable for the DVM, Dynamic
layout, fixed layout (2x2, 3x3, 4x4 and asymetric 1+5
or 1+7) with Select&Drop or alarm matrix layout

Privacy zones feature for masking sensitive areas
within live images

Area masked by Privacy Zones feature

•
•
Example for an alarm matrix with 2 active alarm situations

•
•

Simultaneous display of different video sources with
different video formats, such as MJPEG, Wavelet,
MPEG2/4, CIF/4CIF, H.264, etc.
Camera selection from the active location map or from
the device overview tree.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Storage of reference images for content camparison,
per camera
DVM overlay and full screen mode

Other VIE features:
• Video motion detection and alarm capability.
• Virtual guard tour feature with local recording
function.
• Dynamic creation of camera and matrix favorites, e.g.
day and night view.
• Simultaneous control of different auto dome/
subsystem sources via screen control panel or USB
video keyboard.

www.boschsecurity.com
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•

Use of Videojet/VIP encoders and decoders as a virtual
network matrix.

Ordering Information
The Video Engine Basic package and the belonging
software options listed below can be ordered with one of
the BIS Basic packages when starting with a new system
or together with one of the re-fitting items when
extending an existing system. The software options can be
used for re-fitting an older BIS 2. x as well.
Still available options for BIS 2.2 and older
• VIE Additional one DiBos - BIS-VIE-ADD1DIB
• VIE Additional one Divar - BIS-VIE-ADD1DIV
• VIE Additional one VideoJet - BIS-VIE-ADD1VIP

Ordering Information
VIE basic package
Select your favorites from drop down lists
Accessories for BIS Video Engine

BIS-VIE-BPA

Accessories
BIS USB-Keyboard w. Joystick for VIE

BIS-HW-XKEYS

Software Options

VIE additional Video channel

VIE Additional one VideoChannel

BIS-VIE-ADDCHA

License to increase the number of connectable video
cameras

VIE X-Keyboard license

BIS-VIE-XKEYLIC

VIE X-Keyboard license
Basic license to use USB joystick video keyboards (see
separate feature) with your Video Engine: does not limit
the number of keyboards used.
BIS USB-Keyboard with Joystick for VIE
USB keyboard connects directly to workstation USB ports,
and is automatically detected by Video Engine. The
keyboard can control different Bosch video/camera
sources (DiBos8, Divar and Videojet/VIP) simultaneously.

Installation/Configuration Notes
The Video Engine basic package contains the functionality
as described under System overview, Functions and
Features.
Available in the Americas only is a bundle (VIE (V2) 3
video source kit) including the following licenses:

•
•
•
•
•
•

BIS basic package EN (old basic package standard)
VIE basic package EN
Device overview
Action management
Display action plans
Display location maps

Parts Included
The Video Engine basic package includes the following
parts
Qty.

Components

40

Video channel licenses to be used with DiBos, Divar, VideoJet/
VIP devices
Default configuration with specific user settings

www.boschsecurity.com
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BIS - Access Engine 2.3

Like the other BIS engines, the ACE takes full advantage
of all the extra BIS features, such as interactive location
maps and action plans for powerful, fully integrated alarm
management. In short, alarm messages and access control
events can be displayed with graphical location
information and workflow instructions.
ACE uses the standard BIS user interfaces and their
flexibility of customization. Additionally ACE offers
specific access configuration interfaces for cardholders,
access hardware and access rules.
The main benefit of the Building Integration System family
is the integration of a wide variety of security systems on
the same premises. Through combining ACE with other
BIS engines (e.g. Automation and Video) you can design
smart security solutions tailored to meet your exact bid
specification requirements.

Features
▶ Sophisticated access control with direct alarm
management

The Access Engine runs on a standard PC with a 32-bit
Windows operating system (2003 Server or XP). This can
be a single-workstation computer or a client-server system
with a central server and remote workstations. BIS-ACE
clients support Windows Vista as well (since V2.2).

▶ Seamless integration and interaction with video, fire,
and intrusion systems via the common BIS platform
▶ Installer-friendly configuration through the use of
door model template definitions and the import of
existing cardholder data
▶ Flexible calendar functions
▶ N-person access, Mantrap, Random Screening and
Guard Tour for high-level security
▶ Visitor management

Access control has become one of today's most important
technologies for increasing the security of people,
property, and assets. Bosch Security Systems' Access
Engine and sophisticated controller products provide a
wide range of access control features.
Combine the basic Access Engine package with optional
features to build a customized access control system that
meets your needs exactly. Then use the Building
Integration System software to integrate the Access
Engine with your intrusion and video security equipment.

System Overview
The Access Engine (ACE) software, in conjunction with
Bosch access hardware, is a complete access control
system within the Building Integration System (BIS). It
encompasses all the essential features of any standalone
access control system on the market today, plus a wide
range of optional enhancements.

www.boschsecurity.com

Pos.

Description

1

Central BIS server with Access Engine and Video Engine SW

2

Workstations

3

Printer

4

Access controllers

5

Readers

6

Door strikes

7

IP camera

8

DVR e.g. DiBos, Divar

Ordering instructions
Access Engine can be ordered in one of two forms:

•
•

as an integral part of an initial BIS configuration, in
which case it is delivered with BIS and a hardware
dongle, or
as an enhancement to an existing BIS configuration, in
which case the original hardware dongle is retained
and supplemented by an extended license file.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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For the second option, please select both Access Engine
and the "Re-fitting BIS features" item corresponding to the
BIS version running, quoting the dongle key serial number
which you will find printed on the original dongle key. The
extended license file can be delivered by email and simply
copied to the relevant installation folder.

•

Guard tour: a state-of-the-art patrol tracking system
using existing access control readers, accesssequence and access-time checking. Any violation of
patrol sequence or timing causes an alarm, which is
then tracked by BIS’s sophisticated alarm
management features. Guard tour reports can be
generated from the BIS event log.

•

Random screening feature: Cardholders accessing or
leaving the site can be stopped at random intervals
and directed to security personnel for closer
inspection. Cards belonging to designated “VIPs “ can
be excluded from random screening.
Visitor management: Visitors’ cards can be tracked
and handled spearately as regards their validity
periods and the possible need for an escort. 500 free
visitor licenses are included in the ACE basic package
extended. Further extensions are purchasable in steps
of 100.
Interface for arming/disarming an IDS (Intrusion
Detection System) including authorization handling
and card assignment

Access Engine in figures
Max. number of active cardholders

400.000

Max. number of readers
(depending on used controller)

up to 1200

Max. number of time models

255

Max. number of access authorizations

255

Max. number of area/time authorizations

255

For project requirements larger then 200.000 cardholders
please contact our System Support Group.

Functions
The Access Engine basic package extended, in
combination with AMC access controllers, offers the
following features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

A wide range of pre-defined and self-explanatory door
models allowing fast and easy hardware configuration
through one-click selection (e.g. standard door,
turnstile, elevator with entrance / exit reader etc.).
Door model configuration dialog generates a wiring
plan for the hardware installer
On-the-fly activation of reader and cardholder
configurations in the access controllers
Time models for time-based access permission
definable per weekday, including the definition of
extra days, holidays, etc.
Time models for automatic activation/deactivation of
cardholder settings, such as access rules, pincodes
etc.
Time models for automatic activation/deactivation of
system settings, such as setting a door status to
unlocked from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Additional pincode with alarm arming /disarming
feature
Temporary blocking / unblocking of cardholders,
either manually or time-controlled
Blacklist for permanent blocking of cards
User-definable input fields for supplementary
cardholder information
Anti-Passback
Access area balancing including access sequence
checking provides a means of limiting the number of
people in a given area, automatic arming/disarming if
area is empty/not empty and muster list generation.
N-Persons authorization will grant access at a door
only when a defined number (N) of authorized
cardholders present their badges to a correspondingly
configured reader. The setting can be made reader by
reader, and from 2 to N (no limit) persons.
Mantrap feature for managing two cooperating doors
with two pairs of readers; used for high security
levels, e.g. entrance to computer center or research
department

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

•

•

•
•
•
•

Elevator interface for controlling up to 56 floors via an
elevator-internal card reader, and for the assignment
of floor authorizations to cardholders
Interface for importing personnel data from a HR
system or exporting such information from ACE to
such a system, either manually or by batch schedule.
Card personalization for importing cardholder images
and creating customized corporate badge designs
printable on standard card printers
A routing feature to ensure that personnel follow
prescribed routes within the premises
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•

Remote door unlock feature e.g. by mouse click on an
icon in a BIS interactive location map.
• Creation of logical areas, e.g. single rooms, groups of
rooms, whole floors or parking lots, to which special
access control points can be assigned.
• The ability to limit the number of people or cars
accessing a logical area
• Full archive and restore capability for system data
• Powerful client/server architecture based on the BIS
web-server
• The ability to customize software administrator rights,
if needed on a dialog-by-dialog basis
• Flexible alarm management for a huge range of alarm
conditions (e.g. denied access, tamper-detection,
badge blacklisted, duress alarm, etc.) optionally
combinable with BIS features such as interactive
location maps and action plans
• Utilization of the Bosch controller family's digital,
monitored I/Os for additional control and monitoring
functions, including intrusion- and tamper-detection
• Easy integration with Bosch or 3rd party video
systems such as matrix switches, DVRs, IP-cameras
etc.
• Detailed logging of access events and alarms
• Audit trail for changes to master records and
authorizations, including creation, modification and
deletion of records
• Integrated reporting with filtering capability
• Export to standard CSV-format for further processing
• Supports up to four different Wiegand card formats
simultaneously
• Comprehensive online help
Included licenses in ACE basic package extended

•
•
•

2000 cards/cardholders
500 visitors
32 entrances

Accessories for BIS Access Engine
Video verification
Video verification extends the security level of your access
control system by using additional video equipment. When
a reader is in video verification mode the cardholder is not
admitted directly. Instead the reader performs a request
for entrance which appears as a message on the
operator's screen.
An action plan (see also BIS common optional features)
shows the operator the cardholder’s image as stored in
the ACE database in conjunction with a live image from a
camera near the entrance/reader that sent the request.
The operator compares both images and decides whether
or not to open the door manually.
Additional 1000 employee master records
Activation of an additional 1000 employees / master
records. ACE is extensible up to 200,000 cardholders.
Additional 100 visitor master records
Activation of an additional 100 visitors / master records to
be used with the optional visitor management feature.

www.boschsecurity.com

Parking lot management

1

Dialog for parking lot management
This feature allows the definition and use of the door
model “parking lot” which contains the control of two
barriers for entrance and exit and their traffic lights,
which prevent access when the lot has reached maximum
capacity.
Each parking lot can be divided into logical areas, with a
maximum number of cars defined for each. Authorization
to pass the barrier and park in a logical area can be
assigned to cardholders in the standard dialogs. Loadbalancing of the parking lots is also possible, with current
capacity information displayed on the operator’s screen.
Load balancing of cars (parking lots) and persons (access
areas) is handled separately, so that it is possible to track
the location of both cardholder and car simultaneously.
Additional 32 entrances
Licenses to increase the number of entrances are
available in steps of 32. An entrance in this sense is
equivalent to an ACE door model, making it easy to
calculate requirements.
Example: Your site has 2 main entrances with an entry and
an exit reader each, 26 office doors with entrance reader
and 1 mantrap for the computer center. The total number
of door models/entrances is 29, irrespective of the
number of readers involved. A total of 29 entrances is
already covered by the ACE basic package license.

Installation/Configuration Notes
The Access Engine basic package extended contains the
functionality as described in the sections Functions,
Features and System overview.
Available in the Americas only is a bundle (ACE-AMC (V2)
32 door kit) including the following licenses:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIS basic package EN (old basic package standard)
ACE basic package EN (supporting 32 entrances)
Device overview
Action management
Display action plans
Display location maps
2500 cardholders
1000 visitors
For extending or re-fitting this AMEC specific kit please
refer to the section ‘BIS-ACE Re-fitting package 2.x’as this
bundle is based on BIS Basic package V2.x standard.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Parts Included
BIS Access Engine Basic Package Extended includes these
licenses:
- License for 2000 active cardholders
- License for 500 visitors
- License for 32 entrances
- Access area balancing
- N-persons authorization
- Mantrap
- Guard tour
- Random screening
- Visitor management
- Interface IDS arm/disarm
- Elevator interface
- Import/Export interface
- Routing
- Remote door unlock
- Card personalization
- Default startup configuration for access control
Ordering Information
If you are placing a first order for the Access Engine and
do not have a BIS already installed, you will definitely
need the BIS basic license (BIS basic package software).
This contains the dongle key which you will require.
Please order this item as well.
If you already have a BIS installed (in connection with the
Video Engine, for example), you already have a dongle key.
In this case, you add the Access Engine authorizations to
your system by exchanging the license file. In addition to
the Access Engine, also order the "Re-fitting of BIS
features" item corresponding to the BIS version running,
stating the system’s serial number. You will find the serial
number printed on the dongle key.
The Access Engine Basic package and the belonging
software options listed below can be ordered with one of
the BIS Basic packages when starting with a new system
or together with one of the re-fitting items when
extending an existing system. The software options can be
used for re-fitting an older BIS 2.x as well. For further refitting details please refer to the Access Engine re-fitting
sections.

Ordering Information
ACE basic package

BIS-ACE-BPA

Software Options
Additional 1000 cardholder

BIS-ACE-1000CRD

Additional 100 visitors

BIS-ACE-100VIS

32-Door-Upgrade

BIS-ACE-32DOORS

Video verification

BIS-ACE-VIDVERI

Parking lot management

BIS-ACE-PARKMGR

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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BIS-ACE Re-fitting
package 2.x

BIS Re-fitting features V2.2 or V2.3
If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.2 or V2.3, you may
order this item quoting the serial number of the
customer’s system (see dongle label). You will receive a
new license file (BIS_V22_License_<serial number>.crp) or
(BIS_V23_License_<serial number>.crp) which you have to
import on the target system and to load into the
configuration.
Accessories for BIS Access Engine
(standard ACE basic package)
Access area balancing
Access area balancing including access sequence
checking provides a means of limiting the number of
people in a given area, automatic arming/disarming if area
is empty/not empty and muster list generation (since
March 2008 part of the ACE basic package).
N-person access

Extend your current BIS-Access Engine V2.x
The Building Integration System (BIS) together with the
Access Engine is a sophisticated access control
application with integrated alarm management coming
with a wide range of features. The modular structure
allows you to start individually and to grow according to
your requirements at any time. The following describes
the available extensions if you run a BIS Access Engine
V2.0 to V2.3 with standard basic package.

Functions
To identify what BIS/ACE version should be extended it is
necessary to order the corresponding basic re-fitting item.
With that items you have to quote the serial number of the
BIS system, which you find on the dongle label or inside
the BIS Manager window. You use them also when
extending the system with one or more engines and their
specific features.

N-Persons authorization will grant access at a door only
when a defined number (N) of authorized cardholders
present their badges to a correspondingly configured
reader. The setting can be made reader by reader, and
from 2 to N (no limit) persons (since March 2008 part of
the ACE basic package).
Mantrap
Mantrap feature for managing two cooperating doors with
two pairs of readers; used for high security levels, e.g.
entrance to computer center or research department
(since March 2008 part of the ACE basic package).
Video verification
Video verification extends the security level of your access
control system by using additional video equipment. When
a reader is in video verification mode the cardholder is not
admitted directly. Instead the reader performs a request
for entrance which appears as a message on the
operator's screen containing the cardholder’s image as
stored in the ACE database and a live image from a
camera near the entrance/reader that sent the request.
The operator compares both images and decides whether
or not to open the door manually.
Guard tour

If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.0.x, you may order
this item quoting the serial number of the customer’s
system (see dongle label). You will receive new license
files (*.crp) which you have to exchange with the existing
files on the target system.

A state-of-the-art patrol tracking system using existing
access control readers, access-sequence and access-time
checking. Any violation of patrol sequence or timing
causes an alarm, which is then tracked by BIS’s
sophisticated alarm management features. Guard tour
reports can be generated from the BIS event log (since
March 2008 part of the ACE basic package).

BIS Re-fitting features V2.1

Random screening

If you wish to extend an existing BIS V2.1, you may order
this item quoting the serial number of the customer’s
system (see dongle label). You will receive a new license
file (License_nnnnn.crp) which you have to import on the
target system and to load into the configuration.

Cardholders accessing or leaving the site can be stopped
at random intervals and directed to security personnel for
closer inspection. Cards belonging to designated “VIPs
“ can be excluded from random screening (since March
2008 part of the ACE basic package).

BIS Re-fitting features V2.0
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Visitor management

Additional 32 entrances

Visitors’ cards can be tracked and handled spearately as
regards their validity periods and the possible need for an
escort. 50 free visitor licenses are included in the
standard ACE basic package. Further extensions are
purchasable in steps of 50.

Licenses to increase the number of entrances are
available in steps of 32. An entrance in this sense is
equivalent to an ACE door model, making it easy to
calculate requirements.

Parking lot management
This feature allows the definition and use of the door
model “parking lot” which contains the control of two
barriers for entrance and exit and their traffic lights,
which prevent access when the lot has reached maximum
capacity.

Example: Your site has 2 main entrances with an entry and
an exit reader each, 26 office doors with entrance reader
and 1 mantrap for the computer center. The total number
of door models/entrances is 29, irrespective of the
number of readers involved. A total of 29 entrances is
already covered by the ACE basic package license.
Ordering Information

Each parking lot can be divided into logical areas, with a
maximum number of cars defined for each. Authorization
to pass the barrier and park in a logical area can be
assigned to cardholders in the standard dialogs. Loadbalancing of the parking lots is also possible, with current
capacity information displayed on the operator’s screen.

The following ordering information is for re-fitting of BIS
V2.0, V2.1, V2.2 and V2.3 systems. Just use the basic item
corresponding to your BIS version and add the software
options you require.

Interface IDS arm/disarm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interface for arming/disarming an IDS (Intrusion Detection
System) including authorization handling and card
assignment. Take care for that the IDS supports such
interfacing. Please note, the operating at the reader
differs and is depending on the type/brand you connect to
our controllers (since March 2008 part of the ACE basic
package).
Elevator interface
Elevator interface for controlling up to 56 floors via an
elevator-internal card reader, and for the assignment of
floor authorizations to cardholders (since March 2008
part of the ACE basic package).
Import-/Export interface
Interface for importing personnel data (master records)
from a HR system or exporting such information from ACE
to such a system, either manually or by batch schedule
(since March 2008 part of the ACE basic package).
Additional 100 cardholders

The following software options have been included in
ACE basic package since ACE V2.2:
Access area balancing
N-persons authorization
Mantrap
Guard tour
Random screening
Visitor management
Interface IDS arm/disarm
Elevator interface
Import/Export interface
Additional 100 cardholders
Additioal 50 visitors

Ordering Information
BIS Re-fitting features V2.0

BIS-GEN-ADDFEAT

BIS Re-fitting features V2.1

BIS-GEN-REFV21

BIS Re-fitting features V2.2

BIS-GEN-REFV22

BIS-Re-fitting features V2.3

BIS-GEN-REFV23

Software Options
Access area balancing

BIS-ACE-BALANCE

N-persons authorization

BIS-ACE-NPERSONS

Mantrap

BIS-ACE-MANTRAP

Guard tour

BIS-ACE-GUARD

Additional 1000 cardholders

Random screening

BIS-ACE-RANDOM

Activation of an additional 1000 employees / master
records. ACE is extensible up to 200.000 cardholders
(since version 2.1.x and corresponding AMC2 firmware
extendable up to 400.000 cardholders).

Visitor management

BIS-ACE-VISITORS

Interface IDS arm/disarm

BIS-ACE-SECSYS

Elevator interface

BIS-ACE-ELEVATR

Additional 50 visitor master records

Import/Export interface

BIS-ACE-IMEXPRT

Activation of an additional 50 visitors / master records to
be used with the optional visitor management feature.
Pre-requisite is a licensed visitor management.

Additional 100 cardholders

BIS-ACE-100CRDS

Additional 1000 cardholder

BIS-ACE-1000CRD

Additional 50 visitors

BIS-ACE-50VIS

Additional 100 visitors

BIS-ACE-100VIS

Video verification

BIS-ACE-VIDVERI

Parking lot management

BIS-ACE-PARKMGR

32-Door-Upgrade

BIS-ACE-32DOORS

Activation of an additional 100 employees / master
records. ACE is extensible up to 200,000 cardholders
(since version 2.1.x and corresponding AMC2 firmware
extendable up to 400.000 cardholders).

Additional 100 visitor master records
Activation of an additional 100 visitors / master records to
be used with the optional visitor management feature.
Pre-requisite is a licensed visitor management

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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BIS-ACE Re-fitting
package 1.2

Mantrap
Mantrap feature for managing two cooperating doors with
two pairs of readers; used for high security levels, e.g.
entrance to computer center or research department.
Video verification
Video verification extends the security level of your access
control system by using additional video equipment. When
a reader is in video verification mode the cardholder is not
admitted directly. Instead the reader performs a request
for entrance which appears as a message on the
operator's screen containing the cardholder’s image as
stored in the ACE database and a live image from a
camera near the entrance/reader that sent the request.
The operator compares both images and decides whether
or not to open the door manually.
Guard tour

Extend your current BIS-Access Engine V1.2/1.3
The Building Integration System (BIS) together with the
Access Engine is a sophisticated access control
application with integrated alarm management coming
with a wide range of features. The modular structure
allows you to start individually and to grow according to
your requirements at any time. The following describes
the available extensions if you run a BIS V1.4.x with an
Access Engine V1.2.x/1.3.x.

Functions
ACE Re-fitting features V1.2
If you wish to extend an existing BIS 1.4.x with Access
Engine (ACE) or the system is already running with ACE
V1.2.x or 1.3.x, you order this item quoting the system’s
serial number (see dongle label). You will receive two new
license files (dongle.crp, donglea3t.crp) which you have to
copy to the target system.
Accessories for BIS Access Engine
(standard ACE basic package 1.2/1.3)
Access area balancing
Access area balancing including access sequence
checking provides a means of limiting the number of
people in a given area, automatic arming/disarming if area
is empty/not empty and muster list generation.
N-person access
N-Persons authorization will grant access at a door only
when a defined number (N) of authorized cardholders
present their badges to a correspondingly configured
reader. The setting can be made reader by reader, and
from 2 to N (no limit) persons.

www.boschsecurity.com

A state-of-the-art patrol tracking system using existing
access control readers, access-sequence and access-time
checking. Any violation of patrol sequence or timing
causes an alarm, which is then tracked by BIS’s
sophisticated alarm management features. Guard tour
reports can be generated from the BIS event log.
Random screening
Cardholders accessing or leaving the site can be stopped
at random intervals and directed to security personnel for
closer inspection. Cards belonging to designated “VIPs
“ can be excluded from random screening.
Visitor management
Visitors’ cards can be tracked and handled spearately as
regards their validity periods and the possible need for an
escort. 50 free visitor licenses are included in the
standard ACE basic package. Further extensions are
purchasable in steps of 50.
Parking lot management
This feature allows the definition and use of the door
model “parking lot” which contains the control of two
barriers for entrance and exit and their traffic lights,
which prevent access when the lot has reached maximum
capacity.
Each parking lot can be divided into logical areas, with a
maximum number of cars defined for each. Authorization
to pass the barrier and park in a logical area can be
assigned to cardholders in the standard dialogs. Loadbalancing of the parking lots is also possible, with current
capacity information displayed on the operator’s screen.
Elevator interface
Elevator interface for controlling up to 56 floors via an
elevator-internal card reader, and for the assignment of
floor authorizations to cardholders
Route
Feature which allows the definition of reader sequences
which a cardholder strictly has to follow. Any violation will
trigger an alarm message.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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1

Remote door unlock
Allows to remotely unlock a door from operator’s
workstation clicking on a door icon or device overview
entry.
Card personalization
Allows the definition of badge design, assignment to
cardholders and printing of badges using standard badge
printers.
Additional 100 cardholders
Activation of an additional 100 employees / master
records. ACE is extensible up to 200,000 cardholders
Additional 50 visitor master records
Activation of an additional 50 visitors / master records to
be used with the optional visitor management feature.
Ordering Information
The following ordering information is for re-fitting of BIS
1.4.x systems with Access Engine V1.2/1.3 using Re-fitting
features ACE V1.2/1.3. This table shows the ACE specific
features.

Ordering Information
Re-fitting features ACE V1.2

BIS-GEN-REFV12

Software Options
Route

BIS-ACE-ROUTE

Remote door unlock

BIS-ACE-REMOPEN

Card personalization

BIS-ACE-IDPRINT

Access area balancing

BIS-ACE-BALANCE

N-persons authorization

BIS-ACE-NPERSONS

Mantrap

BIS-ACE-MANTRAP

Video verification

BIS-ACE-VIDVERI

Guard tour

BIS-ACE-GUARD

Random screening

BIS-ACE-RANDOM

Visitor management

BIS-ACE-VISITORS

Parking lot management

BIS-ACE-PARKMGR

Elevator interface

BIS-ACE-ELEVATR

Additional 100 cardholders

BIS-ACE-100CRDS

Additional 50 visitors

BIS-ACE-50VIS

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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4-wire optocoupler line
transmission system (up
to 1500 m)

1

Features
The transmission system consists of:
▶ Interface converter for converting a 20mA power loop
to V.24 signals. The interface converter is required for
galvanic isolation between security system and
modem. The 20mA connection is established on the
Sec.Sys. side.
▶ Connection cable (2.799.382.430) for connecting an
OVS interface converter to a free serial PC port
(COM) on the computer.

Transmission system to connect a Sec.Sys., type UGM
2020 or UEZ 2000 to the BIS.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Access Professional
Edition 2.0

System Overview
Access PE provides self contained access control for small
and medium-sized companies. Its installation is extremely
simple and fast. There is no need to install and administer
a database system. The system is easy to use and enables
a person with minimal training to create badges and
administer access rights in a very short time. Specific
event logging and reporting allows you to trace who was
when and where on your company’s grounds.
You can choose your readers and cards from the same
bundle of devices, which are supported by Bosch’s
medium to large scale BIS/ACE Access Engine systems,
thereby safeguarding your investment for future
extensions. Card personalization is included in Access PE,
providing you with the means to design your badges, to
perform image acquisition with USB-cameras and to use
most commercially available Card Printers.
In addition to given standardized door models it is
possible to use extended I/O functionality to exert
influence on diverse conditions while monitoring inputs or
setting outputs.

Features
▶ Compact access control based on Bosch’s innovative
AMC controller family
▶ Integrated Video Verification
▶ Multi-user system with definable user profiles
▶ Attendance tableau
▶ Online swipe
▶ Easy upgrade to BIS/ACE through import of existing
cardholder and device data
▶ Includes Badge Designer for Photo ID Badge Printing
▶ Integrated Offline Locking System (OLS) [selected
markets, only]

The introduction of access control in a company is often
done in several small steps. At first only a few central
areas are monitored. As system needs expands, access
control may become part of an integrated security system.

The Access PE can be extended with two modules. A
Video System on the one side and an Offline Locking
System [selected markets, only] on the other side.
The Offline Locking System (OLS) is integrated into the
Access PE – so a person can use the same card for both
systems.
Through integrated video functionality and using the wide
range of Bosch IP devices an operator for example can do
a video verification by comparing live streams with the
database image of the person requesting for access.
Additional surveillance of the back and front of the person
saves your company for unauthorized access.
Access PE runs on a standard PC with a Windows
operating system (2003, XP, or Vista). This can be a single
workstation computer or a client-server system with a
central server and remote workstations.
Note

Microsoft Windows XP Professional is
required for any video integration.

Access Professional Edition 2.0 (Access PE) allows you to
start small. Your investment is always safeguarded,
because it supports the same controllers as Bosch’s large
scale project based systems. If you need to expand your
system at a later date, the door leading to an integrated
management system including AMC access control is wide
open.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Functions

•
•
•
•

2

•
•
•
•

Pos.

Description

1

Server with Access PE 2.0 software

2

Workstations

3

Printer

4

AMC2 – access controller

5

Reader

6

Door strikes

•
•
•
•

Anti-Passback
Card personalization for importing cardholder images
and creating your individual corporate badge designs
printable on standard card printers.
Up to three cards can be assigned to a person.
Creation of an acknowledgment of receipt together
with the print of the picture and the badge design.
Creation of logical areas, which could be single rooms,
groups of rooms, whole floors or parking lots, where
access control points could be assigned to.
Full archival and restoral of system data.
Using the Bosch controller family AMC digital and
monitored I/Os for additional control and monitoring
functions or easy intrusion features.
Supported languages:
- English
- German
- Dutch
- Polish
- Simplified Chinese
- Russian
- Spanish
- Portuguese (Brazil)
Detailed event log for recording access events.
Integrated filter- and reporting features.
Export into standard CSV-format for further
processing.
Comprehensive online help

The Access PE system, along with AMC access controllers,
offers the following features:

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A wide range of pre-defined and self-explaining door
models allow fast and easy hardware configuration
through one-click selection of the door type, such as
standard door, turnstile, elevator, with entrance / exit
reader, and so on.
Real-time activation of reader and cardholder
configurations in the access controllers.
Time zone support for AMC - allows installations
across different time zones.
Time schedules for time-based access permission
defined per weekday including the definition of extra
days, holidays, etc..
Time schedules for automatic activation/deactivation
of cardholder settings, such as access rules, pin codes
and so on.
Time schedules for automatic activation/deactivation
of system settings, such as setting door status to
permanent open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Online swipe – verification via database image
automatically provided through access request.
Three PIN code types can be used for persons:
- Verification PIN with alarm code feature
- Identification PIN – substitudes a card
- IDS-PIN to arm special areas
Choose between the following access modes
- Card only
- PIN only
- PIN or card
Temporary activation/blocking of cardholders, either
manually or time controlled.
Definable input fields for cardholder information.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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•

Video

Live video can be selected from single camera or 2x2
matrix (quad mode).

Offline Locking System (OLS) [selected markets, only]

2

Pos.

Description

Additional to the positions in the first system overview the video components are included now.
7

Cameras

8

DVR or encoder

Entrances from special interest can be equipped with
additional video devices providing different options. The
integrated video functionality in Access PE allows to
assign up to five cameras to a door, each to be used as an
ID or surveillance camera. With video verification the
security level is raised by comparing the person's
database image with a live stream while the environment
can be observed for tail-gating or possible threats.
Any violation, such as door open time exceeds, will
provide alarm images for further investigation. Storage of
those alarm images and retrieval of alarm archives using
Bosch video storage systems are supported as well.

The OLS uses some components of the Online System. In the
picture above the part with the grey background shows the
devices which are used for both systems. On the left hand
side there are devices of the Online-System and on the right
devices of the OLS.
Pos.

Description

1

Workstation

2

Server with configuration applications and the database

3

Access control reader with write module

4

Card – can be used for both systems

5

AMC2 4R4 – access controller

6

Access control reader

7

Dialog reader to read and write cards

8

OLS terminal

With the OLS it is possible to integrate a large quantity of
rooms which are far away or not so security relevant in
the access control system. All data are stored in the same
database and the persons need only one card for both –
the Online- and the Offline-System.
Special reader with write-module (3), which are usually
used for access control in the Online System, renew data
and validity dates on the cards.
Note
Additional functionalities are:

•
•

Alarm verification – providing live images caused
through typical alarms around a door.
Video playback from archives reporting on access
requests or alarm situation with minimum search time.

www.boschsecurity.com

Writing OLS data onto cards can only be used
with an AMC2 4R4. Systems with Wiegandinterface-controller (AMC 4W) have to be
expanded with at least one AMC2 4R4 and
the corresponded reader.
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Ordering Information

Parts Included

2

•
•
•
•

Access Professional Edition Software
Card Personalization Software
Quick start guide
Documentation CD

Technical Specifications
Max. number of active cardholders

10,000

Cards/person

up to 3

PIN codes

4 to 8 digits

PIN code types

Verification PIN
Identification PIN
Arming PIN
Door PIN

Access modes

Card only
PIN only
PIN or card

Max. number of time profiles

255

Max. number of access authorizations

255

Max. number of area/time authorizations

255

Max. number of access authorizations groups

255

Max. number of readers

128

Max. number of remote workstations

16

Max. number of I/O extension boards per AMC

1

Access PE - Video Expansion License
Additional 16 channels – highest limit per
system: 128 channels

ASL-APE2P-VIDE

Access PE - OLS Activation License
Enables Offline Locking System (OLS) with
16 doors

ASL-APE2P-OLSB

Access PE - OLS Expansion License
One additional door for the Offline Locking
System (OLS) – highest limit per system:
1,000 doors

ASL-APE2P-OLSE

Video
Max. number of cameras

128

Identification camera

1/entrance

Surveillance cameras

up to 4/entrance

Back surveillance

2/entrance

Front surveillance

2/entrance

Alarm and logbook camera

1/entrance

Offline Locking System (OLS) [selected markets, only]
Max. number of entrances

1,000

Time models

15

Periods/ time model

4

Special days

10

Ordering Information
Access PE - Basic License
1 Client, 16 Readers, 2,000 Cards

ASL-APE2P-BASE

Access PE - Extended License
2 Clients, 64 Readers, 10,000 Cards

ASL-APE2P-BEXT

Access PE - Reader Expansion License
Additional 16 readers – highest limit per system: 128 readers

ASL-APE2P-RDR

Access PE - Client Expansion License
One additional client – highest limit per system: 16 clients

ASL-APE2P-CLI

Access PE - Video Activation License
Enables video with 16 channels

ASL-APE2P-VIDB

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Access Easy Controller 2.1

Network Ready
AEC2.1 is a network-ready system that connects easily to
any TCP/IP network via an Ethernet port. Any client
computer in the network can access the AEC to manage
the database, monitor activity or control devices.
Administration and User
• 25 maximum user accounts
• 128-bit SSL browser Login encryption
• Case sensitive user IDs and passwords
Log-on Access Rights
All user IDs and passwords are encryption protected,
allowing only authorized persons to access the AEC to
monitor and manage the system parameters, transaction
records, and activities.
Multiple Entry Access Mode

Features
▶ 4 access Wiegand readers expandable to 16
▶ Capacity up to 20,480 card holders and 100,000
transactions
▶ Classify cardholders based on 254 access groups
▶ 255 time schedules, 32 regular and 32 special
holidays
▶ Anti-passback (APB) capabilities
▶ 8 Alarm Zones and attendance capture
▶ Intrusion monitoring up to 32 input and control points
▶ E-mail or SMS Alert for critical events
▶ Integration with video devices for video verification
and video event search
▶ Multiple language selection

Access Easy Controller 2.1, (AEC2.1) is a new generation
IP web based access controller that uniquely combines
the features of a web server, video integration and
security system in one complete unit. The new user
interface allows more intuitive operation and improved
reports capability to give the operator more control and
efficiency.
Any computer platform capable of running a standard web
browser can be used to access, monitor, manage, and
control an AEC2.1, which in turn controls doors, access
readers, alarms, cameras and other devices.

Functions
Web control Interface
AEC2.1 has a built-in web server that allows monitoring
and programming of control parameters using any
standard Web browser.
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Three different access modes are available to cater to
your own unique security requirements:

•
•
•

Card only
PIN only
Card & PIN

User-Definable Personal Identification Number (PIN)
Each cardholder is given the flexibility to choose his or her
own 4 to 7 digit personal identification number.
Multi-Functional Card Assignment
The ability of a single card to perform multiple functions:
A card can be programmed to function as

•
•
•

Normal access card
Attendance card
Arming/disarming card

Time Schedules
Up to 255 sets of programmable schedule types can be
defined to provide access control functionality such as
door locking or unlocking, PIN function activation or
automatic arming/disarming of an alarm point, sending an
Email/SMS, automatic on/off of lights, aircon etc.. Within
each schedule type, four programmable time intervals can
be set for each day of the week, special and regular
holidays.
Storage and backup
All transaction records, cardholder’s data and system
control parameters are stored in the compact flash
memory. All data will remain intact on the compact flash
even if the system experiences a power failure.
Video Integration & Monitoring
AEC2.1 provides seamless integration with IP cameras,
digital and network video recorders. The video integration
allows the system to link certain events to cameras, to
view live or playback video. Up to 3 live video cameras can
be configured to each reader, input/output point and
advance IO function block. The Live video of the
surveillance window will pop up automatically when an
alarm event is triggered in the configured location. The
event video clip can be downloaded to the PC for later
investigation. The video verification function enables
automatic live video display of the access point for
comparison with cardholder’s photo.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Note: The video recording is taken care of by the video
device and not the AEC system.

readers. Using APB configuration the system can provide
the master list of the cardholders violating the APB
settings in a zone or area.
Remote System Administration
This enables the user to dial into the AEC2.1 via telephone
modem to perform remote administration. Once
connected, access and control of the AEC2.1 can be
carried out via the web browser.

3

Internet E-mail (SMTP) & Short Message Service (SMS)
Support

Intrusion Alarm Monitoring
Provides 2 or 4-state alarm monitoring on all inputs. An
access reader can be programmed as an alarm arming/
disarming reader.
Alarm Input and Relay Outputs Control
Up to 32 inputs and 32 relay outputs can be softwareconfigured for door strike controls, sirens, alarm shunting,
vehicle boom barrier controls and a host of other
applications.
(32 inputs / outputs are available via the AEC extension.)

AEC2.1 can send e-mail, based on triggered events or
transactions under normal or alarm conditions. Each mail
message consists of a full description of the event or
alarm, its location, ID and a date/ time stamp. E-mail can
be sent to multiple recipients or relayed as an SMS text
message to mobile phone users via certified modems. This
function provides unlimited, secure, fully-configurable
information transfer to operators.
Note: Requires GSM modem for SMS
Easy Firmware Upgrade
AEC2.1 utilizes state-of-the-art flash memory technology
to store its firmware. Upgrades can be carried out by
replacing the physical flash module or by firmware
update.

Advance IO Programming
Unique programming options for input and output linking
based on logic programming. Predefined applications
such as Guard Tour, Feed Through, OR logic, AND logic,
XOR logic, NAND logic, Interlock, Up-Down Counter, Exit
Door, One Shot and Intrusion are available. Types of input
and output linking are not restricted just to IO devices:
inputs can be any one of `inputs', 'outputs', 'interconnection (logic) links', `schedules', `criteria', `always
on' or `always off'. Outputs can be any one of `interconnection (logic) links', `outputs', or 'access readers'.
With this sophisticated logical IO programming, the
system is ready to handle automation in virtually any
situation.

Certifications and Approvals
The AEC2.1 is designed to comply with the following
certifications, approvals, and safety standards:

•
•
•

CE
FCC
UL (in progress)

Installation/Configuration Notes
Ethernet Installation

Anti-passback Capabilities (APB)
Anti-passback is a sophisticated security feature in access
control to prevent fraudulent multiple-entry (e.g. a
cardholder passing his/her card to another person) by
blocking repeat entry at the same door within a set timeperiod. Three types of APB are available, providing
variable levels of security: Time based APB, Soft APB, and
Full APB. Time based APB prevents the same card from reentering by the same door within a set time period
(maximum 60 minutes). Full APB follows strict rules: it
controls access by monitoring the sequence of entries at
defined APB entry readers, and exits at defined APB exit
readers. Any violation of the sequencing will prevent
access. Soft APB is similar to full APB except that it will
allow exit via exit readers even if a corresponding entry
has not been recorded. Transaction records in Soft APB
will differ from normal transactions. 254 levels of APB are
available to group related sets of APB entry and exit

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

(1)

AEC Main Controller incl. Webserver

(2)

AEC Extension

(3)

100BaseT Ethernet, max 100 m*

(4)

22 AWG, 2-conductor, shielded, 1000 m*

(5)

18 AWG, 2-conductor, unshielded, 200 m*
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(6)

22 AWG, 6-conductor, shielded, 100 m*

(7)

22 AWG, 2-conductor, unshielded, 305 m*

(8)

Reader

(9)

Door strike

(10)

Door contact

(11)
(12)

Exit device
Video Device
*) cable types are only examples

System Parameters
• 4 access readers expandable to 16 access readers
• 254 access groups
• 255 time schedules
• 32 regular holidays & 32 special holidays
• Anti-passback (APB) capabilities (Full, Soft, Time
Based)
• 100,000 transactions history
• Audit log
• Real-time activities and status update
• Built-in reporting functions (transactions & system
logs)
Card Access Parameters
• 20,480 card capacity
• 16 programmable Wiegand card formats
• Multi-card function type: normal, attendance capture,
arm/disarm
• Multi-operation method by
- card only
- card + user PIN code, 1-7 digits
- reader's PIN code, 1- 7 digits
• Batch entry - card add/delete feature
• Card details - Card number, Facility code, Card
format, User name, Department, 2 user definable
fields, 2 definable acess groups
• Programmable card validation period - supports onetime access
• Supports Dual Card Entry (2 man rule)
• Supports card database Import and Export in CSV
Format
Access Readers and Door Parameters
• Definable entry or exit reader, arm/disarm reader, or
elevator reader
• Enable or disable keypad on the reader
• Keypad time-out, 0-255 sec
• Operation using reader's PIN only, 1-7 digits
• Lockout reader based on illegal attempts, 0-255
• Lockout duration, 0-255 sec
• Illegal event types include: Access Denied, Access
Denied - APB, Access Denied - Timed APB, Access
Denied - Wrong PIN, Invalid Schedule, Invalid Card,
Invalid Start Date, Invalid End Date, Invalid First Card,
Invalid Second Card, and Duplicate First Card.
• Auto lock/unlock (schedule controlled)
• Lock/unlock of doors via access reader
• Lock/unlock/momentarily unlock of doors
• Door open timer, 0-255 sec
• Door strike timer, 0-255 sec
• Alarm delay duration for door forced open, 0-255 sec
• Pre-alarm warning before door held open, 0-10 sec
Video Parameters
• Supports max. 3 cameras for each reader
• 64 cameras
• View live and playback video
• Enables automatic live video display of the access
point for comparison with cardholders photo
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•

AEC2.1 integrates with the following video devices
- IP Cameras: AutoDome IP, Dinion IP, FlexiDome IP
- Encoders: VideoJet X10 , VIP10, VIP-X
- DVR/NVR: DiBos, DivarXF, Vidos NVR4.0
Note: Video integration features are available on Windows
OS only.
Alarm and IO Status Parameters
• Max. 32 input monitoring points
• Max. 32 outputs
• Automatic incoming power failure monitoring
• Real-time alarm transaction monitoring
• Instant & delay alarm monitoring for any input
• Programmable alarm point description
• All input monitoring supports 2 state non-supervised,
2 state supervised, and 4 state supervised
• Programmable arm/disarm of alarm zones
• Programmable arm/disarm status LEDs
• Programmable output control
• Programmable input-output linking
• Door held open/forced open alarm reporting
• Duress alarm (from PIN readers)
• Tamper alarm (enclosure opening)
• Common Alarm Output
• Advanced programmable IO features (guard tour, feed
through, OR logic, AND logic, XOR logic, NAND logic,
Interlock, up/down counter, exit door, one shot and
intrusion)
E-mail/SMS Parameters
• SMTP- based Email
• E-mail upon triggered events
(based on selectable events, devices and/or
cardholders)
• Attendance capture transactions and lateness
reporting
• Hardware failures auto reporting
• 8 programmable groups e-mail recipients with
attached messages
• 8 programmable messages.
Note: Requires GSM modem for SMS
Database Maintenance
• Automatic daily backup to compact flash memory
• Manual backup of systems database and/or Activity,
audit log, and Attendance Capture Record to local
client PC.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions
Enclosure (H x W x D)

400 x 400 x 94 mm
(15,75 x 15,75 x 3,7 inch)

Environmental conditions
Relative Humidity

10% to 90% at 32 °C (+90 °F)

Temperature (Operating)

0 °C to +50 °C
(32 °F to 120 °F)

Temperature (Storage)

0 °C to +55 °C
(32 °F to 130 °F)

Ports
LAN Ports

Two RJ45 Ethernet

Serial Ports

Two RS-232

Extension port

One RS-485

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Supported 8-Input/Output Board in a Full AEC2.1 Configuration

Interface 4-Reader Board

3

Voltage Requirement

12 VDC from PSU

Max. Number of Interface board

4

Number of Wiegand Readers supported

4

Max. Number of Wiegand Reader

-

Number of Monitoring Points

8*

Max. Input

Number of Output Control Relays

8**

32
(Both normally opened and normally closed devices supported)

Max. Output

32
(Form-C PCB mounted output control relays, with Contact Rating:
1A@ 24 VCD)

*) Input Monitoring Points on the 4-Reader board consists
of door contact input and request-to-exit inputs
associated with reader controlled door.
**) Output Control Relays on the 4-Reader board are the
door strike/magnetic lock control relays for the readercontrolled doors.
Interface 8-Input/Output Board
Voltage Requirement

12 VDC from PSU

Number of Wiegand Readers
supported

-

Number of Monitoring Points

8

Number of Output Control Relays

8

Power Requirements
Primary Voltage Input (AC)

100 ~240 VAC

Secondary Voltage Input

+5 VDC for CPU board
+12 VDC for 4-Reader an 8-I/Oboards

Backup Battery
(Optional Backup Battery: Not
included in standard package)

12 VDC, 7AH rechargeable battery

Ordering Information

Readers Supported by AEC2.1
Standard Wiegand Input Reader

HID MiniProx Reader
HID ProxPoint Reader
HID ProxPro
with/without Keypad Reader
HID ICLASS
with/without Keypad Reader
(R10, R30, R40)

AEC2.1 Capacity
CPU

32 bit microprocessor – 500 MHz
or higher

Memory

512 MB RAM or higher

Storage

CompactFlash 512 MB or higher

Concurrent Users

7 concurrently + 1 super-user

User licenses

Max. 25 user account, using (up to)
50 character alphanumeric, case
sensitive user IDs and passwords

Events

100,000 transaction history,
stamped with date and time

Database Integrity

Encryption used for user IDs and
PINs

Number of Cards Supported

20, 480

Number of Access Groups

255

Number of Time Schedules

255

Interval per Time Schedules

Four interval per day, plus holidays
support

Recommended Web Browser

Microsoft Internet Explorer version
7.0 and above

AEC2.1 Main Enclosure, PSU1
Access Easy Controller 2.1 Enclosure with
CPU Board, 4 Wiegand Reader Board,
100-240VAC Power Supply Unit, Compact
Flash with software application, Quick Start
Guide and CD-ROM containing software tools
and manuals.

APC-AEC21-UPS1

AEC2.1 Extension Enclosure, PSU1
Access Easy Controller 2.1 Extension Enclosure with 100-240VAC Power Supply Unit

AEC-AEC21-EXT1

AEC2.1 4 Wiegand Reader Board
Access Easy Controller 2.1 4 Wiegand Reader with 8 Input-Output Board

API-AEC21-4WR

AEC2.1 8 Input-Output Board
Access Easy Controller 2.1 8 Input-Output
Board

API-AEC21-8I8O

Supported 4-Reader Board in a Full AEC2.1 Configuration
Max. Number of Interface board

4

Max. Number of Wiegand Reader

16

Max. Input

32 (Reserved for Door contact and
request to exit)

Max. Output

32 (Reserved for Door strike)

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Access Easy Extensions
for AEC V 2.1
Ordering Information
AEC2.1 Main Enclosure, PSU1
Access Easy Controller 2.1 Enclosure with
CPU Board, 4 Wiegand Reader Board,
100-240VAC Power Supply Unit, Compact
Flash with software application, Quick Start
Guide and CD-ROM containing software tools
and manuals.

APC-AEC21-UPS1

AEC2.1 Extension Enclosure, PSU1
Access Easy Controller 2.1 Extension Enclosure with 100-240VAC Power Supply Unit

AEC-AEC21-EXT1

AEC2.1 4 Wiegand Reader Board
Access Easy Controller 2.1 4 Wiegand Reader with 8 Input-Output Board

API-AEC21-4WR

AEC2.1 8 Input-Output Board
Access Easy Controller 2.1 8 Input-Output
Board

API-AEC21-8I8O

www.boschsecurity.com
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AMC2 - Access Modular
Controller

System Overview

4

Features
▶ Intelligent access manager for one to eight entrances
▶ Four interfaces include the reader power supply
▶ Standard 2 GB compact flash
▶ LCD display for displaying information
▶ Self-controlling send and receive switching
▶ Individual electronic verification of plugs and outputs
▶ Input for an externally connected tamper contact

The AMC2 (Access Modular Controller) is used as an
access controller in the access control systems ACE
(ACCESS ENGINE) from version 2.0 onward, Access
Personal Edition, and Access Professional Edition. The
device controls a group of one to eight access points.
These access points, also known as entrances, mainly
consist of doors, gates, barriers, turn stiles, revolving
doors, mantraps, ID card readers, door opening elements
and sensors. The AMC2 can control up to eight ID card
readers (depending on the reader type) and is designed
for fully processing the access logic at the assigned
entrances.
Status checks can be carried out using the eight analog
inputs. The eight relay outputs are used to activate the
door opening elements and/or generate the security
activation and signaling. The AMC2 stores all necessary
information in a battery-buffered memory and a compact
flash storage element so that, even when the unit is
offline, it is able to carry out independent authorization
checks on access points, take access decisions, control
closing/opening elements and register movement events.

1
2
3
4

Host computer
AMC2
Card reader
Communication and power supply

As shown in the diagram, the AMC2 is integrated between
the host system (e.g. Access Engine) and the peripheral
devices.
They are connected to the host system via RS485, RS232
(e.g. modem operation) or Ethernet, depending on the
size of the system. The relevant host interface is selected
during installation. All three interfaces are available on the
device by default. With RS485 operation, a maximum of
eight AMC2’s can be connected to one party line.
There are up to four slots on the peripheral bus for
readers, including the slot for the power supply.

Functions

•

•
•

•

•
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Storing downloaded data as listed below:
- Master data
- Authorizations
- Access models
- Display texts
- Reader configurations
Interpretation of transaction data from reader
- Authorization check
- Host request
- PIN code
Control/monitoring
- Denial or door release
- Switching alarm
- Door statuses
- Reader operation statuses
- Internal alarm statuses
Messages to Access Engine
- Host requests
- Transaction data for storing
- Error and malfunction messages
- Alarm messages
Power supply for
- Readers
- Door openers
- Contact current feeds

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Installation/Configuration Notes
Power supply
An external power supply (10 to 30 V DC) for the AMC2 is
connected to the first (positive) and third pin (negative).
When using an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), the
relevant UPS output relay is connected to the pins

4

The AMC-MUX interface converter should be used if more
than two AMC2’s are connected.
The interface converter generates an RS485 bus (2 or 4wire) from a COM port and thus allows up to eight
AMC2’s to be connected with the RS485-typical distances
(1200 m/3900 ft.).

•
•
•

Alternatively, the RS485 host interface (2 or 4-wire) can
be activated in the AMC2 via a jumper. There are two sets
of connection points; one for the incoming and one for the
outgoing bus system.

Host connections

Quantity restrictions
• Please follow the Access Engine installation and
configuration instructions regarding the maximum
number of access controllers on one access control
system and the number of cardholders.
• Max. 4 access points/entrances
• Max. 4 ID card readers
• Max. 3 peripheral devices via internal RS485 bus
• Max. 200,000 cardholders

4 and 7 for alternating current
5 and 7 for the battery
6 and 7 for direct current
Otherwise, these pins will short-circuit.
RS232 host interfaces
The Access Engine application administers up to 32 serial
direct connections (ports), theoretically allowing 32
AMC2’s to be directly connected in series.
Note

Since PCs only have a maximum of two COM
interfaces by default, the following
connection variants are preferable for
configurations with more than two AMC2’s:

ID card reader connections
Wiegand interfaces
The AMC2 4W has four connections for connecting up to
four ID card readers.
ID card reader and door control element interfaces are
split into four channels, each with four connection plugs.
The following definitions apply to the Wiegand interface:

•
•

10-wire interface (incl. shield)
Maximum cable length of 158 m (500 ft.) to ID card
reader
• 26-bit Wiegand format
• 37-bit Wiegand format
Default configuration of the Wiegand interface on the ID
card reader:
1

12V+ reader power supply

2

12V- reader power supply

3

Data line 0

4

Data line 1

5

Shield

6

Green LED

7

Red LED

8

Acoustic signal

9

Delay

10

Show card

RS485 interfaces
The AMC2 4R4 has four connections for connecting up to
eight ID card readers. The interfaces are divided to two
busses – all possible readers (up to eight) can be
connected to one interface.
1 = Host computer
2 = RS232/485 AMC-MUX converter
3 = AMC2
4a = RS232 connection
4b = RS485 connection: Up to eight AMC2’s can be
connected to one RS485 interface for each AMC-MUX.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

RS485 interface definition:

•

2-wire interface: Using the 10-pin pluggable
connector.
• Max. length of the bus: 1200 m
• Transfer rates: 9,6 or 19,2 kBit/s
Default configuration of the Rs485 interface on the ID
card reader:
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1

12V+ reader power supply

2

12V- reader power supply

3

Shield

4

Data RxTx+

5

Data RxTx-

6

Data shield (PAG)

7

Not connected

8

Not connected

9

Not connected

10

Not connected

General instructions
• AMC2 and related equipment should be mounted in a
"secured area".
• Detailed connection conditions are specified in the
operating manual!
• After purchase, primary AC power must be carried out
by a licensed electrician.

Technical Specifications
Hardware

4

CPU RENESAS M32C84
512 kB-EPROM/FLASH

•

256 kB-SRAM

Reader and door models

Serial EEPROM

The AMC2 controls the connected reader via predefined
door models.

RTC
Pluggable 2 GB compact flash

Door models govern in accordance with the relevant
security requirements

Battery for SRAM and RTC

Number and usage of the readers connected to the
AMC2, e.g. input and output readers, input readers
and buttons etc.
• Number and application type of the AMC inputs, e.g.
door status, output button, revolving door position,
GMA etc.
• Number and usage of AMC outputs, e.g. door opener,
mantrap contact, signal light switching etc.
The maximum number of entrances to be managed by one
AMC2 is ultimately defined by the door models used and
their requirements regarding readers and inputs/outputs.

Host address can be set via sliding switch

Note

8 monitored analog inputs

•

Therefore, when planning an access system,
you must first assign the relevant door
models to all entrances that are to be
controlled. Only then can you configure the
AMC reader.

Host interface:
- RS485 (2- or 4-wire); opto-decoupled
- RS232
- Ethernet 10/100BaseT (TCP/IP) with RJ45
4 reader interfaces:
- Wiegand or
- RS-485, 2-wire, opto-coupled, 19.200 Bd
8 relay outputs:
- max. switching voltage: 30 V DC
- max. switching current: 1,25 A
Tamper switch
Reset button
Temperature

0°C to +45°C (32°F to 113°F)

Power supply

10 to 30 VDC, max. 60 VA
Available for external devices: 55 VA

Environment
class

IP 30

Housing

Base: PPO (UL 94 V-0)
Upper: Polycarbonate (UL 94 V-0)

Color

White

Dimensions

WxHxD: 232 x 90 x 63 mm (9.13 x 3.54 x 2.48 in.)

Contacts

Weight

Approx. 0.53 kg (1.17 lb)

Inputs

Type

Rail mounting

Voltage equalization - grounding
• Different voltages can be equalized using jumpers with
protective ground.
• A line (shield, equipotential bonding line) with
protective ground can only be connected in one
position.
• For further instructions, please see the operating
manual!

The eight analog inputs can be used as digital or analog
contacts. For analog use, resistance values can be
specified that make it possible to carry out a further check
for cable breaks and short-circuits.
Relay outputs
The relay outputs offer the following functions:

•
•
•
•

The outputs can operate with potential free contacts
for external power supply (dry mode).
The outputs can operate using the internal voltage of
power supply (wet mode).
Only ohm resistive loads can be connected to the
relay.
Inductive loads must be bypassed via recovery diodes.
These diodes (1N4004) are enclosed.

www.boschsecurity.com

Ordering Information
AMC2 4W-NET - Wiegand Interfaces

APC-AMC2-4W

AMC2 4W-NET-CF - Wiegand Interfaces
Four Wiegand card reader interfaces, network connection to the host system and
Compact Flash memory (2 GB).

APC-AMC2-4WCF

AMC2 4R4 - RS-485 Interfaces

APC-AMC2-4R4

AMC2 4R4-CF - RS-485 Interfaces
Four RS-485 card reader interfaces, network
connection to the host system and Compact
Flash memory (2 GB).

APC-AMC2-4R4CF

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Ordering Information
Accessories

4

AMC2 8I-8O-EXT
8 input/output extension board, up to three
per AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-EXT and the AMC2 16I-16O-EXT

API-AMC2-8IOE

AMC2 16I-16O-EXT
16 input/output extension board, up to three
per AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-EXT and the AMC2 8I-8O-EXT

API-AMC2-16IOE

AMC2 16I-EXT
16 input extension board, up to three per
AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-16O-EXT and the AMC2 8I-8O-EXT

API-AMC2-16IE

AMC2 4W-EXT - Wiegand Extension Board
The extension module AMC2 4W-EXT is
equipped with four Wiegand type reader-interfaces plus eight inputs and eight outputs.
Hence with the AMC2 4W-EXT it is possible to
double the number of readers on an AMC2
4W from 4 to 8.

API-AMC2-4WE

AMC2 ENC-EMEA - Enclosure
This enclosure is used for securely mounting
and housing the AMC2 and a power supply
(e.g. AMC PBC60).

AEC-AMC2-EMEA01

AMC2 ENC-UL1 - Enclosure - Small
AMC2 enclosure with single din rail.

AEC-AMC2-UL1

AMC2 ENC-UL2 - Enclosure - Large
AMC2 enclosure with two din rails.

AEC-AMC2-UL2

AEC-PANEL19-4DR - Mounting plate with
four DIN rails
Mounting plate with four DIN rails for 19”
racks to connect max. four AMC2 devices.

AEC-PANEL19-4DR

AEC-PANEL19-UPS - Mounting plate with
two DIN rails
Mounting plate with two DIN rails, a battery
bracket, and screw sockets for the power
supply to mount into 19” racks.

AEC-PANEL19-UPS

PBC-60 - power supply and battery
charger
A power supply unit with an integrated battery charging device.

APS-PBC-60

Gel Battery 12 V / 7.2 Ah
(DU = 1 unit)

IPP-12V-7.2Ah

AMC RAIL-250 mounting rail
Mounting rail (250 mm) for mounting the access controller AMC-4W without the metal
housing AMC ENC-V1.

ACX-RAIL-250

AMC RAIL-400 mounting rail
Mounting rail (400 mm) for mounting the
AMC-4W, AMC PS-12V-60W and AMC
UPS-12V when the metal housing AMC ENCV1 is not used.

ACX-RAIL-400

AMC-MUX interface converter
Interface converter – RS-232 into
RS-485/422

ACX-AMC-MUX

AMC-MUX-EXT interface extension
An extension module for the AMC-MUX to
create a network star topology.

ACX-AMC-MUXE

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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AMC2 - Input/Output
Extension Boards

Reduced versions of the extension board are also
obtainable to make full use of the available signals. The
AMC2 8I-8O-EXT module has eight input and eight output
signals. The AMC2 16I-EXT has 16 analog inputs.

System Overview
The AMC2 xxx-EXT is integrated into the system via the
AMC2 controller.

Features
▶ RS485 connection to the AMC2 controller
▶ Three models available one with 8 inputs & 8 outputs,
one with 16 inputs & 16 outputs, and one with 16
inputs
▶ Status of inputs and outputs shows on AMC2 LCD
display
▶ Transfer rate to EXT interface (RS485): 9,6 kBit/sec
▶ The AMC2 Extensionboards can be supplied with the
PBC-60 power supply unit with integrated UPS.

The AMC2 16I-16O-EXT, the AMC2 16I-EXT and/or the
AMC2 8I‑8O-EXT extension boards can only be used with
the AMC2 access controller and provides additional input
and output contacts.

1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

Host computer
AMC2
Card reader
Communication and power supply
AMC2 xxx-EXT

In the default configuration, the connection to the AMC2
is established via the RS485 interface.

The AMC2 controller has eight input and eight output
signals. The AMC2 determines the door status (open or
closed) via the analog input signals. The relay outputs can
be used to activate locking mechanisms, for example.
If there are not enough contacts available on the AMC2 to
transfer the necessary signals, up to three AMC2 xI-xOEXT units can be connected to provide additional inputs
and outputs.
Note

Systems with Access Personal Edition
Software can only connect one I/O-Extension
to an AMC2 Controller.

The electronics are located in a plastic housing, similar to
the one on the AMC2 controller.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Up to three extension boards can be connected to one
AMC2 controller; this provides a maximum of 56 input and
output signals for configuration with the AMC2 signals.

The AMC2 16I-16O-EXT has 16 analog inputs and 16 relay
outputs. It receives door status signals via the inputs and
can authorize door releases or send messages to external
surveillance systems via the outputs.

www.boschsecurity.com
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For a system configuration the AMC2 16I-16O-EXT, AMC2
16I-EXT, and AMC2 8I-8O-EXT can also be used in
combination, e.g. two AMC2 16I-16O-EXTs and one AMC2
8I-8O-EXT – but the maximum number of modules that
can be connected is also restricted to three per AMC2
controller.

•
•
•

4 and 7 for alternating current (AC)
5 and 7 for the battery
6 and 7 for direct current (DC)
Otherwise, these pins will short-circuit.

An AMC2 16I-16O-EXT can only provide signals for the
entrances of the AMC2 controller to which it is connected.
It is not possible to transmit to another AMC2.

Voltage equalization - grounding
• Different grounds can be balanced via jumpers with
protective ground.
• A line (shielding, potential equalization) with
protective ground must only be connected in one
place.
• For further instructions, please see the operating
manual.

Configuration examples:

Contacts

Note

4

When using an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), the
relevant UPS output relay is connected to the pins

Systems with Access Personal Edition
Software can only connect one I/O-Extension
to an AMC2 Controller.

Inputs
The analog inputs can be used as digital or analog
contacts. For analog use, resistance values can be
specified to check for cable breaks and short-circuits.
Relay outputs
The relay outputs offer the following functions:

•
•
•
•

The outputs can operate with potential free contacts
for external power supply (dry mode).
The outputs can operate using the internal voltage of
power supply (wet mode).
Only ohm resistive loads can be connected to the
relay.
Inductive loads must be bypassed via recovery diodes.
These diodes (IN4004) are enclosed.

General instructions
• All access equipment should be mounted within a
"secured area".
• Detailed connection conditions are specified in the
operating manual!
• After purchase, primary AC power must be carried out
by a licensed electrician.

Technical Specifications
Hardware

16 or 8 or null relay outputs - with ohm load:
- max. switching voltage: 30 V DC
- max. switching current: 1,25 A
16 or 8 analog inputs
Tamper switch

Solid lines: Power supply
Dotted lines: Data lines
1. AMC2 with power supply.
2. Power and data are supplied to the AMC2 xxx-EXT via
the AMC2.
3. The AMC2 xxx-EXT with its own power supply receives
data from the AMC2.
4. The first AMC2 xxx-EXT is supplied by the AMC2 - the
second has its own power supply and a connection to
the third. All AMC2 xxx-EXTs receive their data from
the AMC2.
Power supply

Temperature

0°C to +45°C (32° F to 113° F)

Power supply

- 10 or 30 V DC, max. 60 VA
Available for external devices: 55 VA
- or via the AMC2

Protection
class

IP 30

Housing

Base: PPO (UL 94 V-0)
Upper: Polycarbonate (UL 94 V-0)

Color

White

Dimensions

WxHxD: 232 x 90 x 46 mm (9.13 x 3.54 x 1.81 in.)

Weight

Approx. 0.4 kg (0.88 lb)

Type

Rail mounting

An external power supply (10 to 30 V DC) for the AMC2 is
connected to the first (positive) and third pin (negative).

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Ordering Information
AMC2 8I-8O-EXT
8 input/output extension board, up to three
per AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-EXT and the AMC2 16I-16O-EXT

API-AMC2-8IOE

AMC2 16I-16O-EXT
16 input/output extension board, up to three
per AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-EXT and the AMC2 8I-8O-EXT

API-AMC2-16IOE

AMC2 16I-EXT
16 input extension board, up to three per
AMC, can be combined with the AMC2
16I-16O-EXT and the AMC2 8I-8O-EXT

API-AMC2-16IE

www.boschsecurity.com
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AMC2 4W-EXT - Wiegand
Extension Board

System Overview
The AMC2 4W-EXT is connected between the access
controller AMC2 4W and the various peripheral devices.

4

Features
▶ RS485 connection to the AMC2 4W controller
▶ 4 Wiegand reader interfaces
▶ 8 analog inputs
▶ 8 relais outputs (wet or dry)
▶ Status of inputs and outputs shows on AMC2 4W LCD
display
▶ Transfer rate to EXT interface (RS485): 9,6 kBit/sec

1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

Host
AMC2 4W
Card reader
Communication and power supply
AMC2 4W-EXT

The AMC2 4W-EXT is connected to the AMC2 4W using the
RS-485 extension interface. This interface will also be
used to connect further extension modules.

The extension module AMC2 4W-EXT is equipped with
four Wiegand type reader-interfaces plus eight inputs and
eight outputs. Hence with the AMC2 4W-EXT it is possible
to double the number of readers on an AMC2 4W from 4
to 8.
The AMC2 4W-EXT can not be deployed as an independent
controller but only as an extension module for the AMC2
4W. Control and access decisions and bookings are
carried out by the AMC2 4W alone.
The AMC2 4W can be extended by a maximum of one
AMC2 4W-EXT plus a maximum of three I/O extension
modules. The I/O extension modules AMC2 8I-8O-EXT,
AMC2 16I-16O-EXT, or AMC2 16I-EXT (in any combination)
are, like the AMC2 4W-EXT, connected via the AMC2 4W’s
extension interface (RS485). As the extension modules
contain neither memory nor display they are controlled
and monitored entirely by the AMC2 4W.
Note

Systems with Access Personal Edition
Software can only connect one I/O-Extension
to an AMC2 Controller.

The signal settings and parametrization of the readers
connected to the extension module, are carried out by the
configuration applications in the access control systems
Access Personal Edition and BIS Access Engine, and by
the AMC2 4W to which it belongs.

Installation/Configuration Notes
The number of controllers in one system is limited to 200.
The using of AMC2 4W-EXT modules has no influence on
this limit, because it is an extension to an AMC2 4W and
not a controller.
Using Wiegand interfaces, up to eight peripheral devices
can be connected to each AMC2 4W. The interfaces are
point-to-point connections, meaning that only one reader
can be connected to one interface.
Power supply
An external power supply (10 to 30 V DC) for the AMC2 is
connected to the first (positive) and third pin (negative).
When using an uninterruptible power supply (UPS), the
relevant UPS output relay is connected to the pins

•
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4 and 7 for alternating current (AC)
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•
•

5 and 7 for the battery
6 and 7 for direct current (DC)
Otherwise, these pins will short-circuit.
Voltage equalization - grounding
• Different grounds can be balanced via jumpers with
protective ground.
• A line (shielding, potential equalization) with
protective ground must only be connected in one
place.
• For further instructions, please see the operating
manual.
Wiegand interface
The AMC2 4W-EXT has four interfaces to connect up to
four readers. The following definitions apply to the
interface:

•
•
•
•

10 wire interface with shield
Max. cable length: 158 m (172.8 yd)
26 bit wiegand format
37 bit wiegand format
Default configuration:
1 = Reader Supply – 12V+
2 = Reader Supply – 0V

Technical Specifications
Hardware

4 Wiegand reader interfaces
8 relay outputs - with ohm load:
- max. switching voltage: 30 V DC
- max. switching current: 1,25 A
8 analog inputs
Tamper switch

Temperature

0°C to +45°C (32° F to 113° F)

Power supply

- 10 or 30 V DC, max. 60 VA
Available for external devices: 55 VA
- or via the AMC2

Protection
class

IP 30

Housing

Base: PPO (UL 94 V-0)
Upper: Polycarbonate (UL 94 V-0)

Color

White

Dimensions

WxHxD: 232 x 90 x 46 mm (9.13 x 3.54 x 1.81 in.)

Weight

Approx. 0.4 kg (0.88 lb)

Type

Rail mounting

3 = Data 0
4 = Data 1
5 = Shield
6 = green LED
7 = red LED
8 = Beeper
9 = Hold

Ordering Information
AMC2 4W-EXT - Wiegand Extension Board
The extension module AMC2 4W-EXT is
equipped with four Wiegand type reader-interfaces plus eight inputs and eight outputs.
Hence with the AMC2 4W-EXT it is possible to
double the number of readers on an AMC2
4W from 4 to 8.

API-AMC2-4WE

10 = Card Present
Contacts
Inputs
The analog inputs can be used as digital or analog
contacts. For analog use, resistance values can be
specified to check for cable breaks and short-circuits.
Relay outputs
The relay outputs offer the following functions:

•
•
•
•

The outputs can operate with potential free contacts
for external power supply (dry mode).
The outputs can operate using the internal voltage of
power supply (wet mode).
Only ohm resistive loads can be connected to the
relay.
Inductive loads must be bypassed via recovery diodes.
These diodes (1N4004) are enclosed.

General instructions
• All access equipment should be mounted within a
"secured area".
• Detailed connection conditions are specified in the
operating manual!
• After purchase, primary AC power must be carried out
by a licensed electrician.

www.boschsecurity.com
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AMC2 ENC-EMEA - Enclosure

3 screws and screw anchors for wall-mounting
Installation description

Ordering Information
AMC2 ENC-EMEA - Enclosure
This enclosure is used for securely mounting
and housing the AMC2 and a power supply
(e.g. AMC PBC60).

AEC-AMC2-EMEA01

4

This enclosure is used for securely mounting and housing
the AMC2 and a power supply (e.g. AMC PBC60).

Installation/Configuration Notes
The external dimensions and distances of the securing
screw holes are shown in the following diagram:

The enclosure is designed for installing an AMC2, a power
supply (AMC PBC60) and two batteries.

Parts Included
The components supplied include:
1 housing base with pre-assembled cables
1 housing cover
1 cable set - partially pre-assembled
3 cable ties (short) for securing the cables
2 cable ties (long) for securing the batteries

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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AMC2 ENC-UL1 - Enclosure - Small

Ordering Information
AMC2 ENC-UL1 - Enclosure - Small
AMC2 enclosure with single din rail.

AEC-AMC2-UL1

4

This enclosure has been produced in accordance with UL
guidelines and is used for securely mounting and housing
the AMC2 and a power supply (e.g. PBC-60).

Installation/Configuration Notes
The external dimensions and distances for the securing
screw holes are shown in the following diagram:

The enclosure is designed for installing an AMC2, a power
supply (AMC PBC60) and two batteries.

Parts Included
The components supplied include:
1 housing with pre-assembled cables
1 cable set - partially pre-assembled
3 cable ties (short) for securing the cables
3 screws and screw anchors for wall-mounting
Installation description
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AMC2 ENC-UL2 - Enclosure - Large

The enclosure is designed for installing two devices
(AMC2 or AMC2 xI-xO-EXT), two power supplies (AMC
PBC60) and two batteries.

Parts Included
The components supplied include:
1 housing with pre-assembled cables
1 cable set - partially pre-assembled

4

3 cable ties (short) for securing the cables
3 screws and screw anchors for wall-mounting
Installation description

Ordering Information
AMC2 ENC-UL2 - Enclosure - Large
AMC2 enclosure with two din rails.

AEC-AMC2-UL2

This enlosure has been produced in accordance with UL
guidelines and is used for securely mounting and housing
the AMC2, extensions and the power supplies (e.g.
PBC-60).

Installation/Configuration Notes
The external dimensions and distances for the securing
screw holes are shown in the following diagram:

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Mounting plate for 19 inch
racks

Front and Back of the AEC-PANEL19-4DR:

4

Features
▶ 4 rack units/ 88 horizontal pitchs
▶ Up to four rails for AMC devices
▶ Battery bracket
▶ Srew socket for PBC-60

X = Front view; Y = Rear view
1 = Grounding connections (pre mounted)
2 = DIN rails (pre mounted)
3 = Cable channels
4 = Cut-outs for fixing the mounting plate in 19” enclosures
Front and Back of the AEC-PANEL19-UPS:

▶ Cable kits to connect the power supply

Mounting plate in two variants to install in 19”racks.

Functions
Two 19" mounting plate models are available for rack
mounting the AMC2. Choose the variant which best suits
your purposes based on the following considerations:
Choose mounting plate AEC-PANEL19-UPS if you wish to
supply power using the PBC-60 and in addition up to 2
rechargeable batteries. This variant comes with a cable kit
which provides pre-mounted partial wiring for power
supplies.
Choose mounting plate AEC-PANEL19-4DR if your power
supply is external. In this case the rack mounting can hold
up to 4 AMC devices in any combination.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Each mounting plate requires 4 rack units (U) and 88
horizontal pitchs (HP).

www.boschsecurity.com

X = Front view; Y = Rear view
1 = Power supply connections (pre mounted)
2 = Screw sockets (pre mounted) for holding the PBC-60
power supply
3 = Battery bracket
4 = Cable channels
5 = Grounding connection (pre mounted)
6 = DIN Rails (pre mounted)
7 = Cut-outs for fixing the mounting plate in 19” enclosures
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Parts Included
AEC-PANEL19-4DR
Mounting plate with

•
•

4

Four rails (pre mounted)
Mounting description

AEC-PANEL19-UPS
• Mounting plate with
• Two rails (pre mounted)
• Battery bracket for two Accu’s (pre mounted)
• Screw sockets for PBC-60 (pre mounted)
• Power supply connections (pre mounted)
• Cable kit
• Mounting description

Ordering Information
AEC-PANEL19-4DR - Mounting plate with
four DIN rails
Mounting plate with four DIN rails for 19”
racks to connect max. four AMC2 devices.

AEC-PANEL19-4DR

AEC-PANEL19-UPS - Mounting plate with
two DIN rails
Mounting plate with two DIN rails, a battery
bracket, and screw sockets for the power
supply to mount into 19” racks.

AEC-PANEL19-UPS

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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PBC-60 - power supply
and battery charger

The PBC-60 includes the following LED voltage status
indicators:

•

If the input voltage (AC) is greater than 85 V~, the
green LED lights up next to AC and the AC relay is
closed.
• If the output voltage (DC) is greater than 12 V or 24 V
(depending on the mode), the green LED lights up
next to DC and the DC relay is closed.
• If the battery voltage is greater than 11 V or 22 V
(depending on the mode), the green LED lights up
next to BAT and the BAT relay is closed.
The following applies to the battery mode:
If the input voltage is less than 85 V~, the power supply
switches to "Battery operation" mode and the yellow LED
lights up next to BOP.
The OFF button is only activated in Battery operation
mode. This button is pressed to switch the output voltage
off.
Restart is only possible when the alternating current
supply is restored.

Features
▶ Supports 12 V/7 Ah, 12 V/14 Ah and 24 V/7 Ah
batteries

This power supply unit can be switched to 12 V or 24 V
mode. To do this, the switch must be configured as shown
below, when there is no voltage input on the power
supply.

▶ Selectable 12 VDC or 24 VDC voltage output
▶ Selectable 5 amp @12 VDC or 2.5 amp @24 VDC
current output
▶ Overvoltage protection
▶ Regulation of battery charging voltage
▶ On-board LED Voltage Status indicators
▶ Protection class II

The PBC-60 is a power supply unit with an integrated
battery charging device. Includes pre-configured cable
connectors for AMC controllers, I/O boards and batteries.
Note:

Functions

The power supply must only be installed by qualified
personnel.

Certifications and Approvals
The product is classified in accordance with the following
standards:

•
•
•
•

EN 55022 Class B
EN 55024
EN 50130-4
CSA/UL/IEC 60950

Installation/Configuration Notes
The PBC-60 can be mounted on rails and installed in the
AMC housing.
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The PBC-60 dimensions are shown in the diagrams below:

4

1
2
3
4
1 = Length 140 mm (5.51 in.)
2 = Width 105 mm (4.13 in.)
3 = Height 60 mm (2.36 in.)
Alternatively, it can be screw-mounted directly to the wall.
There are pre-drilled holes for this purpose on the base of
the housing. These holes have the following dimensions:

=
=
=
=

AC power
Battery connection
Temperature sensor
Power supply to AMC wiring connection

Parts Included
The components supplied are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Power supply
Temperature sensor
Plug
- 1 x 2-pin for mains (primary AC) connection
- 3 x 2-pin
- 1 x 4-pin
Accompanying documentation

Technical Specifications
Output values:
Output voltage:
Output current:

12 V mode

10-15 V

24 V mode

20-30 V

12 V mode

Max. 5 A

24 V mode

Max. 2.5 A

Output power:

60 W (constant)

Input values:
Input voltage:

100-240 VAC, 50-60Hz

Input current (AC):

Max. 2 A, to the specified max. load
at 85 V~

Output values for the battery:
Output voltage:

12 V mode

10-15 V

24 V mode

20-30 V

Output current for charging the battery:
12 V mode

700 mA

24 V mode

350 mA

Periodic battery checks - approx. every 6 minutes.
Ø 1 = 8.7 mm (0.34 in.); Ø 2 = 4.7 mm (0.19 in.)
A = 5.5 mm (0.22 in.); B = 24 mm (0.94 in.); C = 99.5 mm
(3.92 in.);
D = 8.1 mm (0.32 in.); E = 134.5 mm (5.30 in.)
The following diagram shows the connections to the AMC.

Protection from total battery discharge:
12 V mode

9.5 V

24 V mode

19 V

The power supply switches to normal operation as soon as the AC incoming voltage has normalized.
Temperature equalization is performed by an external NTC resistor.
Reverse battery protection

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Environment variables:
Working temperature

-5°C (23°F) to +50°C (122°F)

Storage temperature

-20°C (-4°F) to +60°C (140°F)

Relative humidity

5% to 95%

Ordering Information
PBC-60 - power supply and battery
charger
A power supply unit with an integrated battery charging device.

www.boschsecurity.com

APS-PBC-60

4
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AMC-MUX interface
converter

Installation/Configuration Notes
The AMC-MUX can be used at different places in a system.
One option is to convert the COM port of a computer
(RS232) to RS485/RS422.

4
Another option is to convert RS485/RS422 to RS232 if the
end device has only one RS232 interface.

Interface converter, converts the signals from the RS232
interface bidirectionally into the RS485 2/4 wire or RS422
standard.

Functions
The RS485/RS422 system is electrically isolated from the
RS232 system and the power supply. Converting to RS485
increases the cable length from 15 m (50 ft.) to 1200 m
(3900 ft.) and the connection options for AMC’s from 1 to
8.

Technical Specifications
Hardware

- RS232 interface
- RS485/RS422 interface
- built-in DC/DC converter

Power supply voltage

8 V to 30 VDC

Power consumption

max. 530 mA

Baud rates

9.6 and 19.2 kbit/s

Cable length

- RS232: 0–15 m (50 ft.)
- RS485/RS422: 0–1200 m (3900 ft.)

Connections

- RS232: 9-pin SUB-D pin contact strip
- RS485/RS422: plug-in screw and screen
clamps

Temperature range

0°C to 55°C (32°F to 131°F)

Housing

Polyamide PA 6.6
Burn category V0 (UL94)

Dimensions (W x H x D)

99 x 115.2 x 22.6 mm
(3.9 x 4.54 x 0.89 in.)

Weight

approx. 130 g (0.28 lb)

Ordering Information
The AMC-MUX can be expanded so that it has up to eight
RS485 lines, each with 1200m (3900 ft). Each additional
line requires an extension module (AMC-MUX-EXT). Via the
plug connection the AMC-MUX supplies power and RS232
signals to the extension modules. The extension modules
can be placed to the right or left of the AMC-MUX.

•
•
•

AMC-MUX interface converter
Interface converter – RS-232 into
RS-485/422

ACX-AMC-MUX

3 operating modes can be configured
- RS232 < - > RS485-2-wire
- RS232 < - > RS485-4-wire
- RS232 < - > RS422
Self-controlling transmission and receiving changeover
Electrical isolation between RS232 and RS485/RS422

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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AMC-MUX-EXT interface
extension

Dimensions (W x H x D)

99 x 115.2 x 22.6 mm
(3.9 x 4.54 x 0.89 in.)

Weight

approx. 130 g (0.28 lb)

Ordering Information
AMC-MUX-EXT interface extension
An extension module for the AMC-MUX to
create a network star topology.

ACX-AMC-MUXE

4

The AMC-MUX-EXT is an extension module for the AMCMUX and can be used to create a network star topology.
Up to seven extension modules can be connected to an
AMC-MUX. Additional 1200 m (3900 ft.) cable lengths are
available for each extension module.
Note

Using extension modules does not increase
the connection options for AMCs (maximum
of eight per bus).

Functions
The AMC-MUX can be expanded so that it has up to eight
RS485 lines, each with 1200 m (3900 ft). Each additional
line requires an extension module (AMC-MUX-EXT). Via the
plug connection the AMC-MUX supplies power and RS232
signals to the extension modules. The extension modules
(maximum of seven) can be placed to the right or left of
the AMC-MUX.

Technical Specifications
Hardware

- RS485/RS422 interface
- built-in DC/DC converter

Power supply voltage

Get it from the AMC-MUX

Power consumption

max. 530 mA

Baud rates

9.6 and 19.2 kbit/s

Cable length

RS485/RS422: 0–1200 m (3900 ft.) for a
network star topology

Connections

RS485/RS422: plug-in screw and screen
clamps

Temperature range

0°C to 55°C (32°F to 131°F)

Housing

Polyamide PA 6.6
Burn category V0 (UL94)
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ARD-R10 - iCLASS/
MIFARE Reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation

5

Features
▶ Compact reader with beeper and multicolored LED
column display
▶ Plastic-coated for indoor and outdoor mounting
▶ Currency consumption 65 mA/medium, 225 mA peak
at 12 V
▶ 50 cm connection cable

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

Parts Included
Non-contact access control readers in 13.56 MHz
technology for connecting to an access controller with
Wiegand interfaces.
This reader is suitable for mullion installation and for
indoor and outdoor use.

Quantity Component
1

Reader body with board

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

As well as reading iCLASS proximity cards that work with
diversified keys of 64-bit length for two-way
authentication, the reader makes it possible to read serial
numbers in 32-bit format in line with
ISO standard 14443A.

Technical Specifications

Encrypted data is transmitted between the reader and
card.

External dimensions (W x H x D)

102.6 x 48.3 x 20.3 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

90.7 g

Housing

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-35° to 65°C

Humidity

5 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP 55

Electrical parameters

www.boschsecurity.com

Power supply

10 to 16 VDC

Reading process

IClass, MIFARE CSN
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Housing
Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Reading distance

5 cm to 7.6 cm with iCLASS card
2.5 cm with iCLASS TAG or key fob

Ordering Information
ARD-R10 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
Non-contact compact reader with beeper and
multicolored LED display for Wiegand interfaces.

5

ARD-R10EMEA-000

Accessories
ARD-R10-AP-G Surface-Mount Panel
Surface-mount panel for ARD-R10 reader.
10 items/packaging unit.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-R30 - iCLASS/
MIFARE Reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation

5

Features
▶ Proximity reader with beeper and multicolored LED
column display
▶ Plastic-coated for indoor and outdoor mounting

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

▶ Currency consumption 80 mA/medium, 260 mA peak
at 12 V
▶ 50 cm connection cable

Parts Included
Quantity Component

Non-contact access control readers in 13.56 MHz
technology for connecting to an access controller with
Wiegand interfaces.
This reader is suitable for installation in EU-standard
recessed socket and for indoor and outdoor use.
As well as reading iCLASS proximity cards that work with
diversified keys of 64-bit length for two-way
authentication, the reader makes it possible to read serial
numbers in 32-bit format in line with
ISO standard 14443A.
Encrypted data is transmitted between the reader and
card.

1

Reader body with board

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing
External dimensions (W x H x D)

83.8 x 83.8 x 19.1 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

113.4 g

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-35° to 65°C

Humidity

5 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP 55

Electrical parameters

www.boschsecurity.com

Power supply

10 to 16 VDC

Reading process

IClass, Mifare CSN
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Housing
Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Reading distance

5 cm to 7.6 cm with iCLASS card
2.5 cm with iCLASS TAG or key fob

Ordering Information
ARD-R30 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
Non-contact square reader suitable for installation in recessed socket with beeper and
multicolored LED display for Wiegand interfaces.

ARD-R30

5
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ARD-R40 - iCLASS/
MIFARE Reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation

5

Features
▶ Proximity reader with beeper and multicolored LED
column display
▶ Plastic-coated for indoor and outdoor mounting
▶ Currency consumption 80 mA/medium, 260 mA peak
at 12 V

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

▶ 50 cm connection cable

Parts Included
Non-contact access control readers in 13.56 MHz
technology for connecting to an access controller with
Wiegand interfaces.

Quantity Component

The reader is suitable for installation in EU-standard
recessed sockets and for indoor and outdoor use. Its large
design allows for better reading action with iCLASS cards
compared to the R10 and R30 readers.
As well as reading iCLASS proximity cards that work with
diversified keys of 64-bit length for two-way
authentication, the reader makes it possible to read serial
numbers in 32-bit format in line with
ISO standard 14443A.
Encrypted data is transmitted between the reader and
card.

1

Reader body with board

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
External dimensions (W x H x D)

83.8 x 121.9 x 21.6 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

249.5 g

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-35° to 65°C

Humidity

5 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP 55

Electrical parameters
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Power supply

10 to 16 VDC

Reading process

iCLASS, MIFARE CSN
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Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Reading distance

6.3 to 11.4 cm with iCLASS card
2.5 cm with iCLASS TAG or key fob

Ordering Information
ARD-R40 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
Non-contact compact reader with beeper and
multicolored LED display for Wiegand interfaces. It has a better iCLASS card reading action than the R10 and R30.

ARD-R40EMEA

5
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ARD-RK40—with keypad

Connection cable

5
Parts Included

Features
▶ Proximity reader with beeper and multi-color LED
inline display
▶ Encased in plastic and thus suitable for internal and
external mounting

Amount

Component

1

Reader complete with circuit board

1

Mounting materials

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing

▶ Current consumption 65 mA/avg., 225 mA peak at
12V

External dimensions (W x H x D)

83.8 x 121.9 x 21.6 mm

▶ 50 cm connection cable

Material

Polycarbonate UL 94

Color

Black

Weight

249.5 g

Connections
Contactless access control reader using 13.56 MHz
technology for connection to a door controller with
Wiegand interface.

Display

Multi-color LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions

The reader is suitable for flush-mounting according EUstandard both interior and outdoors.

Operating temperature

-35°–65°C

Humidity

5–95%, no condensation

In addition to reading iCLASS proximity cards, which
operate with diverse 64-bit keys for mutual
authentication, the reader permits reading of MIFARE
serial numbers in 32-bit format in accordance with ISO
Standard 14443A.

Protection type

IP 65

Data transfer between the reader and card is encrypted.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation notes
• The reader is operated at the Wiegand interface of a
door controller.
For an APC-DC 202 door controller operated in this
mode, only one reader per door-channel is permitted.
• For an APC-DC 202 if a connection of one entry and
exit reader each is required at a (physical) door, the
two can be configured as a single logical unit at doors.
• The general mounting guidelines for proximity readers
regarding the distance between the readers and metal
surfaces must be considered.
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Electrical parameters
Power supply

10–16 VDC

Reader technology

IClass, Mifare CSN

Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Read range

6.3 cm–11.4 cm with iCLASS card
2.5 cm with iCLASS TAG or key tag

Ordering Information
ARD-RK40—with keypad
Cannot be used with AMC controller.

ARD-RK40EMEA
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ARD-RK40-AMC01 - with
keypad

Parts Included
Amount

Component

1

Reader complete with circuit board

1

Mounting materials

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing

5

External dimensions (W x H x D)

83.8 x 121.9 x 21.6 mm

Material

Polycarbonate UL 94

Color

Black

Weight

249.5 g

Connections
Display

Multi-color LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions

Features
▶ Proximity reader with beeper and multi-color LED
inline display
▶ Encased in plastic and thus suitable for internal and
external mounting
▶ Current consumption 65 mA/avg., 225 mA peak at
12V

Operating temperature

-35°–65°C

Humidity

5–95%, no condensation

Protection type

IP 55

Electrical parameters
Power supply

10–16 VDC

Reader technology

IClass, Mifare CSN

Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Read range

6.3 cm–11.4 cm with iCLASS card
2.5 cm with iCLASS TAG or key tag

▶ 50 cm connection cable

Ordering Information
Contactless access control reader using 13.56 MHz
technology for connection to a door controller with
Wiegand interface.
The reader is suitable for flush-mounting according EUstandard both interior and outdoors.

ARD-RK40-AMC01 - with keypad
Non-contact compact reader with keypad,
beeper and multicolored LED display for Wiegand interfaces.

ARD-RK40-AMC01

In addition to reading iCLASS proximity cards, which
operate with diverse 64-bit keys for mutual
authentication, the reader permits reading of MIFARE
serial numbers in 32-bit format in accordance with ISO
Standard 14443A.
Data transfer between the reader and card is encrypted.

Installation/Configuration Notes
These readers have special firmware which facilitates the
transmission of keystrokes necessary for the AMC2 4W
controller. Instead of blockwise transmission, e.g. of a 4digit PIN, this firmware transmits each keystroke singly.
Installation notes
• The reader is operated at the Wiegand interface of a
door controller.
• The general mounting guidelines for proximity readers
regarding the distance between the readers and metal
surfaces must be considered.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-R90 - iCLASS Reader
- APR/EMEA

•

Please follow the general mounting instructions for
the proximity reader regarding the distance between
readers and metallic surfaces.

Note

The Wiegand reader interface of the AMC2
4W does not provide sufficient power for the
ARD R90. Please plan an external power
supply for the ARD R90.

Parts Included
1 Reader body with board
1 Mounting material

5

1 Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing

Features
▶ Contact less smart card reader, read only, long range
▶ Proximity/long range reader with beeper and
multicolored LED display
▶ Rugged, weatherized polycarbonate enclosure,
designed to withstand harsh environments

Non-contact access control readers in 13.56 MHz
technology (based on ISO 15693) for connecting to an
access controller with Wiegand interfaces.

External dimensions
(W x H x D)

30,48 x 30,48 x 3,175 cm
(12 x 12 x 1.25 inch)

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

1860 g (60 oz)

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environment conditions
Operating temperature

-35° to 65°C (-31° to 150°F)

Humidity

5 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP55

Electrical parameters
Power supply

12 – 24 VDC reserve voltage protected (linear supply recommended)

Functions

Current consumption
(Avg/Peak)

480/1800 mA (12 VDC)
230/900 mA (24 VDC)

Reads all iCLASS and ISO 15693 (CSN) compatible cards.

Reading process

iCLASS

“Parking Hold” feature allows connection to a loop
detector to ensure accurate detection of vehicles in
parking lanes.

Operating/modulation frequency

13.56 MHz

Reading distance

45 cm (17.72 in) with iCLASS card
22,9 cm (9.01 in) with iCLASS key/
tag

Cable distance

150 m (500 ft)

Recommended cable

ALPHA 1295 (22 AWG)

Two ARD R90 units can operate one meter apart for “HILO” truck and car installations. iCLASS proximity cards
that work with diversified keys of 64-bit length for twoway authentication, encrypted data is transmitted
between the reader and card.
Beeper and multicolored LED display controlled internally
or by host.

Ordering Information
ARD-R90 - iCLASS Reader - APR/EMEA
Proximity long range access control reader
with Wiegand interface.

ARD-R90-AKT00

Installation/Configuration Notes

•
•

Cable length 150 m (500 ft).
Power supply installation always closed to the reader.
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ARD-ProxPointPlus - Proximity Reader

Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

Parts Included
Quantity Component

5

1

Reader body with board

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing
External dimensions (W x H x D)

79.6 x 43 x 16.8 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

75 g

Connections

Features

Display

Multicolored LED

▶ Compact reader with beeper and multicolored LED
display

Interfaces

Wiegand 26-bit

▶ Plastic-coated for indoor and outdoor mounting

Operating temperature

-30° to 65° C

▶ Current consumption 20 mA/medium, 75 mA peak

Humidity

10 to 95% no condensation water

▶ 45 cm connection cable (10-wired)

Environment class

IP 65

Environmental conditions

Electrical parameters

Non-contact access control readers for connecting to an
access controller with Wiegand interfaces.
This extremely compact reader is suitable for indoor and
outdoor mounting. It is operated on the door controller
via the Wiegand interface.

Installation/Configuration Notes

Power supply

5 to 16 VDC

Reading process

HID - PROX

Operating/modulation frequency

125 kHz

Reading distance

4 cm to 6 cm with ISO card

Ordering Information
ARD-ProxPointPlus - Proximity Reader
Small reader with beeper and multicolored
LED display.

ARD-PROX-PPL

Installation

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-MiniProx - Proximity
Reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation

5

Features
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Plastic-coated for indoor and outdoor mounting
▶ Current consumption 20 mA/medium, 110 mA peak
▶ 45 cm connection cable (10-wired)

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

Parts Included
Non-contact access control readers for connecting to an
access controller with Wiegand interfaces.
This compact reader is suitable for indoor and outdoor
mounting and for door jambs in particular. It is operated
on the door controller via the Wiegand interface.

Quantity Component
1

Reader body with board

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing
External dimensions (W x H x D)

152 x 43 x 25.4 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

99 g

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-30° to 65° C

Humidity

10 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP 65

Electrical parameters

www.boschsecurity.com

Power supply

5 to 16 VDC

Reading process

HID - PROX
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Housing
Operating/modulation frequency

125 kHz

Reading distance

7 cm to 13 cm with ISO card

Ordering Information
ARD-MiniProx - Proximity Reader
Small reader (for door jambs) with beeper
and multicolored LED display.

ARD-MINIPROX

5

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-Prox80 - Proximity
Reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

Parts Included
Quantity Component

Features

1

Reader body with board

▶ Compact reader with beeper and multicolored LED
display

1

Mounting material

1

Installation guide

▶ Universal mounting place with openings for vertical
and horizontal installation
▶ The 2.7 m-long cable makes it easy to establish
connections and means that, in most cases, it is now
no longer necessary to use an extension lead.

Technical Specifications

▶ High reliability, large coverage area, low power
consumption.

External dimensions (W x H x D)

80 x 80 x 19 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

▶ With multicolored LED display and integrated or
remote (centralized) control of LEDs and beeper.

Color

White

Weight

62 g

Housing

Connections
Display

Multicolored LED

The ARD-Prox80 reader has a square 80 mm housing for
direct wall-mounting in a single standard recessed socket.

Interfaces

Wiegand

With its three-part plastic-coated housing and a 2.7 mlong connection cable, it is easy to install both indoors
and outdoors.

Operating temperature

-30° to 65° C

Humidity

10 to 95% no condensation water

Environment class

IP 65

The maximum reader range is 14 cm.

Electrical parameters

Environmental conditions

Power supply

5 to 16 VDC

Reading process

HID - PROX

Functions

Operating/modulation frequency

125 kHz

•

Reading distance

4 cm to 6 cm with ISO card

•

There is even low interference to reader range when
the unit is installed on metal surfaces.
Suitable for HID Prox cards and 26-bit encoding.

Ordering Information
ARD-Prox80 - Proximity Reader
Square access reader for single standard recessed socket.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ARD-EntryProx - with
keypad

5

Parts Included
Quantity Component
1

Keypad/unit housing

1

Housing rear panel

4

Connection cable

1

Rear panel for antenna module

1

Antenna housing

1

Cover for antenna shaft

1

Jumper

4

One-sided adhesive rubber feet

4

Screws

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Housing

Features
▶ Compact access terminal (surface-mounted) with
reader unit for proximity cards and keypad for PIN
code entry and configuration

External dimensions (W x H x D)

133 x 70 x 35 mm

Material

Polycarbonate (UL 94)

Color

Black

Weight

158 g

Connections
Display

3 LEDs

▶ Self-sufficient operation

Beeper

4 kHz

▶ Transaction memory for a maximum of 1000
transactions; transaction consists of personal ID,
time, date and type of transaction

Interfaces

Wiegand

Environmental conditions
Operating temperature

-30° to +65°C

▶ Maximum of 2000 personal IDs

Humidity

10 to 95% no condensation water

▶ Configurable PIN code block after a specified number
of incorrect entries

Environment class

IP 50 (when installed in damp or wet
environment, a weather-proof housing is necessary)

▶ Quick personal activation by showing card
▶ Alarm via auxiliary relay

The ARD-EntryProx access control terminal allows selfsufficient access with a card and/or PIN code. It can
control a door. It is possible to connect it to an access
controller via the Wiegand interface.

Electrical parameters
Power supply

10 to 15 VDC

Current consumption

150 mA
Note: Power supply e.g. with 12 V
power supply unit plug, 500 mA
Mat. no. 4.998.118.694

Reading process

HID - PROX

Operating/modulation frequency

125 kHz

Reading distance

4 to 6 cm with ISO card

Relay

Installation/Configuration Notes

•
•

Four Wiegand interfaces for connecting readers.
Up to four readers can be installed per entrance.
Please follow the general mounting instructions for the
proximity reader regarding the distance between readers
and metallic surfaces.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Main relay

Max. 4 A DC

Auxiliary relay

Max. 1 A DC

Ordering Information
ARD-EntryProx - with keypad
Compact access reader with keypad.

ARD-ENTRYPROX
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ARD-P0834-01 - Proximity
reader with keypad

2. Prox-only:
The prox electronics is independently communicating
via Data wires.
Verification
Power up the unit. During the first 2 seconds the unit will
activate the buzzer and the Yellow LED 3 times. In the
same time the RED or the Green LED will come ON
depending on the Central Computer setup.
Present a valid HID encrypted card at 5 cm distance
maximum. The unit will activate the Buzzer and the Yellow
LED once.
Each key press will activate the Buzzer and flash the Red
or Green LED (the one that active) .
Wiegand Specification
When the LED control input is pulled low, the GREEN LED
will be ON and the RED LED will be OFF. When the input
goes high the RED LED is ON and the GREEN LED is OFF.
The RED or GREEN LED will flash with each key press. The
LED control input is pulled to the internal +5v with a 2.2K
resistor.

Features

The data is sent at 2 milliseconds per bit with a pulse
duration of 70 μsec. A Buzzer beeps with each key press.

▶ Prox reader with keypad
▶ Piezoelectric keypad with 8 bit burst output
▶ Wiegand interface
▶ Rugged reader

Functions
Operation Modes
The ARD-P0834-01 - equipped with 2 electronically
interlocked devices: The Proximity Reader and the
Piezoelectric Keypad.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Preparing and Mounting

•
•
•
•
•

Remove the backplate from the reader
Fix the backplate at the wall
Put the cable into the cable hole
Fix the reader with 4 screws
Fix the backplate with a screw

Note

Special screwdrivers are necessary.

ARD-P0834-01 - HID supports the following operation
modes:
1. Prox-Pin:
Present Prox card. The unit will read the content and
send it over the Data wires to the host. Enter PIN
code. The unit will send each digit over the same Data
wires to the host. The Keypad and the Prox reader are
interlocked so that when one is functioning the other
is inhibited until the data is transmitted.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Wiring

Technical Specifications

COLOR

FUNCTION

ELECTRICAL FUNCTION

RED

Input Voltage

12 to 24 VDC

BLACK

Ground

GREEN

Data 0

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

WHITE

Data 1

Output Formats:
Prox. Card
Keypad

Wiegand 26
8 Bit Burst

The Prox. Card Output is customizable for other Wiegand formats.
Distance to access panel

max. 158m

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

Power Supply

12 to 24 VDC

Power Consumption

max. 150 mA

BROWN

LED input

No voltage

Transmitter/Receiver Frequency

125 Khz

BLUE

CCTV output

Open collector 0,1 A activated with
each key for 30 sec.

Mounting

Back box mounting or wall mounting

VIOLET

Housing ground

Environment

IP68; 100% relative humidity

ORANGE

Buffered input

No voltage

Operating Temperature

-30 to +65 °C (-22 to 150 °F)

GREY

Tamper output

Open collector 0,100 A “Low” when
light sensed.

Dimensions

120 x 90 x 20 mm
(4.72 / 3.54 / 0.79 in.)

PIN data in 8 bit burst output format
Each key press generates the defined 8 bit output as
shown:
KEY

OUTPUT

KEY

OUTPUT

0

11110000

6

10010110

1

11100001

7

10000111

2

11010010

8

01111000

3

11000011

9

01101001

4

10110100

*

01011010

5

10100101

#

01001011

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Ordering Information
ARD-P0834-01 - Proximity reader with
keypad
Rugged reader (Prox – 125 KHz) with piezoelectric keypad, beeper and LED displays.
Output formats: 26 Bit card and 8 Bit keypad

ARD-P0834-01
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ARD-H0834-01 - iCLASS
Proximity reader with
keypad

1. Prox-only:
The prox electronics is independently communicating
via Data wires.
2. Keypad-only:
The keypad electronics is independently
communicating via Data wires.
Verification
Power up the unit. The buzzer will beep once. In the same
time the RED or the Green LED will come ON depending
on the Central Computer setup.
Present a valid HID encrypted iCLASS card at 2.5 cm
distance maximum. The unit will activate the Buzzer once
and the illuminated LED will blink. Enter a key. The unit
will activate the Buzzer once.
Wiegand Specification
When the LED control input is pulled low, the GREEN LED
will be ON and the RED LED will be OFF. When the input
goes high the RED LED is ON and the GREEN LED is OFF.
The RED or GREEN LED will flash with each key press. The
LED control input is pulled to the internal +5v with a 2.2K
resistor.
The data is sent at 2 milliseconds per bit with a pulse
duration of 70 μsec. A Buzzer beeps with each key press.

Features
▶ IClass Reader with Keypad
▶ Piezo electric keypad with 8 bit burst output
▶ Rugged reader

Installation/Configuration Notes
Preparing and Mounting

Functions

•
•
•
•
•

Operation Modes:

Note

Remove the backplate from the reader
Fix the backplate at the wall
Put the cable into the cable hole
Fix the reader with 4 screws
Fix the backplate with a screw
Special screwdrivers are necessary.

The ARD-H0834-01 reader is equipped with 2
electronically interlocked devices: The iCLASS Proximity
Reader and the Piezoelectric Keypad.
The ARD-H0834-01 reader supports the following
operation modes:
1. Prox-Pin:
Present iCLASS Prox card. The unit will read the
content and send it over the Data wires to the host.
Enter PIN code. The unit will send the PIN code over
the same Data wires to the host. The Keypad and the
Prox reader are interlocked so that when one is
functioning the other is inhibited until the data is
transmitted.
Note

No MIFARE cards readable.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Wiring

Technical Specifications

Recommended cable is ALPHA 1295 (22AWG) 5conductor stranded with overall shield or equivalent.
COLOR

FUNCTION

ELECTRICAL FUNCTION

RED

Input Voltage

10 to 16 VDC

BLACK

Ground

GREEN

Data 0

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

WHITE

Data 1

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

BROWN

LED input

No voltage

BLUE

CCTV output

Open collector 0,1 A activated with
each key for 30 sec.

VIOLET

Housing ground

ORANGE

Buffered input

No voltage

GREY

Tamper output

Open collector 0,100 A “Low” when
light sensed.

Wiegand 26
8 Bit Burst

Power Supply

10 to 16 VDC reserve voltage protected

Power Consumption

Average 70 mA
Peak 250 mA

Transmitter/Receiver Frequency

13.56 Mhz

Mounting

Universal USA and Europe

Environment

IP68; 100% relative humidity

Operating Temperature

-35 to +65 °C (-31 to 150 °F)

Dimensions

120 x 90 x 25 mm
(4.72 / 3.54 / 1.00 in.)

Antitamper optical protection

PIN data in 8 bit burst output format
Each key press generates the defined 8 bit output as
shown:
KEY

OUTPUT

KEY

OUTPUT

0

11110000

6

10010110

1

11100001

7

10000111

2

11010010

8

01111000

3

11000011

9

01101001

4

10110100

*

01011010

5

10100101

#

01001011

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Output Formats:
iCLASS Card
Keypad

Ordering Information
ARD-H0834-01 - iCLASS Proximity reader
with keypad
Rugged reader (iClass) with piezoelectric
keypad, beeper and LED displays. Output formats: 26 Bit card and 8 Bit keypad

ARD-H0834-01
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ARD-W2626-01 - Keypad
reader

The ARD-W2626-01 is equipped with 2 electronically
interlocked devices: The Proximity Reader and the
Piezoelectric Keypad.
ARD-W2626-01 supports the following operation mode:
The keypad electronics is independently communicating
via Data wires.
Wiegand Specification
When the LED control input is pulled low, the GREEN LED
will be ON and the RED LED will be OFF. When the input
goes high the RED LED is ON and the GREEN LED is OFF.
The RED or GREEN LED will flash with each key press. The
LED control input is pulled to the internal +5V with a 2.2K
resistor.
The data is sent at 1 milliseconds per bit with a pulse
duration of 50 μsec. A Buzzer beeps with each key press.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Preparing and Mounting

Features
▶ Piezoelectric keypad with 26 bit Wiegand code output
▶ Wiegand interface

•
•
•

Put the cable into the cable hole
Fix the reader with 2 screws
Insert security plugs into fixing holes

Note

Special screwdrivers are necessary.

▶ Rugged reader

Functions
Operation Modes

www.boschsecurity.com
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Wiring
COLOR

FUNCTION

ELECTRICAL FUNCTION

RED

Input Voltage

12 to 24 VDC

BLACK

Ground

GREEN

Data 0

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

WHITE

Data 1

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

BROWN

LED input

No voltage

BLUE

CCTV output

Open collector 0,1 A activated with
each key for 30 sec.

VIOLET

Housing ground

ORANGE

Buffered input

No voltage

GREY

Tamper output

Open collector 0,100 A “Low” when
light sensed.

Output Format:
Keypad

Wiegand 26 bit

Power Supply

12 to 24 VDC

Power Consumption

max. 30 mA

Mounting

Universal USA and Europe

Environment

IP68; 100% relative humidity

Operating Temperature

-20 to +65 °C (-4 to 150 °F)

Dimensions

120 x 90 x 20 mm
(4.72 / 3.54 / 0.79 in.)

Antitamper optical protection

Ordering Information
ARD-W2626-01 - Keypad reader
Rugged reader (Wiegand, 26 Bit – for door
jambs) with piezoelectric keypad, beeper
and LED displays.

ARD-W2626-01

Technical Specifications
Technical Data:

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-W2634-01 - Keypad
reader

The ARD-W2634-01 is equipped with 2 electronically
interlocked devices: The Proximity Reader and the
Piezoelectric Keypad.
ARD-W2634-01 supports the following operation mode:
The keypad electronics is independently communicating
via Data
wires.
Wiegand Specification
When the LED control input is pulled low, the GREEN LED
will be ON and the RED LED will be OFF. When the input
goes high the RED LED is ON and the GREEN LED is OFF.
The RED or GREEN LED will flash with each key press. The
LED control input is pulled to the internal +5V with a 2.2K
resistor.
The data is sent at 1 milliseconds per bit with a pulse
duration of 50 μsec. A Buzzer beeps with each key press.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Preparing and Mounting

Features
▶ Reader with keypad
▶ Ruggedised version
▶ Output keypad 26 bit Wiegand

•
•
•

Put the cable into the cable hole
Fix the reader with 2 screws
Insert security plugs into fixing holes

Note

Special screwdrivers are necessary.

Functions
Operation Modes

Wiring
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COLOR

FUNCTION

ELECTRICAL FUNCTION

RED

Input Voltage

12 to 24 VDC

BLACK

Ground

GREEN

Data 0

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

WHITE

Data 1

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

BROWN

LED input

No voltage

BLUE

CCTV output

Open collector 0,1 A activated with
each key for 30 sec.

VIOLET

Housing ground

ORANGE

Buffered input

No voltage

GREY

Tamper output

Open collector 0,100 A “Low” when
light sensed.

Technical Specifications
Technical Data:
Output Format:
Keypad

Wiegand 26 bit

Power Supply

12 to 24 VDC

Power Consumption

max. 30 mA

Mounting

Universal USA and Europe

Environment

IP68; 100% relative humidity

Operating Temperature

-20 to +65 °C (-4 to 150 °F)

Dimensions

120 x 90 x 20 mm
(4.72 / 3.54 / 0.79 in.)

Antitamper optical protection

Ordering Information
ARD-W2634-01 - Keypad reader
Rugged reader (Wiegand, 26 Bit) with piezoelectric keypad, beeper and LED displays.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

ARD-W2634-01
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ARD-Prox26-01 - Proximity
reader

Present an HID encrypted Prox card. The unit will read the
content and send it over the Data wires to the host.
Verification
Power up the unit. The unit will activate the buzzer. In the
same time the Red or the Green LED will come ON
depending on the Central Computer setup.
Present a valid HID encrypted card at 5 cm distance
maximum. The unit will activate the Buzzer once.
Wiegand Specification
When the LED control input is pulled low, the GREEN LED
will be ON and the RED LED will be OFF. When the input
goes high the RED LED is ON and the GREEN LED is OFF.
The LED control input is pulled to the internal +5V with a
2.2K resistor.
The data is sent at 2 milliseconds per bit with a pulse
duration of 70 μsec. A Buzzer beeps with each key press.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Preparing and Mounting

Features

▶ Back box/ mullion mounting

•
•
•
•
•

▶ Dust proof

Note

▶ Prox reader 125 kHz
▶ Tamper resist

Remove the backplate from the reader
Fix the backplate at the wall
Put the cable into the cable hole
Fix the reader with 4 screws
Fix the backplate with a screw
Special screwdrivers are necessary.

Functions
Operation Mode

www.boschsecurity.com
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COLOR

FUNCTION

ELECTRICAL FUNCTION

RED

Input Voltage

8 to 24 VDC

BLACK

Ground

GREEN

Data 0

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

WHITE

Data 1

Open collector 1KOhm pull-up to internal +5V

BROWN

LED input

No voltage

VIOLET

Housing ground

ORANGE

Buffered input

No voltage

GREY

Tamper output

Open collector 0,100 A “Low” when
light sensed.

Technical Specifications
Technical Data:
Output Format:

Wiegand

Power Supply

8 to 24 VDC

Power Consumption

max. 150 mA

Transmitter/Receiver Frequency

125 Khz

Mounting

Universal USA and Europe

Environment

IP68; 100% relative humidity

Operating Temperature

-30 to +65 °C (-22 to 150 °F)

Dimensions

115 x 70 x 20 mm
(4.52 / 2.75 / 0.79 in.)

Antitamper optical protection

Ordering Information
ARD-Prox26-01 - Proximity reader
Rugged reader (Wiegand) with piezoelectric
keypad, beeper and LED displays.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

ARD-Prox26-01
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ARD-AYK12 - RFID Proximity Reader

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

5 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 35 mA
Read: 50 mA

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 16 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges
Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m)

Operating temperature range

-25°F to 145 °F (-31 °C to 63 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Read range *

3.15 inch (8 cm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

3.15 x 1.57 x 0.50 inch
(80 x 40 x 13 mm)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Indoor and outdoor mounting

Ordering Information
ARD-AYK12 - RFID Proximity Reader
Access control card reader with Wiegand output for 125 kHz card technology (EM).

ARD-AYK12

Certifications and Approvals
USA: UL 294 & FCC Part 15B
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYK12 is supplied with an 18 inch (45 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

Note

When using a separate power supply for the
reader, this supply and the cable shield wire
on the reader should be attached to an earth
ground (best) or signal ground connection at
the panel or power supply end of the cable.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ARD-AYJ12 - RFID Proximity Reader

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

5 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 35 mA
Read: 50 mA

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 16 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges

5

Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m)

Operating temperature range

-25°F to 145 °F (-31 °C to 63 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Read range *

3.94 inch (10 cm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

4.72 x 1.65 x 0.55 inch
(120 x 42 x 14 mm)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Indoor and outdoor mounting

Ordering Information
ARD-AYJ12 - RFID Proximity Reader
Access control card reader with Wiegand output for 125 kHz card technology (EM).

ARD-AYJ12

Certifications and Approvals
USA: UL 294 & FCC Part 15B
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYJ12 is supplied with an 18 inch (45 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

Note

When using a separate power supply for the
reader, this supply and the cable shield wire
on the reader should be attached to an earth
ground (best) or signal ground connection at
the panel or power supply end of the cable.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-AYH12 - RFID Proximity Reader

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

5 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 35 mA
Read: 100 mA

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 16 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges
Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m)

Operating temperature range

-25°F to 145 °F (-31 °C to 63 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Read range *

4.72 inch (12 cm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

4.33 x 2.95 x 0.59 inch
(110 x 75 x 15 mm)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Indoor and outdoor mounting

Ordering Information
ARD-AYH12 - RFID Proximity Reader
Access control card reader with Wiegand output for 125 kHz card technology (EM).

ARD-AYH12

Certifications and Approvals
USA: UL 294 & FCC Part 15B
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYH12 is supplied with an 18 inch (45 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

Note

When using a separate power supply for the
reader, this supply and the cable shield wire
on the reader should be attached to an earth
ground (best) or signal ground connection at
the panel or power supply end of the cable.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ARD-AYQ12 - RFID Proximity Reader

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

5 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 35 mA
Read: 100 mA

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 16 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges

5

Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m)

Operating temperature range

-25°F to 145 °F (-31 °C to 63 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Read range *

2 inch (5,5 cm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

4.72 x 3 x 1 inch
(120 x 76 x 27 mm)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Weather and vandal resistant

Ordering Information
ARD-AYQ12 - RFID Proximity Reader
Slim metal anti-vandal reader with 26-bit
Wiegand output for 125 kHz card technology.

ARD-AYQ12

Certifications and Approvals
USA: UL 294 & FCC Part 15B
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYQ12 is supplied with an 18 inch (45 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

Note

When using a separate power supply for the
reader, this supply and the cable shield wire
on the reader should be attached to an earth
ground (best) or signal ground connection at
the panel or power supply end of the cable.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ARD-AYCE65B - RFID with
kepad

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

5 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 92 mA @ 12 V DC
Read: 105 mA @ 16 V DC

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 30 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges
Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m) using 18AWG cable

Operating temperature range

-22°F to 150 °F (-30 °C to 65 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Environment class

IP 68

Read range *

1.575 inch (40 mm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

6.1 x 1.73 x 0.354 inch
(155 x 44 x 9 mm)

Weight

0.315 lb (143 g)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Ultra slim flush mounting design
▶ Piezoelectric keypad for PIN code entry
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Programmable transmission formats and codes
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Weather and vandal resistant

Ordering Information
ARD-AYCE65B - RFID with kepad
Slim access control card reader with piezoelectric keypad and Wiegand output for 125
kHz card technology (EM).

ARD-AYCE65B

Certifications and Approvals
USA: UL 294 & FCC Part 15B
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYCE65B is supplied with an 60 inch (150 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

When using a separate power supply for the reader, this
supply and the cable shield wire on the reader should be
attached to an earth ground (best) or signal ground
connection at the panel or power supply end of the cable.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ARD-AYZ12 - RFID Long
Range Reader

Technical Specifications
Electrical Characteristics
Power supply type

Linear type recommended

Operating voltage range

10 – 16 V DC

Maximum input current

Standby: 280 mA
Read: 330 mA

Tamper output

Open collector, active low,
max. sink current 30 mA

RF modulation

ASK

Ranges

5

Max. cable distance to controller

500 ft. (150 m)

Operating temperature range

-22°F to 145 °F (-30 °C to 63 °C)

Operating humidity

0 to 95% (non condensing)

Environment class

IP 54

Read range *

23.6 inch (60 cm)

Dimensions (H x W x D)

11.81 x 11.81 x 1.0 inch
(300 x 300 x 25.4 mm)

Weight

2.35 Lbs (1066 g)

* The reading range depends on card type, electrical
environment, and/or proximity to metal.

Features
▶ Long range reader
▶ Reader with beeper and multicolored LED display
▶ Wiegand output for EM
▶ Weather and vandal resistant

Ordering Information
ARD-AYZ12 - RFID Long Range Reader
Long range reader (23.6 inch/ 60 cm) with
26-bit Wiegand output for 125 kHz card
technology.

ARD-AYZ12

Installation/Configuration Notes
The ARD-AYZ12 is supplied with an 18 inch (45 cm)
pigtail. The table below shows how to wire the reader to
the controller.
COLOR

WIEGAND OUTPUT

Red

DC + Input

Black

Ground

White

Data 1

Green

Data 0

Brown

LED Control

Purple

Tamper

Note

When using a separate power supply for the
reader, this supply and the cable shield wire
on the reader should be attached to an earth
ground (best) or signal ground connection at
the panel or power supply end of the cable.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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DELTA 10xx - Bosch Proximity Reader

Notes for contact-free readers
In order to prevent contact-free cards and card readers
from causing unintentional damage, follow these
instructions when planning and installing contact-free
readers:
Avoid installing contact-less card readers behind metallic
(i.e. conductive) cases or on metallic surfaces. The gaps
to be left are given in the following list:

•

Gap between reader and metal surfaces attached to
the side: min. 30 mm
• Gap between reader and 230 V~ voltage cables and
power packs: min. 500 mm
• Gap between reader and HF-cables: min. 500 mm
• Gap between reader and other reader antennae: min.
500 mm
Pay particular attention to the following during
installation:

•
•

The dataline screen connection
Sufficiently dimensioned power supply

Note

Pay attention to the notes given in the
installation manual during planning as well
(Bosch Extranet)

Features

Scanning distances

▶ compact design, front cover, rear wall and housing for
surface mounting are made from plastic

If the readers are used optimally, the following are the
reading distances, depending on the type of reader
antennae and the contact-free card:

▶ Concealed: on standard concealed can ∅ 60 mm
▶ Surface-mounted design: directly onto the wall-cable
insertion facilities from above, below and the rear
▶ suitable for indoor and outdoor use

•
•

▶ Type of connection: screw clamps (lift system)

MIFARE: card: up to approx. 30 mm; key ring: up to 30
mm
LEGIC: card: up to approx. 60 mm; key ring: up to 40
mm

▶ RS 485 interface

Parts Included

Contact and contact-free identification system with LED
displays and audio signaling device, keyboard to establish
connection to the higher-level access engine (Laci) and
BoTime 3 (AMC and master terminal) systems, either with
Mifare or Legic reader, surface-mounted and concealed
design, with or without PIN code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation and assembly
• Concealed assembly of the terminals with a concealed
can (standard 60 mm)
• Surface-mounted assembly directly on the wall
• Separate installations (generally two boards):
- Front cover with built-in scanning system three
LED lamp panels
- Keyboard connection for PIN code
- Sabotage monitoring
- Rear wall with built-in interface
- DIP switches
- Horn switching regulator (8 to 30 V / DC)
- Connector terminal clamps

•

www.boschsecurity.com

Qty.

Components

1

Terminal with built-in reader (as per selection)

1

Installation Guide

Technical Specifications
Signals

Optical: three LED lamp panels
Audio: signaling devices

Upper housing
unit

Plastic (PC+ABS-FR)

Colours

Front cover: RAL 7035 (light gray)
Case: pure white

Interfaces

RS 485

Techn. data

Operating temperature range: -20°C to +60°C
Dimensions (W x H x D): 80 x 80 x 11 (concealed) / 40
mm (surface-mounted)
Power supply: 8...30 V DC
Standard protection class

ID card reader,
either

Proximity reader Mifare
Proximity reader Legic

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Technology

13.56 MHz
Subject to technical changes.

Ordering Information

5

DELTA 1000 MF concealed design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Mifare reader, white, concealed design

ARD-1000MF-UP

DELTA 1000 MF surface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Mifare reader, white, surface-mounted
design

ARD-1000MF-AP

DELTA 1010 MF concealed design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Mifare reader, PIN code keypad, white,
concealed design

ARD-1010MF-UP

DELTA 1010 MF surface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Mifare reader, PIN code keypad, white,
surface-mounted design

ARD-1010MF-AP

DELTA 1000 HI1 concealed design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Hitag1 reader, white, concealed design

ARD-1000HI1-UP

DELTA 1000 HI1 surface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Hitag1 reader, white, surface-mounted
design

ARD-1000HI1-AP

DELTA 1010 HI1 suface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Hitag1 reader, PIN code keypad, white,
surface-mounted design

ARD-1010HI1-AP

DELTA 1000 LE concealed design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Legic reader, white, concealed design

ARD-1000LE-UP

DELTA 1000 LE surface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Legic reader, white, surface-mounted
design

ARD-1000LE-AP

DELTA 1010 LE concealed design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Legic reader, PIN code keypad, white,
concealed design

ARD-1010LE-UP

DELTA 1010 LE surface-mounted design
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Legic reader, PIN code keypad, white,
surface-mounted design

ARD-1010LE-AP

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Accessories for DELTA
1000-1010 Bosch Proximity reader
Features
Digital inputs/outputs
▶ Two inputs
▶ Two outputs

5

The I/O box is used for potential free control of actuators
in an access control system such as door openers, alarms
or malfunction detectors. This unit is assembled in the
secured area; the DELTA reader which goes with it is
assembled in the non-secured area

Technical Specifications
Installation dimensions
in mm:

L x W x H: 51 x 48 x 22

Mounting:

Concealed: standard can Ø 60 mm
Surface-mounted design: cable connection box

Power:

Supply voltage:
8…30 V DC
Power consumption:
- Stand by: max. 130 mW
- Relays/inputs: max. 1.6 W

Temperature ranges:

-25 °C to +55 °C

Interfaces:

I²C-bus (Slave) max. 5 m

Ordering Information
DELTA 1000-1010 I/O concealed design
Digital I/O-box, concealed design

www.boschsecurity.com
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DELTA 3000 - Switch Plate
Reader

We therefore urgently advise the user to test the
combination of switch plate reader, card and switching
program before deployment.
Note

If MIFARE readers in combination with keyrings are to be deployed in stainless steel
surroundings, then a test of this kind is
indispensable

Notes for contact-free readers
In order to prevent contact-free cards and card readers
from causing unintentional damage, follow these
instructions when planning and installing contact-free
readers:

5

Avoid installing contact-less card readers behind metallic
(i.e. conductive) cases or on metallic surfaces. The gaps
to be left are given in the following list:

•

Features
▶ compact design, front cover, rear wall and housing for
surface mounting are made from plastic

Gap between reader and metal surfaces attached to
the side: min. 30 mm
• Gap between reader and 230 V~ voltage cables and
power packs: min. 500 mm
• Gap between reader and HF-cables: min. 500 mm
• Gap between reader and other reader antennae: min.
500 mm
Pay particular attention to the following during
installation:

▶ easy installation

•
•

▶ Concealed: on standard concealed can ∅ 60 mm

Note

▶ suitable for indoor and outdoor use
▶ Type of connection: screw clamps (lift system)
▶ RS 485 interface

Contact and contact-free identification system with LED
displays and audio signaling device as switch box module,
keyboard to establish connection to the higher-level
access engine (Laci), either with Mifare, Legic or Hitag
reader.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation and assembly
• Concealed assembly of the terminals with a concealed
can (standard 60 mm)
• Separate installations (generally two boards):
- Front cover with built-in scanning system three
LED lamp panels
- Sabotage monitoring
- Rear wall with built-in interface
- DIP switches
- Horn switching regulator (8 to 30 V / DC)
- Connector terminal clamps

The dataline screen connection
Sufficiently dimensioned power supply
Pay attention to the notes given in the
installation manual during planning as well
(Bosch Extranet)

Scanning distances
If the readers are used optimally, the following are the
reading distances, depending on the type of reader
antennae and the contact-free card:

•
•
•

MIFARE: card: up to approx. 30 mm; key ring: up to 30
mm
LEGIC: card: up to approx. 60 mm; key ring: up to 40
mm

Usable switch box programs
The switch box programs from the following
manufacturers and series can be used when employing
the DELTA 3000 readers:

Use of switch plate readers in a stainless steel
environment
Experience has shown that the reading range of switch
plate readers can be limited, or even blocked completely,
by stainless steel surroundings.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Busch-Jäger

Busch-Duro 2000 SI
REFLEX SI
Alpha exclusive
Alpha nea
impuls

Gira

System 55
Surface switch
S-color system
Stainless steel product range

Merten

M1
Atelier
EPOCA
ARTEC
Trancent
Antik new
Octocolor (with intermediate ring M1)

KOPP

Object 2005

Berker

Module 2
B. 1
B. 3
Arsys
Cliptec
Wg Up IP 44, with cover

Jung

Note

CD plus
CD 500
ST 500
LS 990
Topline
The parts which are specific to the switch
program are not included in the scope of
delivery.

Depending on the switch program being used, the built-in
reader has the following properties:

Technical Specifications
Signals

Optical: three LED lamp panels
Audio: signaling devices

Upper housing
unit

Plastic (PC+ABS-FR)

Colours

Front cover: silver

Interfaces

RS 485

Techn. data

Operating temperature range: -20°C to +60°C
Dimensions (W x H x D): 80 x 80 x 11 (concealed) / 40
mm (surface-mounted)
Power supply: 8...30 V DC

5

Standard protection class
ID card reader,

Proximity reader Mifare

either

Proximity reader Legic
Proximity reader Hitag

Technology

13.56 MHz
Subject to technical changes.

Ordering Information
DELTA 3000 MF SDM
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Mifare reader

ARD-3000MF-SDM

DELTA 3000 HI1 SDM
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Hitag-reader

ARD-3000HI1-SDM

DELTA 3000 LE SDM
Bosch Proximity reader for access control,
with Legic reader

ARD-3000LE-SD

Parts Included
Qty.

components

1

Terminal with built-in reader (as per selection)

1

Installation Guide

www.boschsecurity.com
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DELTA 702x - Slave
Reader

•
•

•
•
•

Terminal can be surface-mounted with surface-mount
housing (order item); can also be used as table-top
housing
The terminal should be mounted on the wall in such a
way that the user can read the display well and
operate the keys easily. Correct ergonomic use is
possible at the recommended installation height of
approx. 1.5 m.
Type of connection: RJ45, 8-pin for power and system
connections
Slanted wall mounting when using surface-mount
housing
IP 54, depending on the reader used and correct
installation

Notes for non-contact readers

5

Please take the following into account when planning and
installing non-contact readers to avoid unwanted
interference when using non-contact cards and card
readers:
Non-contact card readers should not be installed behind a
metal (conductive) housing or on metal surfaces. See the
following list for the required distances:

Features
▶ LCD graphic display
▶ Backlit silicon keypad with 14 keys
▶ Beeper
▶ Housing monitoring contact (tamper detection)
▶ Slanted wall mounting when using surface-mount
housing
▶ IP 54, depending on the reader used and correct
installation
▶ RS485 L bus interface

•
•

Distance from metal surfaces at sides at least 30 mm
Distance from 230 V~ power cables and power
supplies at least 500 mm
• Distance from HF-cables at least 500 mm
• Distance from other reader antennas at least 500 mm
Particular attention must be paid to the following points
when installing the reader:

•
•

Reader ranges
When the reader is used in optimum conditions, the
reader range is as follows, depending on the ID card
design:

•
•

This proximity reader with semi-graphic LCD display and
backlit silicon keypad is intended for use as a slave reader
for connection to access control systems or to terminals
for time recording using a slave bus. A MIFARE, HITAG1 or
LEGIC non-contact reading module is installed for
identification purposes. The connection to the master is
established via the RS485 interface. A connection adapter
in the surface-mount housing is available as an optional
extra. The compact, space-saving design of the terminal
means that both surface mounting and flush mounting are
possible.

Check connection of the screen to the data line
Sufficient power supply

•

MIFARE: card up to approx. 40 mm, key fob up to
20 mm
HITAG1: card up to approx. 60 mm, key fob up to
30 mm
LEGIC: card up to approx. 60 mm, key fob up to
30 mm

Parts Included
Qty

Components

1

Terminal with built-in reader and display (as selected)

1

Installation guide

Technical Specifications
Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation and assembly
• If using the connection adapter (180 x 180 x 91 mm),
this should be mounted in the secure area at a
maximum distance of 5 m from the reader (readymade cable supplied with the adapter)
• Flush mounting of the terminal in conjunction with
flush-mount junction box (double execution
advantageous)

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Operation/keypad

14 keys; backlit silicon keypad

Display

Graphic LCD display, 3 lines

Colors

Front cover with rear panel: RAL 7035 (light gray)
Cover: RAL 7015 (slate gray)

Interface

RS485 on RJ-45

Bus protocol

L bus protocol
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Technical specifi- Operating temperature range: 0 °C to +60 °C
cations:
Dimensions (H x W x D): 180 x 115 x 32 mm
Power supply

12–24 V DC
Standard protection class IP 54.

Power consump- 1.6 W
tion
Card reader,
optional

Mifare proximity reader

CE compliance

Product safety: DIN EN 60950:2001

Hitag1 proximity reader
Legic proximity reader
Interference emission: DIN EN 301 489-3:2001

5

Interference immunity: EN61000-6-4:2002
Technical modifications reserved

Ordering Information
DELTA 7020 MF RS485 12V
With semi-graphic LCD display, backlit silicon
keypad, serial (RS485) connection and integrated Mifare reader.

ARD-7020MF-485

DELTA 7020 HI1 RS485 12V
With semi-graphic LCD display, backlit silicon
keypad, serial (RS485) connection and integrated Hitag1 reader.

ARD-7020HI1-485

DELTA 7020 LE RS485 12V
With semi-graphic LCD display, backlit silicon
keypad, serial (RS485) connection and integrated LEGIC reader

ARD-7020LE-485

Accessories
DELTA 7020 AS-ADP
Connection adapter for Delta 7020 proximity
reader to the local power supply of the reader
and door opener.

www.boschsecurity.com
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I-BPR xx - L Bus Reader

120 mm to the reader to achieve the maximum reading
range. The reading range may be reduced if the distance
from metal parts is not observed.
The following have proved to cause interference:

•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Metal covering or shadowing of the data carrier, e.g.
EC card in purse, token attached to key ring
No optimum coupling, i.e. the antenna surface on the
data carrier is vertical to the reader's antenna surface,
(i.e. at 90°)
Data carrier token (small active antenna surface)
Poor data carrier resonance (card, token)
Combined credential (e.g. LEGIC with inductive,
MIFARE with inductive etc.)
Metal in the active HF field area The transmitting
energy is attenuated. This point is particularly relevant
when installing the reader components in metal front
panels (and metal pillars etc.).

Interference

Features
▶ General
▶ Installation
▶ Signaling device
▶ Interfaces
▶ Inputs/outputs

Proximity reader for connection to an Access Engine and
Access PE system. The online reader is best suited for
door access control in an L-bus line to the access control
panel AMC2 4R4 (RS485 interface; point to point).

Installation/Configuration Notes
Reading range
Reader/data carrier

Credentials in EC format

Tokens

MIFARE

5.5 cm

2.5 cm

HITAG 1

8 cm

3 cm

LEGIC

7 cm

5 cm

Influencing the reading range
Various elements can interfere with the reading range. The
range can be influenced by both the medium used (i.e. the
data carrier) and the environmental conditions around the
antenna and the data carrier. The standard reading range
for contactless readers depends on the respective reading
system, the installation conditions and design of the data
carrier. Details on the respective reading ranges in
optimum installation conditions can be found the in data
sheet for the corresponding contactless reader (see
below). No metal should be found in a proximity of

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Contactless readers can impair each other or be impaired
by other systems or sources of interference. Contactless
readers can still impair each other if spaced out at two to
three times the reading range. High-energy interference
sources within the range of the modulation and carrier
frequencies can also impair transmission. It is not
advisable to use converters to power the proximity
readers, as the superimposed frequencies for the power
supply can impair the reading system concerned. This
must be checked on the actual installation. Consideration
must be given to the fact that the interference spectrum
of converters can vary due to parameters such as
temperature, input voltage, power to be supplied and the
like.
Installing data and supply lines
A sufficient cable diameter should be used for lines to
contactless readers (particularly over greater distances).
Since the current consumption for the individual systems
can sometimes be pulsed, temporary voltage dips will not
be detected by standard multimeters (digital or analog).
These voltage dips can, however, cause a "POWER-ONRESET" on the reader components, which may lead to
communication faults.
The maximum current consumption must be used in
calculations when sizing the voltage supply and the line
diameter of the wiring. It must be ensured that the input
voltage (measured at the reader) is in line with the
technical data of the reader.
Installation notes
To help prevent the reading behavior being impaired by
installing a proximity reader in a metal (conductive)
housing or on metal surfaces, the following points must
be taken into consideration:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum distance from metal surfaces 20 mm at
sides, above and below, as well as 40 mm at rear
Minimum distance from 230 V power cables 500 mm
Minimum distance from high-frequency cables
500 mm
Minimum distance from other reader antennas 2 m
Minimum distance from monitors 2 m
Correct connection of the screen to the data line
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•

•

When installing elevators, intercoms, barrier controls,
gate controls etc., the reader module must be
adequately shielded to prevent impairment from the
corresponding electronics and their control lines.
Metal and grounded protective housings act as ideal
shields for the reader.
Please ensure sufficient distance from metal frames
when installing the system in lightweight walls.

Optional enhancements
Description

Product ID

Suitability

Installation frame for
surface-mounted installation, gray/white

4.998.031.641
4.998.108.951

For the implementation of an
additional module (not for
Siedle version)

Additional module:
door opener control

F.01U.535.756

Door control directly from
the reader (not for Siedle version)

Coded relay with junc- F.01U.541.773
tion box
Coded relay without
junction box

5

Zero-potential control, e.g.
door opener in a secure area

F.01U.541.774

Additional cover, gray/ 4.998.097.971
white
4.998.108.947

Better optics (not for Siedle
version)

Additional cover with
keypad, gray/white

Numeric input possible (not
for Siedle version)

4.998.109.856
4.998.109.878

Wall installation (flush mount) with flush-mount wall box
in accordance with DIN 49073 with a screw distance of
60 mm (not included in the scope of delivery).

Installation

Parts Included
Qty.

Component

1

Reader with:
- Housing and reader circuit board
- Front panel with semi-transparent design
- Fixing and anti-interference material

1

Installation instructions

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (H x W x D):

81 x 81 x 23 mm

Housing/cover:

Plastic (PC+ABS-FR)

Housing color:

Mid-gray (NCS-3502R)

Word mark/imprint:

White (NCS-0500)

Temperature range:

-20 °C to 50 °C

Protection category:

IP54

Power supply:

12 V AC/DC ± 10% or 5 V DC ± 5%
(configurable jumper)

Power consumption:
MIFARE: 2.4 W
HITAG 1: 1.8 W
LEGIC: 4.8 W
Transponder medium:

MIFARE, HITAG 1, LEGIC

Working frequency:
MIFARE and LEGIC: 13.56 MHz
HITAG 1: 125 kHz
Modulation frequency:
MIFARE: 847.5 kHz
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LEGIC: 212 kHz
Pulse frequency/time:

LEGIC: 12.5 Hz / 80 ms

Ordering Information

5

I-BPR MF GR
81 x 81 mm, with MIFARE reader, gray

ARD-IBPRMF-GR

I-BPR MF WS
81 x 81 mm, with MIFARE reader, pure white

ARD-IBPRMF-WS

I-BPR HI1 GR
81 x 81 mm, with HITAG1 reader, gray

ARD-IBPRHI1-GR

I-BPR HI1 WS
81 x 81 mm, with HITAG1 reader, pure white

ARD-IBPRHI1-WS

I-BPR LE GR
81 x 81 mm, with LEGIC reader, gray

ARD-IBPRLE-GR

I-BPR LE WS
81 x 81 mm, with LEGIC reader, pure white

ARD-IBPRLE-WS

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Accessories for BPR
readers

5

Surface-mount cover for the BPR readers is available with
a relay board and a keypad. Please pay attention to the
BG32 controls when using this item.

Ordering Information
Coded split relay with flush mount socket
for I-BPR xx

4998031647

Coded split relay without flush-mount
socket for I-BPR xx

4998031643

T-Relay board I-BPR xx

4998106141

BPR-surface-mount grey

4998031641

BPR-surface-mount white

4998108951

Additional cover for BPR xx (grey)

ARA-BPRZBL-GR

Additional cover for BPR xx (white)

ARA-BPRZBL-WS

Additional cover with Keyboard for BPR xx
(grey)

4998109856

Additional cover with Keyboard for BPR xx
(white)

4998109878
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ARD-FPLS-OC – BioLite
Solo with keypad and
display

5
1 = Power supply; 2 = Door lock; 3 = Exit button;
4 = Door sensor
Combined with an external relay unit (Secure I/O) secure
door control can be built.
System configuration with secure communication:

Features
▶ Standalone access control device
▶ Weatherproof design
▶ Indoor and outdoor use
▶ LCD
▶ Keypad

This is a compact and slim designed fingerprint reader for
access control of small offices, shops and residential
houses and can be installed both inside and outside.

Functions
The authentication can occur about fingerprint or PIN or
in their combination.

1 = Power supply; 2 = Door lock; 3 = Exit button;
4 = Door sensor; 5 = RS485 secure communication;
6 = Secure I/O module

Certifications and Approvals

Technical Specifications

Europe: CE

Fingerprint sensor

500 dpi optical sensor

User capacity

Installation/Configuration Notes

200 users (400 fingerprint templates)

Fingerprint identification speed

Less than 1 second

The enrollment and data change can be done using the
LCD and keypad, without any PC connection.

Operation modes

System configuration of the standalone access control
device:

Fingerprint
PIN
Fingerprint + PIN

TTL I/O

2 inputs for exit switch and door sensor

Internal relay

Deadbolt, EM lock, door strike, automatic door
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Ingress protection rate

IP 65 class

LCD

128 x 64 pixel black & white

Keypad

3 x 4 keypad, 3 navigation keys

User interface

Multi-color LED and multi-tone buzzer

Log capacity

5,000 events

Operating voltage

12 Vdc

Size (W x H x D)

60 x 185 x 40 mm

Ordering Information

5

ARD-FPLS-OC – BioLite Solo with keypad
and display
Standalone outdoor fingerprint lock.

ARD-FPLS-OC

Accessories
ARA-FPSECIO-MOD - Secure I/O module
Accessory unit for secure door control an I/O
expansion.

ARA-FPSECIO-MOD

Biolite power adapter
For power connection use the original device,
only.

ARA-FPBL-PSA

Biolite plastic stand
A Rack to mount the fingerprint reader if it
used for enrollment close to the PC.

ARA-FPPLSTAND
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ARD-FPLN-OC – BioLite
Net with keypad, display,
and Net

5
1
4
6
8

=
=
=
=

Power supply; 2 = Door lock; 3 = Exit button;
Door sensor; 5 = Wiegand secure communication;
AMC2 4W; 7 = Access control system;
PC with Bio Application via LAN

Technical Specifications
Features

CPU

400 MHz DSP

▶ Weatherproof and waterproof design

Memory

8 MB flash + 16 MB RAM

▶ Indoor and outdoor use

Fingerprint sensor

500 dpi optical sensor

▶ LCD

Identification speed

2,000 matches in 1 second

▶ Keypad

Fingerprint capacity

5,000 fingerprints (10,000 templates)

Log capacity

50,000 events

RF card

Mifare (13.56 MHz)

Authentication

Finger and/or
PIN and/or
Card

Network interface

TCP/IP, RS485

Wiegand

1 channel(input/output switchable)

TTL I/O

2 inputs for exit switch and door sensor

Functions

Internal relay

The authentication can occur about fingerprint, PIN, or
card or in any combination of them.

Deadlock, EM lock door strike, automatic door

Ingress protection rate

IP 65 class

LCD

128 x 64 pixel, black & white

Keypad

3 x 4 keypad, 3 navigation keys

Certifications and Approvals

Sound and interface

Multi-color LED and multi-tone buzzer

Europe: CE

Operating voltage

12 Vdc

Size (W x H x D)

60 x 185 x 40 mm

▶ RF card reader

This is a very small IP-based fingerprint reader for access
control and time attendance. From simple door control to
complex networked environment this reader supports full
functionality of time attendance and access control.

Installation/Configuration Notes
The enrollment and data change can be done using the
LCD and keypad, without any PC connection.
Combined with an access controller (AMC2 4W) a secure
door control can be built.
System configuration with secure communication:
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Ordering Information
ARD-FPLN-OC – BioLite Net with keypad,
display, and Net
IP based outdoor fingerprint terminal.

ARD-FPLN-OC

Accessories
Biolite power adapter
For power connection use the original device,
only.

ARA-FPBL-PSA

Biolite plastic stand
A Rack to mount the fingerprint reader if it
used for enrollment close to the PC.

ARA-FPPLSTAND

5
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ARD-FPBEPxx-OC BioEntry Plus with card
reader

Combined with an access controller (AMC2 4W) a secure
door control can be built.
System configuration with secure communication:

5

1
4
6
8

=
=
=
=

Power supply; 2 = Door lock; 3 = Exit button;
Door sensor; 5 = Wiegand secure communication;
AMC2 4W; 7 = Access control system;
PC with Bio Application via LAN

Features
▶ Ethernet interface for TCP/IP communication
▶ Optional standalone user management

Technical Specifications

▶ Multi color LED

CPU

400 MHz DSP

Memory

4 MB flash + 8 MB RAM

Fingerprint sensor

500 dpi optical sensor

Identification speed

2,000 matches in 1 second

Fingerprint capacity

10,000 templates (5,000 users)

Log capacity

50,000 events

RF card

Proximity (125 kHz EM)

Operation modes

Fingerprint
RF card
RF card + fingerprint

Network interface

TCP/IP, RS485

▶ Different authentication modes (fingerprint and/or
card)
▶ EM Proximity cards

This is a slim designed fingerprint reader for installation
on door frames. It covers a full range of access control
applications from a simple standalone door control to
complex networked access control systems.

Wiegand output

Configurable up to 64 bits

Functions

TTL I/O

The authentication can occur about fingerprint or card or
in their combination.

2 inputs for exit switch and door sensor

Internal relay

Deadbolt, EM lock, door strike, automatic door

Sound and interface

Multi-color LED and multi-tone buzzer

Operating voltage

12 Vdc

Size (W x H x D)

50 x 160 x 37 mm

Certifications and Approvals
Europe: CE

Installation/Configuration Notes
Access control functions:

•
•
•
•

128 access groups
128 time schedules
Anti passback door zones supporting 32 readers
Tamper switch and duress finger option
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Ordering Information

5

ARD-FPBEPPR-OC – with EM card reader
IP based fingerprint access control for indoor
installation with PIN and/or card (EM Prox)
identification.

ARD-FPBEPPR-OC

ARD-FPBEPHP-OC - with HID Prox card
reader
IP based fingerprint access control for indoor
installation with PIN and/or card (HID Prox)
identification.

ARD-FPBEPHP-OC

ARD-FPBEPIC-OC - with iCLASS card
reader
IP based fingerprint access control for indoor
installation with PIN and/or card (iCLASS)
identification.

ARD-FPBEPIC-OC

ARD-FPBEPMF-OC - with MIFARE card
reader
IP based fingerprint access control for indoor
installation with PIN and/or card (MIFARE)
identification.

ARD-FPBEPMF-OC
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ARA-FPSECIO-MOD Secure I/O module

Installation/Configuration Notes
Installation example

5

Features
▶ Encrypted communication with the fingerprint reader
▶ Secure door control
▶ 4 digital inputs

1 = Power supply; 2 = Door lock; 3 = Exit button;
4 = Door sensor; 5 = RS485 secure communication;
6 = Secure I/O module
Power connection

▶ 2 relay outputs

Secure I/O is a separate controller for door control and I/
O expansion. With encrypted communication to the finger
print reader BioLite Solo, it provides secure and cost
effective access control for the small to medium sized
office.

Functions
For enhanced security the communication between the
fingerprint reader and the secure IO is encrypted.

Recommended power supply

•
•
•

12V ±10%, at least 500mA for Secure IO alone
installation.
Comply with standard IEC/EN 60950-1
To share the power with other devices, use a power
supply with higher current ratings.

RS485 connection

In case the length of RS-485 line is so long to affect
communication stability, connect the enclosed 120 Ohm
resistor between TRX+ and TRX-connector of Secure I/O.
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Relay connection

5

Red line = fail secure lock
Green line = fail safe lock
When using dead bolt or door strike, connect an enclosed
diode as in the above diagram. Anode (line mark) of the
diode should be connected to + power (Be careful of the
direction)

Technical Specifications
CPU

8 bit, 16 MHz Microcontroller

Memory

32 Kbyte flash

Display

10ea status LED

IO

4 digital inputs
2 relay outputs

Size (W x H x D)

143 x 110 x 39 mm

Power voltage

12 V (max. 13.2 V)

Power current

500 mA (max. 800 mA)

Normal switching capacity (normal- 5 A – 125 Vac
ly open)
2 A – 250 Vac
3 A – 30 Vdc
Normal switching capacity (normal- 2 A – 125 Vac
ly closed)
1 A – 250 Vac
1 A – 30 Vdc

Ordering Information
ARA-FPSECIO-MOD - Secure I/O module
Accessory unit for secure door control an I/O
expansion.
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DELTA 12xx - Prox/IClass
Enrollment Reader

Features
▶ RS232 interface for connecting directly to the work
station

Technical Specifications
ICLASS

ProxPro

Housing

Plastic (ABS)

Plastic (ABS)

Color

Light gray

Light gray

Temperature range

-35 °C to +65 °C

-35 °C to +65 °C

Voltage

10-16 V DC,
80-260 mA

10-28 V DC,
120-150 mA

Frequency

13.56 MHz

125 kHz

Dimensions
(H x W x D)

100 x 157 x 199 mm

100 x 157 x 199 mm

IP Rating

IP40

IP40

Reading range

2 to 5 cm
(depending on the reading system and type of
data carrier)

2 to 5 cm
(depending on the reading system and type of
data carrier)

Interface

RS232
Baud: 57,600
Data bits: 8
Stop bits: 2
Parity: even
(SUB-D connector, 9pin)
PIN 2: TXD = Transmit
PIN 3: RXD = Receive
PIN 5: GND = Ground

RS232
Baud: 9600
Data bits: 8
Stop bits: 1
Parity: none
(SUB-D connector, 9pin)
PIN 2: TXD = Transmit
PIN 3: RXD = Receive
PIN 5: GND = Ground

▶ Recording ID data
▶ Selection of stored data records
▶ Registering the user (cardholder)

The enrollment reader is directly connected to work
stations and records credentials for the purpose of access
control. It is directly connected to the computer via the
serial interface and is activated where necessary via
special buttons in the access control software dialogs.

Ordering Information
DELTA 1200 ProxPro RS232
Serial enrollment reader for Prox credentials.

ARD-1200PRX-BKL

DELTA 1200 IClass RS232
Serial enrollment reader for IClass credentials.

ARD-1200ICL-BKL

Functions
Apart from electronically recording credential data, the
enrollment reader can also be used to register users and
to select data records.

Parts Included

•
•
•

Desktop reader
Power Supply
9-pin interface cable (length 1.5 m)
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DELTA 1200 - Enrollment
Reader

2 = Connection for plug-in power pack

Parts Included

•
•
•
•

Table reader
Self-adhesive decor transparency (included in looseleaf format)
Plug-in power pack
9-pin interface cable (length: 2 m)

Technical Specifications

5

Features
▶ RS232 interface for connecting directly to the work
station

Upper housing unit

Plastic (ABS)

Color

Gray-white RAL 9002

Temperature range

+5 °C to +50 °C

Voltage supply

121 Vdc ± 10%

Dimensions (L x W x H)

195 x 101 x 44 mm

Protection type

IP50

Reading distance

2 to 5 cm
(depending on the scanning system
and the data carrier model)

Interface

RS232
(SUB-D female, 9-pin)
PIN 2: TXD = Send
PIN 3: RXD = Receive
PIN 5: GND = Earth

Protocol

L-BUS
(I-BPR function)

▶ Recording ID data
▶ Selection of stored data records
▶ Registering the user (cardholder)

The enrollment reader is connected directly to the access
control workstation (PC), and is used to identify the ID
cards for access control. It is directly connected to the
computer via the serial interface, and is activated via
special push-buttons in the access control dialogs when
necessary.

Functions

Ordering Information
DELTA 1200 MF RS232
Serial disclosure reader to identify MIFARE
cards.

ARD-1200MF-BKL

DELTA 1200 HI1 RS232
Serial disclosure reader to identify Hitag1
cards.

ARD-1200HI1-BKL

DELTA 1200 LE RS232
Serial disclosure reader to identify LEGIC
cards.

ARD-1200LE-BKL

Apart from registering and decoding card ID data, the
enrollment reader can to be used to log onto and retrieve
data records within Bosch access control programs.

Installation/Configuration Notes

Connectors:
1 = RS232 interface
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MIFARE Cards

Technical Specifications
MIFARE card
Dimensions

85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data storage

16 sectors, 768 bytes available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

5

Ordering Information

Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm

MIFARE card, sequential coding and
numbering

4998102478

MIFARE card, sequential coding and
numbering, printed in one color

4998102479

Accessories
Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

▶ Imprinted card number
▶ Coded
▶ MIFARE chip

Contactless cards with a MIFARE chip for identification
are used in access control and time recording systems
that are fitted with MIFARE readers. Various codes make it
possible for them to be used in different systems.

Functions
1. MIFARE credentials have an embedded wire antenna
and MIFARE chip.
2. Depending on its use, the card can be read either by
inserting it into the reader or holding it in front of the
reader.
3. MIFARE credentials are dynamic cards that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Contactless credentials with a MIFARE chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Various codes make it possible for them to be used in
different systems. Reading ranges reach up to 8 cm
depending on the reader used.
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MIFARE Token

Technical Specifications
MIFARE token

5

Dimensions

53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data storage

16 sectors, 768 bytes available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information
MIFARE token, sequential coding and
numbering, black

4998102480

MIFARE token, sequential coding and
numbering, colored

4998102481

Accessories

Features

Surcharge for non-sequential coding

4998102496

▶ Dimensions: 53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm

Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

▶ Color: Black
▶ Chip number inscribed by laser
▶ Coded
▶ MIFARE chip

Tokens with MIFARE chip for identification are used in
access control and time recording systems that are fitted
with MIFARE readers. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems.

Functions
1. MIFARE tokens have an embedded antenna and
MIFARE chip.
2. The tokens are read when held in front of the reader.
3. MIFARE tokens are dynamic credentials that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Tokens with a MIFARE chip are ideal for installations with
high-availability systems and where credentials may be
exposed to abnormal conditions. Use of the tokens is very
convenient because users can carry them along with other
keys on a keychain. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems. In comparison with
the MIFARE cards, the reading ranges are greatly
restricted because of the small antenna. A reading range
of approx. 2 cm is possible in combination with standard
readers (e.g. I‑BPR‑MF).
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HITAG 1 Cards

Technical Specifications
HITAG 1 card
Dimensions

85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data storage

16 blocks, 192 bytes available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

Approx. 150 ms

5

Ordering Information

Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm
▶ Imprinted card number
▶ Coded
▶ HITAG 1 chip

HITAG 1 ID card, sequential coding and
numbering

4998102474

HITAG 1 ID card, sequential coding and
numbering, printed in one color

4998102475

Accessories
Surcharge for non-sequential coding

4998102496

Additional magnetic strips, 4000 Oe

4710792210

Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

Contactless credentials with a HITAG 1 chip for
identification are used in access control and time
recording systems that use HITAG 1 readers. Various
codes make it possible for them to be used in different
systems.

Functions
1. HITAG 1 credentials have an embedded wire antenna
and a HITAG 1 chip.
2. Depending on its use, the credential can be read
either by inserting it into the reader or holding it in
front of the reader.
3. HITAG 1 credentials are dynamic cards that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Contactless credentials with a HITAG 1 chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Various codes make it possible for them to be used in
different systems. Depending on the readers used, reader
ranges reach up to 70 cm.
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HITAG 1 Token

Technical Specifications
HITAG 1 token

5

Dimensions

53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data storage

16 blocks, 192 bytes available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

Approx. 150 ms

Ordering Information
HITAG 1 token, sequential coding and
numbering, black

4998102476

HITAG 1 token, sequential coding and
numbering, colored

4998102477

Accessories

Features

Surcharge for non-sequential coding

4998102496

▶ Dimensions: 53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm

Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

▶ Chip number inscribed by laser
▶ Coded
▶ HITAG 1 chip
▶ Color: Black

Tokens with HITAG 1 chip are used in access control and
time recording systems that are fitted with HITAG 1
readers. Various codes make it possible for them to be
used in different systems.

Functions
1. HITAG 1 tokens have an embedded antenna and
HITAG 1 chip.
2. The tokens are read when held in front of the reader.
3. HITAG 1 tokens are dynamic credentials that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Tokens with HITAG 1 chip are ideal for installations with
high-availability systems and where credentials may be
used in abnormal conditions. Use of the tokens is very
convenient because users can carry them along with other
keys on a keychain. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems. In comparison with
the HITAG 1 cards, the reader ranges are greatly restricted
because of the small antenna. A reading range of approx.
2 cm is possible in combination with standard readers
(e.g. I‑BPR‑HI1).
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LEGIC Cards

Technical Specifications
LEGIC card
Dimensions

85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data storage

Customizable application areas,
234 bytes available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

5

Ordering Information

Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC

LEGIC ID card, sequential coding and
numbering

4998102470

LEGIC card, sequential coding and
numbering, printed in one color

4998102471

Accessories

▶ Dimensions: 85.7 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm

Surcharge for non-sequential coding

4998102496

▶ Imprinted card number

Additional magnetic strips, 4000 Oe

4710792210

▶ Coded

Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

▶ LEGIC chip

Contactless cards with LEGIC chip for identification are
used in access control and time recording systems that
use LEGIC readers. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems.

Functions
1. LEGIC credentials have an embedded wire antenna
and a LEGIC chip.
2. Depending on its use, the credential can be read
either by inserting it into the reader or holding it in
front of the reader.
3. LEGIC cards are dynamic credentials that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Contactless credentials with a LEGIC chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions
Various codes make it possible for them to be used in
different systems. Reading ranges reach up to 60 cm
depending on the readers used.
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LEGIC Token

Technical Specifications
LEGIC token

5

Dimensions

53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm

Coding

Encrypted

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data storage

User-definable areas, 234 bytes
available

Chip Write Endurance

100,000 writing cycles

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information

Features
▶ Dimensions: 53 mm x 32 mm x 4.4 mm
▶ Color: Black
▶ Chip number inscribed by laser

LEGIC token, sequential coding and
numbering, black

4998102472

LEGIC token, sequential coding and
numbering, colored

4998102473

Accessories
Surcharge for non-sequential coding

4998102496

Surcharge for small-volume purchases
with orders up to 49 cards

4998102495

▶ Coded
▶ LEGIC chip

Tokens with LEGIC chip for identification are used in
access control and time recording systems that are fitted
with LEGIC readers. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems.

Functions
1. LEGIC tokens have an embedded antenna and LEGIC
chip.
2. The tokens are read when held in front of the reader.
3. LEGIC tokens are dynamic credentials that can be
recoded or expanded to include additional functions.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Use
Tokens with a LEGIC chip are ideal for installations with
high-availability systems and where credentials may be
exposed to abnormal conditions. Use of the tokens is very
convenient because users can carry them along with other
keys on a keychain. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems. In comparison with
the LEGIC cards, the reader ranges are greatly restricted
because of the small antenna. A reading range of approx.
2 cm is possible in combination with standard readers
(e.g. I‑BPR‑LE).
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ACD-PROX II Cards 50/
each

Technical Specifications
PROX II ISO card
Dimensions

85.7 x 54 x 1.9 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information
ACD-PROX II Cards 50/each
Packing information: 50 cards/ each unit

ACD-PROXCARDII

Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 86 mm x 54 mm x 1.9 mm
▶ Imprinted card number
▶ Slot Punch
▶ PROX II chip

Contactless credential with PROX chip

Functions

•
•
•
•

PROX II cards are credentials that have an embedded
antenna and PROX II chip.
The card is recognized and read when held in front of
the reader.
The reading process is passive with frequency of
125 kHz.
PROX II cards are static credentials with a unique chip
number and a customer (or facility) number.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Contactless credentials with PROX II chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Reading ranges reach up to 12.5 cm depending on the
readers used.
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ACD-PROX ISO Cards 50/
each

Ordering Information
ACD-PROX ISO Cards 50/each
Packing information: 50 cards/ each unit

ACD-ISO CARD

5
Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 86 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm
▶ Imprinted card number
▶ Slot Punch (optional)
▶ PROX chip

Contactless credential with PROX chip

Functions

•
•
•
•

PROX ISO cards have an antenna and PROX chip
embedded.
The card is recognized and read when held in front of
the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
125 kHz
PROX cards are static credentials with a unique card
number and a customer (or facility) number.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Contactless credentials with a PROX chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Reading ranges reach up to 12.5 cm depending on the
readers used.

Technical Specifications
PROX ISO cards
Dimensions

85.7 x 54 x 0.76 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms
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PROXKEY II Token 50/
each

Technical Specifications
PROX II tokens
Dimensions

53 x 32 x 4.4 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information
PROXKEY II Token 50/each
Packing information: 50 tokens/ each unit

ACT-PROXKEY

Features
▶ Dimensions: 49 x 24 x 6 mm
▶ Color: Gray
▶ Coded
▶ PROX II chip

Token with PROX II chip.

Functions

•
•
•
•

PROXKEY tokens have an embedded antenna and
PROX II chip.
The tokens are read when held in front of the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
125 kHz
PROXKEY tokens are static credentials with a unique
chip number and a customer (or facility) code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Tokens with PROXKey chip are ideal for installations with
high-availability systems and where credentials may be
exposed to abnormal conditions. Use of the tokens is very
convenient because users can carry them along with other
keys on a keychain. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems. In comparison with
the PROX II cards, the reader ranges are greatly restricted
because of the small antenna.
Reading ranges reach up to 5 cm depending on the
readers used.
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ACA-MicroProx Tag

5

Features
▶ Dimensions:
▶ Color: Black
▶ Coded
▶ PROX chip

Adhesive tag with PROX chip.

Functions

•
•
•
•

MicroProx adhesive tags are credentials that have an
embedded antenna and PROX chip.
The tags can be attached to existing cards and are
read when held in front of the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
125 kHz
ACA-MicroProx adhesive tags are static credentials
with a unique chip number and a customer (or facility)
code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
ACA-MicroProx adhesive tags with a PROX chip are ideal
for installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Adhesive tags are very easy and convenient to use. Stick
on an existing credential. This allows the adhesive tag to
be used as a card.
Reading ranges reach up to 5 cm depending on the
readers used.

Technical Specifications
ACA-MicroProx Tag
Dimensions

Dm 32.64 mm; 1.78 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

125 kHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms
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ACD-ATR11ISO - RFID
Card

Antenna

Copper coil

Dimensions

85,6 x 54 x 0,76 mm
(3.37” x 2.13”x 0.03”)

Weight

6 g (0.212 Once)

Ordering Information
ACD-ATR11ISO - RFID Card
Standard 125 kHz proximity read-only card
for Wiegand readers type W 3. Packing information: 25 cards/ each unit

ACD-ATR11ISO

5
Features
▶ Reliable and interference free
▶ Strong and flexible
▶ Photo ID compatible
▶ Credit card size

The ACD-ATR11ISO proximity read-only card offers
universal compability with the Wiegand IF reader type W
3. The card includes an embedded antenna, and an RFID
integrated circuit including a printed number on the
surface of the card enabling contactless reading by
readers.
The credit card sized card conforms to the ISO-standard
size enabling surface printing with conventional ISO
compatible card printers.
This card is durable with IP 68 and can be fully
submerged, all the electronics is sealed inside.

Certifications and Approvals
ISO/IEC 10536

Technical Specifications
Type

Contactless passive

Materials

ABS

IC Chip

EM4102

ISO Standard

ISO/IEC 10536

Environment class

IP 68

Operating frequency

125 kHz

Operating temperature

-20 °C to +50 °C
(-4 °F to 122 °F)

Storage temperature

-20 °C to +50 °C
(-4 °F to 122 °F)

Humidity

Up to 90% (non-condensing)

Surface finish

Gloss

www.boschsecurity.com
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ACD-ATR14CS - RFID Card

Ordering Information
ACD-ATR14CS - RFID Card
Clamshell standard 125 kHz proximity readonly card for Wiegand readers type W 3.
Packing information: 25 clam shell cards/
each unit

ACD-ATR14CS

5
Features
▶ Reliable and interference free
▶ Strong, flexible and resistant to breaking
▶ Photo ID compatible
▶ Pocket size

The ACD-ATR14CS proximity read-only calm shell card
offers universal compability with the Wiegand IF reader
type W 3. The card includes an embedded antenna, and
an RFID integrated circuit including a pinted number on
the face of the card enabling contactless reading by
readers.
This card is durable with IP 68 and can be fully
submerged, all the electronics is sealed inside.

Certifications and Approvals
ISO/IEC 10536

Technical Specifications
Type

Contactless passive

Materials

ABS

IC Chip

EM4102

ISO Standard

ISO/IEC 10536

Environment class

IP 68

Operating frequency

125 kHz

Operating temperature

-40 °C to +70 °C
(-40 °F to 158 °F)

Storage temperature

-40 °C to +70 °C
(-40 °F to 158 °F)

Humidity

Up to 90% (non-condensing)

Surface finish

Matt

Antenna

Copper coil

Dimensions

85,6 x 54 x 1,84 mm
(3.37” x 2.13”x 0.08”)

Weight

9,5 g (0.335 Once)
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ACA-ATR13 - RFID Tag

Dimensions

54,5 x 35 x 7,3 mm
(2.14” x 1.37”x 0.28”)

Weight

9,6 g (0.331 oz)

Ordering Information
ACA-ATR13 - RFID Tag
125 kHz proximity read-only tag for Wiegand
readers type W 3. Packing information: 25
tags/ each unit

ACA-ATR13

5

Features
▶ Robust and reliable
▶ Water-resistant

The ACA-ATR13 proximity read-only tag offers universal
compability with the Wiegand IF reader type W 3. The tag
includes an embedded antenna, and an RFID integrated
circuit enabling infinite numbers of reads by Wiegand type
W3 readers.
The key-ring sized credential tag is durable with IP 68 and
can be fully submerged, all the electronics is sealed
inside.

Certifications and Approvals
ISO/IEC 10536

Technical Specifications
Type

Contactless passive

Materials

PVC / PET

IC Chip

EM4102

ISO Standard

ISO/IEC 10536

Environment class

IP 68

Operating frequency

125 kHz

Operating temperature

-20 °C to +50 °C
(-4 °F to 122 °F)

Storage temperature

-20 °C to +50 °C
(-4 °F to 122 °F)

Humidity

Up to 90% (non-condensing)

Surface finish

Matt

Antenna

Copper coil
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Contactless iClass Cards

Technical Specifications
ACD-ICLASS card
Dimensions

85.7 x 54 x 0.76 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information

5

Features
▶ Plastic card, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 86 mm x 54 mm x 0.76 mm
▶ Imprinted card number
▶ Slot Punch (optional)
▶ ICLASS chip

ACD-ICLASS-256-2AR 50/each
ICLASS ID card with 256 byte data storage, 2
application areas, one of which can be customized. Packing information: 50 cards/
each unit

ACD-ICL256-2AR

ACD-ICLASS-2AR 50/each
ICLASS ID card with 2 Kbyte data storage, 2
application areas, one of which can be customized. Packing information: 50 cards/
each unit

ACD-ICL2K-2AR

ACD-ICLASS2K-16AR 50/each
ICLASS ID card with 2 Kbyte data storage, 16
application areas, 15 of which can be customized. Packing information: 50 cards/
each unit

ACD-ICL2K-16AR

Contactless card with iClass Chip.

Functions

•
•
•
•
•

ACD-ICLASS cards have an embedded wire antenna
and iClass chip embedded.
The card is recognized and read when held in front of
the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
13.56 MHz
ICLASS cards support multiple application areas that
can be individually protected.
All credentials have a unique chip number and a
customer (or facility) code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Contactless credentials with iClass chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions
Reading ranges reach up to 12.5 cm depending on the
readers used.
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Contactless ICLASS
Tokens

Technical Specifications
ACD-ICLASS token
Dimensions

53 x 32 x 4.4 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information

Features
▶ Plastic Tag, PVC
▶ Dimensions: 34 x 31 x 4.4 mm
▶ Fastening Slot
▶ ICLASS chip

ACT-ICLASS-256-2AR 50/each
ICLASS token with 256 byte data storage, 2
application areas, one of which is free to use
as required. Packing information: 50 tokens/
each unit

ACT-ICL256-2AR

ACT-ICLASS2K-2AR 50/each
ICLASS token with 2 Kbyte data storage, 2
application areas, one of which is free to use
as required. Packing information: 50 tokens/
each unit

ACT-ICL2K-2AR

ACT-ICLASS2K-16AR 50/each
ICLASS token with 2 Kbyte data storage, 16
application areas, 15 of which are free to use
as required. Packing information: 50 tokens/
each unit

ACT-ICL2K-16AR

Contactless credentials in token format with ICLASS chip.

Functions

•
•
•
•
•

ACD-ICLASS tokens have an embedded wire antenna
and ICLASS chip.
The tokens are recognized and read when held in front
of the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
13.56 MHz
ICLASS tokens are dynamic credentials with
application areas that can be individually protected.
All credentials have a unique chip number and a
customer (or facility) code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Tokens with ICLASS chip are ideal for installations with
high-availability systems and where credentials may be
exposed to abnormal conditions. Use of the tokens is very
convenient because users can carry them along with other
keys on a keychain. Various codes make it possible for
them to be used in different systems. In comparison with
the ICLASS cards, the reader ranges are greatly restricted
because of the small antenna.
Reading ranges reach up to 5 cm depending on the
readers used.
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Contactless ICLASS Adhesive Tag

Technical Specifications
ACD-ICLASS Adhesive Tags
Dimensions

Dm 32 mm; 1.78 mm

Coding

Chip number, customer (or facility)
code

Transmission frequency

13.56 MHz

Data preservation

10 years

Transaction times

< 100 ms

Ordering Information

5
Features
▶ Plastic Tag, PVC
▶ Dimensions: Dm: 32.64 mm; 1.78 mm
▶ ICLASS chip

Contactless Adhesive Tag with ICLASS chip.

Functions

•
•
•
•
•

ACA-ICLASS256-2AR 50/each
ICLASS Adhesive Tag with 256 byte data
storage, 2 application areas, one of which
can be customized. Packing information: 50
tags/ each unit

ACA-ICL256-2AR

ACA-ICLASS2K-2AR 50/each
ICLASS Adhesive Tag with 2 Kbyte data storage, 2 application areas, one of which can be
customized. Packing information: 50 tags/
each unit

ACA-ICL2K-2AR

ACA-ICLASS2K-16AR 50/each
ICLASS Adhesive Tag with 2 Kbyte data storage, 16 application areas, 15 of which can be
customized. Packing information: 50 tags/
each unit

ACA-ICL2K-16AR

ACD-ICLASS Adhesive Tags have an embedded wire
antenna and an ICLASS chip.
The Adhesive Tag is recognized and read when held in
front of the reader.
The reading process is passive with a frequency of
13.56 MHz
ICLASS Adhesive Tags are dynamic credentials with
application areas that can be individually protected.
All credentials have a unique chip number and a
customer (or facility) code.

Installation/Configuration Notes
ICLASS adhesive tags with an iClass chip are ideal for
installations with high-availability systems and where
credentials may be exposed to abnormal conditions.
Adhesive tags are very easy and convenient to use. Stick
on an existing credential. This allows the adhesive tag to
be used as a card.
Reading ranges reach up to 5 cm depending on the
readers used
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Universal Electric Door
Opener, for DIN Left and
Right Mounting, Operating
Voltage, 12 V DC

4. Latch adjustment:
A door opener with FAFIX has an adjustable and
fixable door opener latch. This makes it possible for
the door opener latch to be aligned with the lock latch
after installation. Expansion compensation possible at
any time by realigning the door opener.

Installation/Configuration Notes
User information
In line with the pertinent safety regulations, such as the
accident prevention regulations etc., an emergency
release mechanism must also be fitted for exit checks.
When using door openers with standby current, an
emergency release mechanism is not required, because
the door is automatically unlocked in the event of a power
failure.

Features
▶ The door openers may only be operated with direct
current in line with the rated voltage. Continuous
contact (100% duty cycle) is possible.
▶ Zero-potential feedback contact for signaling whether
the door is open or closed.
▶ Recovery diode for suppressing interfering pulses
during the switching process.
▶ Door opener with normal flat edge plate with bolt cutout for house and room locks, can be adjusted
universally for DIN left and right.
▶ Door opener is unlocked with voltage. The door
remains locked in the event of a power failure.

Functions
1. Operating current function:
The door can only be opened if the power is switched
on. The door remains locked in the event of a power
failure.
2. Standby function:
The door opener is locked if the power is switched on.
If the power is switched off and there is a power
failure, the door can be opened.
3. Feedback:
Door openers with feedback have a zero-potential
contact that has to react to the door positions open
and closed. The contact can be used for monitoring
functions.

www.boschsecurity.com
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DIN right, drawing in mm

Parts Included
Door opener as per the diagram without any additional
accessories.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (H x W x D)

250 mm x 25 mm x 28 mm

Edge plate color

Gold hammered finish

Voltage

12 V =

Current consumption

0.2 A

Continuous operation

100% duty cycle

Protective switch

Anti-surge diode

Push-on pressure resistance

650 kp

Feedback contact

Zero-potential, max. 42 V/1 A

Ordering Information
Universal Electric Door Opener, for DIN
Left and Right Mounting, Operating
Voltage, 12 V DC

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Universal Electric Door
Opener, for DIN Left and
Right, Standby Current,
100% Duty Cycle, 12 V DC

•

Latch adjustment:
A door opener with FAFIX has an adjustable and
fixable door opener latch. This makes it possible for
the door opener latch to be aligned with the lock latch
after installation. Expansion compensation possible at
any time by realigning the door opener.

Installation/Configuration Notes
User information
In line with the pertinent safety regulations, such as the
accident prevention regulations etc., an emergency
release mechanism must also be fitted for exit checks.
When using door openers with standby current, an
emergency release mechanism is not required, because
the door is automatically unlocked in the event of a power
failure.
Note

The dimensional drawings of the door opener
correspond with those of the universal
electric door opener with operating current.

Parts Included

Features
▶ The door openers may only be operated with direct
current in line with the rated voltage. Continuous
contact (100% duty cycle) is possible.

Door opener as per the diagram without any additional
accessories.

Technical Specifications

▶ Zero-potential feedback contact for signaling whether
the door is open or closed.

Dimensions (H x W x D)

250 mm x 25 mm x 28 mm

▶ Recovery diode for suppressing interfering pulses
during the switching process.

Edge plate color

Gold hammered finish

Voltage

12 V =

Current consumption

0.2 A

Continuous operation

100% duty cycle

Protective switch

Anti-surge diode

Push-on pressure resistance

650 kp

Feedback contact

Zero-potential, max. 42 V/1 A

▶ Door opener with normal flat edge plate with bolt cutout for house and room locks, can be adjusted
universally for DIN left and right.
▶ Door opener is unlocked without voltage. The door is
opened in the event of a power failure.

Functions

•
•
•

Operating current function:
The door can only be opened if the power is switched
on. The door remains locked in the event of a power
failure.
Standby function:
The door opener is locked if the power is switched on.
If the power is switched off and there is a power
failure, the door can be opened.
Feedback:
Door openers with feedback have a zero-potential
contact that has to react to the door positions open
and closed. The contact can be used for monitoring
functions.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Electric Door Opener with
FAFIX, for DIN Left and
Right, Operating Current
12 V DC

4. Latch adjustment:
A door opener with FAFIX has an adjustable and
fixable door opener latch. This makes it possible for
the door opener latch to be aligned with the lock latch
after installation. Expansion compensation possible at
any time by realigning the door opener.

Installation/Configuration Notes
The opener latch can be adjusted horizontally up to 4 mm
across in oval-shaped screw holes. After alignment, it is
fixed on the lock latch with two Phillips-head screws.
User information

5

In line with the pertinent safety regulations, such as the
accident prevention regulations etc., an emergency
release mechanism must also be fitted for exit checks.
When using door openers with standby current, an
emergency release mechanism is not required, because
the door is automatically unlocked in the event of a power
failure.

Features
▶ The door openers may only be operated with direct
current in line with the rated voltage. Continuous
contact (100% duty cycle) is possible.
▶ Zero-potential feedback contact for signaling whether
the door is open or closed.
▶ Recovery diode for suppressing interfering pulses
during the switching process.
▶ Door opener with normal flat edge plate with bolt cutout for house and room locks, can be adjusted
universally for DIN left and right.
▶ Door opener is unlocked with voltage. The door
remains locked in the event of a power failure.
▶ Adjustable and fixable door opener latch.

Functions
1. Operating current function:
The door can only be opened if the power is switched
on. The door remains locked in the event of a power
failure.
2. Standby function:
The door opener is locked if the power is switched on.
If the power is switched off and there is a power
failure, the door can be opened.
3. Feedback:
Door openers with feedback have a zero-potential
contact that has to react to the door positions open
and closed. The contact can be used for monitoring
functions.
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DIN left, drawing in mm

Parts Included
Door opener as per the diagram without any additional
accessories.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (H x W x D)

250 mm x 25 mm x 28 mm

Edge plate color

Gold hammered finish

Voltage

12 V =

Current consumption

0.25 A

Continuous operation

100% duty cycle

Protective switch

Anti-surge diode

Push-on pressure resistance

650 kp

Feedback contact

Zero-potential, max. 42 V/1 A

Ordering Information
Electric Door Opener with FAFIX, for DIN
Left and Right, Operating Current 12 V DC
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Request-to-Exit Button,
with Key Icon, SurfaceMount, 61 mm Square

Installation/Configuration Notes
To open the door from the inside, if access is only being
monitored from one side.

Parts Included
Request-to-Exit button as per the diagram without any
additional accessories.

Technical Specifications
Dimensions (H x W x D)

61 mm x 61 mm x 23 mm

Contact load

12 V/1 A

Ordering Information
Request-to-Exit Button, with Key Icon,
Surface-Mount, 61 mm Square

4710760047

Features
▶ The door openers may only be operated with direct
current in line with the rated voltage. Continuous
contact (100% duty cycle) is possible.
▶ Zero-potential feedback contact for signaling whether
the door is open or closed.
▶ Recovery diode for suppressing interfering pulses
during the switching process.

Surface-mount device in white, with key icon.

Functions
1. Operating current function:
The door can only be opened if the power is switched
on. The door remains locked in the event of a power
failure.
2. Standby function:
The door opener is locked if the power is switched on.
If the power is switched off and there is a power
failure, the door can be opened.
3. Feedback:
Door openers with feedback have a zero-potential
contact that has to react to the door positions open
and closed. The contact can be used for monitoring
functions.
4. Latch adjustment:
A door opener with FAFIX has an adjustable and
fixable door opener latch. This makes it possible for
the door opener latch to be aligned with the lock latch
after installation. Expansion compensation possible at
any time by realigning the door opener.
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Request-to-Exit Button,
with Key Icon, FlushMount, 55 mm Diameter

Installation/Configuration Notes
To open the door from the inside, if access is only being
monitored from one side.

Parts Included
Request-to-Exit button as per the diagram without any
additional accessories.

Technical Specifications

5

Dimensions (H x W x D)

81 mm x 81 mm x 15 mm

Mounting dimension

55 mm plate

Contact load

12 V/1 A

Ordering Information
Request-to-Exit Button, with Key Icon,
Flush-Mount, 55 mm Diameter

4710760048

Features
▶ The door openers may only be operated with direct
current in line with the rated voltage. Continuous
contact (100% duty cycle) is possible.
▶ Zero-potential feedback contact for signaling whether
the door is open or closed.
▶ Recovery diode for suppressing interfering pulses
during the switching process.

Flush-mount device for flush-mount switch plates, white,
with key icon.

Functions
1. Operating current function:
The door can only be opened if the power is switched
on. The door remains locked in the event of a power
failure.
2. Standby function:
The door opener is locked if the power is switched on.
If the power is switched off and there is a power
failure, the door can be opened.
3. Feedback:
Door openers with feedback have a zero-potential
contact that has to react to the door positions open
and closed. The contact can be used for monitoring
functions.
4. Latch adjustment:
A door opener with FAFIX has an adjustable and
fixable door opener latch. This makes it possible for
the door opener latch to be aligned with the lock latch
after installation. Expansion compensation possible at
any time by realigning the door opener.
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DS150i Series Request-toexit Detectors

Certifications and Approvals
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

89/336/EEC, EN55022: 1998 +A1:
2000 +A2: 2003, EN50130-4: 1996
+A1: 1998 +A2: 2003, EN61000-4-2:
1995 +A1: 1998 +A2: 2001,
EN61000-4-3: 2002 +A1: 2003,
EN61000-4-4: 1995 +A1: 2000 +A2:
2001, EN61000-4-5: 1995 +A1: 2001,
EN61000-4-6: 1996 +A1: 2001 +A2:
2001, EN61000-4-11:1994 +A1: 2001,
EN60950-1: 2001
2004/108/EC; EN 50130-4:1996
+A1:1998 +A2:2003; EN
60950-1:2006

USA

UL

ALVY: Access Control Systems Units
(UL294)

Installation/Configuration Notes
Features
▶ Single or double door use
▶ Wall or ceiling mountable
▶ Internal vertical pointability
▶ Wrap-around coverage pattern
▶ Selectable relay trigger mode
▶ Selectable fail safe/fail secure modes

The DS150i Series consists of the DS150i Detector (light
gray) and the DS151i Detector (black). They are
specifically designed for Request-to-exit (REX)
applications. The DS150i and DS151i detect motion in
their coverage area and signal an access control system or
door control device.

Functions
Test Features
Externally visible activation LED.

Front View and Top Views
A front view of the DS150i and DS151i coverage, as well
as top views of the coverage pattern on the floor. The
typical coverage measurements are 2.4 m x 3 m
(8 ft x 10 ft).
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Ordering Information
DS150i Request‑to‑exit PIR Detector
Gray enclosure. For use in request-to-exit
(REX) applications. Provides 2.4 m x 3 m
(8 ft x 10 ft) coverage.

DS150i

DS151i Request‑to‑exit PIR Detector
Black enclosure. For use in request-to-exit
(REX) applications. Provides 2.4 m x 3 m
(8 ft x 10 ft) coverage.

DS151i

Accessories

5

Side View
A side view of the DS150i and DS151i coverage pattern.

TP160 Trim Plate
A light gray trim plate used when mounting
the detector over a standard single-gang box.

TP160

TP161 Trim Plate
A black trim plate used when mounting the
sensor over a standard single-gang box.

TP161

Technical Specifications
Electrical
Current Draw:

26 mA at 12 VDC

Voltage:

12 VAC or VDC; 24 VAC or VDC

Mechanical
Alarm Output:

Two Form C relay contacts

Indicators:

One activation LED

Relay Latch Time:

Adjustable to 60 sec

Enclosure Dimensions:

3.8 cm x 15.9 cm x 3.8 cm
(1.5 in. x 6.25 in. x 1.5 in.)

Enclosure Material: High impact ABS plastic enclosure
Power Loss Default Programmable fail-safe or fail-secure modes.
Mode:
Timer Mode:

Programmable reset (accumulative) or non-reset
(counting) mode.

Mounting Location: Surface mount on wall or ceiling
Environmental
Operating Tempera- -29°C to +49°C (-20°F to +120°F)
ture:
Radio Frequency In- No alarm or setup on critical frequencies in the
terference (RFI) Im- range from 26 MHz to 1000 MHz at 50 V/m.
munity:
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DS160 Series High
Performance
Request‑to‑exit Detectors

Door Monitor
The sensor can monitor a door contact to allow special
control of the internal relay. For example, if the door is
opened within the relay time period, the sensor can be
programmed to halt the timer. If the door is not opened
within a specific time period, the relay can be
programmed to deactivate.
Sounder Alert
An integrated sounder can be programmed to activate if
the door is left open too long. The sounder volume is fully
adjustable to 85 dB.
Keycard Input
The keycard input allows the sensor relay to be controlled
from an external source, such as an access control system
or card reader.

Certifications and Approvals
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

Features
▶ Door monitor with sounder alert
▶ Sequential Logic Input (SLI)
▶ Internal vertical pointability
▶ Wrap-around coverage pattern with precise pattern
control

2004/108/EC; EN 50130-4:1996
+A1:1998 +A2:2003; EN
60950-1:2006

▶ Up to 64 second adjustable latch time
▶ Selectable relay trigger mode
▶ Selectable fail-safe or fail-secure modes
▶ Adjustable sounder volume
▶ Activation LED

89/336/EEC, EN55022: 1998 +A1:
2000 +A2: 2003, EN50130-4: 1996
+A1: 1998 +A2: 2003, EN61000-4-2:
1995 +A1: 1998 +A2: 2001,
EN61000-4-3: 2002 +A1: 2003,
EN61000-4-4: 1995 +A1: 2000 +A2:
2001, EN61000-4-5: 1995 +A1: 2001,
EN61000-4-6: 1996 +A1: 2001 +A2:
2001, EN61000-4-11:1994 +A1: 2001,
EN60950-1: 2001

Poland

CNBOP

DS160

USA

UL

ALVY: Access Control Systems Units
(UL294)

Europe

Complies with EN50131‑1 Grade 2

The DS160 Series consists of the DS160 Detector (light
gray) and the DS161 Detector (black) specifically
designed for Request-to-exit (REX) applications. With
features such as timers, door monitor with sounder alert,
and pointable coverage, the DS160 and DS161 have the
flexibility to meet the most stringent REX requirements.
The exclusive Sequential Logic Input (SLI) provides added
security that is not offered in any other REX device.

Functions
Sequential Logic Input (SLI)
The SLI terminal allows connection of a second device to
require sequential detection. This eliminates the
possibility that an object that is slid through the door or
underneath the door will activate the detector. This input
can also be used to lock the sensor if motion is present
outside the premises.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Installation/Configuration Notes

5
Front View
Mounted on wall above door and mounted on ceiling .75 m
(2.5 ft) in front of the door.
Side View
The higher that you mount the unit, the larger the
coverage area. Do not mount the DS160/DS161 more than
4.6 m (15 ft) above the floor.
Side view of coverage pattern with the unit mounted at
4.6 m (15 ft) above the floor with the lens pointed straight
down.
Coverage Information
The coverage (detection area) varies depending on the
mounting height above the floor, angle of the lens, and
whether the unit is mounted on a wall above the door or
on the ceiling. The coverage is 2.4 m x 3 m (8 ft x 10 ft)
The coverage patterns for the detector at a height of
2.3 m (7.5 ft) are shown. The coverage pattern increases
or decreases with height and detector alignment.
Note

Side View
The higher that you mount the unit, the larger the
coverage area. Do not mount the DS160/DS161 more than
4.6 m (15 ft) above the floor.
Side view of coverage pattern with the unit mounted at
4.6 m (15 ft) above the floor with the lens pointed straight
down.

When you mount the unit on the wall and the
lens points straight down, some detection
zones point toward the wall and do not
detect movement.

The diagrams depict views of the coverage pattern with
the detector mounted at 2.3 m (7.5 ft) above the floor
with the lens pointed straight down. Zones that are
pointed toward the wall are not shown.

Technical Specifications
Environmental
Operating Temperature: -29°C to +49°C (-20°F to +120°F)
For UL Certificated installations, 0°C to +49°C
(+32°F to +120°F)
Radio Frequency Inter- No alarm or setup on critical frequencies in the
ference (RFI) Immunity: range from 26 MHz to 1000 MHz at 50 V/m
Complies with Environmental Class II (EN50130-5)

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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Mechanical
Dimensions:

4.5 cm x 17.1cm x 4.4 cm
(1.80 in. x 6.75 in. x 1.75 in.)

Material:

High impact ABS plastic enclosure

Modes
Power Loss De- Programmable fail-safe or fail-secure modes.
fault:
Timer:

Programmable reset accumulative or non-reset counting
mode.

Electrical
Current Draw:

8 mA nominal standby current, 39 mA at 12 VDC in
alarm

Voltage:

12 VAC or VDC to 30 VAC or VDC

Alarm Output:

Two Form C relay contacts each rated 1 A at 30 VAC or
VDC for resistive loads

Indicators:

1 activation LED

Relay Latch
Time:

Adjustable from 0.5 sec to 64 sec.

5

Ordering Information
DS160 Request‑to‑exit Detector
Light gray enclosure. For use in request-toexit (REX) applications. Provides 2.4 m x 3 m
(8 ft x 10 ft) coverage, timers, door monitor
with sounder alert, and pointable coverage.

DS160

DS161 Request‑to‑exit Detector
Black enclosure. For use in request-to-exit
(REX) applications. Provides 2.4 m x 3 m (8
ft x 10 ft) coverage, timers, door monitor
with sounder alert, and pointable coverage.

DS161

Accessories
TP160 Trim Plate
A light gray trim plate used when mounting
the detector over a standard single-gang box.

TP160

TP161 Trim Plate
A black trim plate used when mounting the
sensor over a standard single-gang box.

TP161

www.boschsecurity.com
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D126 Standby Battery
(12 V, 7 Ah)

Certifications and Approvals
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

Council Directive 89/336/EEC
Electromagnetic Compatibility

USA

UL

ALVY: Access Control Systems Units
(UL294), APOU: Proprietary Alarm Units
(UL1076), UEHX7: Signaling Appliances,
Miscellaneous Certified for Canada (cUL)

FM
CSFM

7167-1615: 100, 7165-1615: 112,
7165-1615: 113, 7165-1615: 119, and
7167-1615: 124

NYC/BSA

582-85-SA

DSI

CDFM

Installation/Configuration Notes
Standby Power Requirements

Features
▶ 12 VDC sealed lead-acid
▶ Fully rechargeable
▶ Maintenance‑free

Refer to the appropriate control panel installation manual
for information on calculating the standby battery
requirements for the system. Total continuous and
intermittent current requirements must not exceed the
amp hour capacity of the battery.

▶ For use as secondary power for accessory modules
▶ Long service life

A maintenance‑free, sealed lead‑acid, standby and
auxiliary power supply that provides long service life and
dependability.
The battery is for use only with charging circuits
calibrated for lead‑acid batteries. It is suitable for
supplying backup power for fire, security, and access
control systems during AC power failures.
The D126 fits in any of the currently offered enclosures
and connects to the two color‑coded battery leads
supplied with the control panel or module. Use a D122
Dual Battery Harness to connect two D126 batteries in
parallel and double the amp hour output.

www.boschsecurity.com

Technical Specifications
Capacity:

12 V, 7 Ah

Compatible Panels:

Compatible with all control panels

Dimensions:

15 cm x 8 cm (6 in. x 3 in.)

Height with Terminals:

10 cm (4 in.)

Weight:

2.5 kg (5.5 lb)

Ordering Information
D126 Standby Battery (12 V, 7 Ah)
Sealed lead‑acid standby and auxiliary rechargeable power supply.

D126

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ISN‑CMINI‑10 Miniature
Contacts (9.5 mm)

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

12.7 mm to 25 mm (0.5 in. to 1 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

9.5 mm x 43 mm (0.375 in. x
1.7 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG,
7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.) standard leads

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

200 VDC

Features

Insulation Resistance:

109 Ω

▶ Closed loop

Electrostatic Cap:

1.5 PF

▶ Ideal for window frames, thin door frames, or security
screens

Contact Capacity:

3 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

0.5 A

▶ Versatile

Maximum Voltage:

30 V

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

6

Package Information
The contacts are available in brown or white. All models
have a true miniature design and are shorter than
compact design contacts. Use on window frames, thin
door frames, or security screens.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
Brown Miniature Recess Contact
Brown recessed contact with
9.5 mm (0.375 in.) diameter. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CMINI-10B

White Miniature Recess Contact
White recessed contact with
9.5 mm (0.375 in.) diameter. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CMINI-10W

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

www.boschsecurity.com
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ISN‑CMINI‑10D Miniature
Contacts with Thin
Magnet (9.5 mm)

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models

6

Features
▶ Closed loop
▶ Ideal for tight-fitting applications
▶ Versatile

Gap Width:

12.7 mm (0.5 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

9.5 mm x 15.2 mm (0.375 in. x
0.6 in.)

Magnet Dimensions:

9.5 mm x 3 mm (0.375 in. x
0.125 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG,
7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.) standard leads

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

200 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

109 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

1.5 PF

Contact Capacity:

3 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

0.5 A

Maximum Voltage:

30 V

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

Package Information
The contacts are available in brown or white. All models
have a true miniature design and are shorter than
compact design contacts. All models include a powerful,
thin magnet. The magnet has a convex hole that allows
flat head screws to fit flush. Use on window frames or
door frames in tight-fitting applications.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
Brown Miniature Contact with Thin Magne
t
Brown recessed contact with 9.5
mm (0.375 in.) diameter. Includes a thin
magnet. Package contains ten contacts and
ten magnets.

ISN-CMINI-10DB

White Miniature Contact with Thin Magnet
White recessed contact with
9.5 mm (0.375 in.) diameter. Includes a thin
magnet. Package contains ten contacts and
ten magnets.

ISN-CMINI-10DW

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ISN‑CSD70 and ISN‑CSD80
Compact Contacts

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

38 mm (1.5 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG, 7
stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.) standard leads

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Features

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

▶ Closed loop

Specifications for ISN-CSD70-B/W Models

▶ Sensitive non-stick rhodium reed

Contact Dimensions:

19 mm x 20.3 mm
(0.75 in. x 0.80 in.)

▶ Two solder points on the wire

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

▶ Thick plastic shell resists crushing

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

▶ Bent long leads keep solder off the glass of the reed

The contacts are available in brown or white. All models
have a rugged, one-piece construction that eliminates the
need for extra donut adapters. The compact (stubby)
design allows you to use the contact in smaller spaces,
without paying for a miniature design. Use on steel doors
in standard or tight-fitting applications.
Note

The photograph shows model ISN-CSD80-W.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Specifications for ISN-CSD80-B/W Models
Contact Dimensions:

25 mm x 20 mm (1 in. x 0.80 in.)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

Package Information
ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

www.boschsecurity.com
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Ordering Information

6

Brown Compact Contact with Standard Ma
gnet (19 mm)
Brown recessed contact with
19 mm (0.75 in.) diameter. Includes a standard magnet. Package contains ten contacts
and ten magnets.

ISN-CSD70-B

White Compact Contact with Standard Ma
gnet (19 mm)
White recessed contact with
19 mm (0.75 in.) diameter. Includes a standard magnet. Package contains ten contacts
and ten magnets.

ISN-CSD70-W

Brown Compact Contact with Standard Ma
gnet (25 mm)
Brown recessed contact with 25 mm (1 in.)
diameter. Includes a standard magnet. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CSD80-B

White Compact Contact with Standard Ma
gnet (25 mm)
White recessed contact with 25 mm (1 in.)
diameter. Includes standard magnet. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CSD80-W

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ISN‑CMICRO Ultra Miniature Contacts

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Assemblies (contacts and adhesive strips)

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

9.5 mm (0.375 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

19 mm x 12.7 mm
(0.25 in. x 0.5 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG,
7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

200 VDC

Features

Insulation Resistance:

109 Ω

▶ Closed loop

Electrostatic Cap:

1.5 PF

▶ Surface-mounts or installs in the track of the window

Contact Capacity:

3 VAC

▶ Ideal for tight-fit windows where a large gap is
unnecessary

Maximum Conductive Current:

0.5 A

Maximum Voltage:

30 V

▶ Perfect for windows where warranty terms prohibit
drilling

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

▶ Adhesive strip

Package Information
ATTENTION! Each package contains ten assemblies with contacts, adhesive strips, and ten magnets.

The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
have a true miniature design, an adhesive strip, and
include a magnet. Use on window frames in tight-fitting
applications.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

Ordering Information
Brown Ultra Miniature Contact
Brown surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, adhesive strips, and ten magnets.

ISN-CMICRO-B

White Ultra Miniature Contact
White surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, adhesive strips, and ten magnets.

ISN-CMICRO-W

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ISN‑C50 Terminal Connection Contacts with Cover

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Assemblies (contacts, screws, covers, adhesive
strips, and reed switches)

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications

6

Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

19 mm (0.75 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

48.5 mm x 12.7 mm
(1.9 in. x 0.5 in.)

Cover Dimensions:

9.5 mm x 40 mm
(0.375 in. x 1.56 in.)

▶ Closed loop

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

▶ Includes cover

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

▶ Surface mount

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

▶ Terminal connection design

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

▶ Clean-looking

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

▶ Easy to install

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

▶ Includes deactivated rhodium reed switch

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

Features

▶ Includes screws, cover, and adhesive strip

Package Information
The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
have a terminal connection design for fast and easy
installation and an adhesive strip. Both models include a
cover to conceal the screws, giving the contact a clean,
finished appearance.

Functions
UL and X

Certifications and Approvals
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

ATTENTION! Each package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, covers, adhesive strips, reed switches, and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
Brown Terminal Connection Contact with
Cover
Brown surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, covers, adhesive strips, reed
switches, and ten magnets.

ISN-C50-B

White Terminal Connection Contact with C
over
White surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, covers, adhesive strips, reed
switches, and ten magnets.

ISN-C50-W
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ISN‑C60 Slim Terminal
Connection Contacts

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Assemblies (contacts, screws, super adhesive,
mounting holes, and tape covers)

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models

Features
▶ Closed loop
▶ Install with screws or with super adhesive

Gap Width:

19 mm (0.75 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

6.35 mm x 9.5 mm x 50.8 mm
(0.25 in. x 0.375 in. x 2 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

▶ Breakaway mounting holes for a tight fit

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

▶ Slim terminal connection design

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to
-140°F)

▶ Includes deactivated rhodium reed switch
▶ Includes screws, super adhesive, mounting holes, and
tape cover

The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
have a slim design with breakaway mounting holes for
tight-fitting applications. The terminal connection
eliminates the need for 15.24 cm or 25.4 cm (6 in. or 10
in.) leads.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

Package Information
ATTENTION! Each package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, super adhesive, mounting holes, tape covers, and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
Brown Slim Terminal Connection Contact
Brown surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, super adhesive, mounting holes,
tape covers, and ten magnets.

ISN-C60-B

White Slim Terminal Connection Contact
White surface mount contact. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
screws, super adhesive, mounting holes,
tape covers, and ten magnets.

ISN-C60-W

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ISN‑CSM35 Standard and
Wide Gap Contacts

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Contact Dimensions:

63 mm x 18.6 mm x 13 mm
(2.48 in. x 0.73 in x 0.51 in.)

Magnetic Assembly
Dimensions:

63 mm x 12.2 mm x 13 mm
(2.48 x 0.48 in x 0.51 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current: 1.0 A

6

Features

Maximum Voltage:

▶ Closed loop

Operating Temperature Range: 7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

▶ Standard industry size

Specifications for ISN-CSM35-B/W Models

▶ Spacers, screws, and cover included

Gap Width:

100 V

25 mm (1 in.)

Specifications for ISN-CSM35-WGB/W Models
The contacts are available in brown or white.
Note

The photograph shows model ISN-CSM35-W.

Gap Width:

44.45 mm (1.75 in.)

Package Information
ATTENTION! Each package contains ten assemblies with contacts,
spacers, screws, covers, and ten magnets.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X

Ordering Information

Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Assemblies (contacts, spacers, screws, and covers)

10

Magnets

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

Brown Standard Contact
Brown surface mount contact for standard
applications. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, spacers, screws, covers, and ten magnets.

ISN-CSM35-B

White Standard Contact
White surface mount contact for standard applications. Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, spacers, screws, covers, and ten magnets.

ISN-CSM35-W

Brown Wide Gap Contact
Brown surface mount contact for heavy steel
doors and commercial wide gap applications.
Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, spacers, screws, covers, and ten
magnets.

ISN-CSM35-WGB

White Wide Gap Contact
White surface mount contact for heavy steel
doors and commercial wide gap applications.
Package contains ten assemblies with contacts, spacers, screws, covers, and ten
magnets.

ISN-CSM35-WGW
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ISN‑CSS‑40 Super Stick
Contacts with Side Leads

Features
▶ Closed loop
▶ Special super stick adhesive does not fall off, dry off,
or freeze off
▶ Side leads

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

19 mm (0.75 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

7.8 mm x 35.56 mm x 7.8 mm (0.31
in. x 1.4 in. x 0.31 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG,
7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

6

Package Information
ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
have a strong adhesive surface. Both models have leads
that come from the side of the contact.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X

Ordering Information
Brown Super Stick Contact with Side Lead
s
Brown surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet. Package contains ten
contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CSS-40B

White Super Stick Contact with Side Leads
White surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet. Package contains ten
contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CSS-40W

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

www.boschsecurity.com
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ISN‑C45 Miniature Super Stick
Contacts with Side Leads

6

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

15.24 mm (0.60 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

4.8 mm x 27 mm x 6.35 mm
(0.187 in. X 1.06 in. x 0.25 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG,
7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

200 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

109 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

1.5 PF

Contact Capacity:

3 VAC

Features

Maximum Conductive Current:

0.5 A

▶ Closed loop

Maximum Voltage:

30 V

▶ Miniature design

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

▶ Special adhesive does not fall off, dry off, or freeze
off

Package Information

▶ Side leads

ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
have a small, slim miniature design and include special
adhesive that will not fall off from dryness or extreme
cold. Use for tight-fitting applications.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

Brown Miniature Super Stick Contact with
Side Leads
Brown surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet and special adhesive. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-C45-B

White Miniature Super Stick Contact with
Side Leads
White surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet and special adhesive. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-C45-W

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ISN‑CFM‑106 Flange
Mount Contacts with
Center Leads

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

10

Contacts

10

Magnets

Technical Specifications
Specifications for All Models
Gap Width:

25 mm (1 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

7.62 mm x 33.78 mm x 13.46 mm
(0.3 in. x 1.33 in. x 0.53 in.)

Wire Lead Type:

0.8 mm (0.029 in.) 22 AWG, 7 stranded

Wire Lead Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance:

150 μΩ (micro-ohm)

Minimum Breakdown Voltage:

250 VDC

Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Features

Maximum Conductive Current:

1.0 A

▶ Closed loop

Maximum Voltage:

100 V

▶ Flange mount with special adhesive

Operating Temperature Range:

7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)

▶ Center leads

Package Information

▶ Clean break flange removal

The contacts are available in brown or white. Both models
are flange mountable with special adhesive and have leads
that come from the center of the contact. Both models
have a "clean break" flange removal.

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

ATTENTION! Each package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

Ordering Information
Brown Flange Mount Contact with Center L
eads
Brown surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet and special adhesive. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CFM-106B

White Flange Mount Contact with Center L
eads
White surface mount contact. Includes a
standard magnet and special adhesive. Package contains ten contacts and ten magnets.

ISN-CFM-106W

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

www.boschsecurity.com
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ISN‑CMET‑4418 Overhead
Door Contact

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

1

Assembly (contact, epoxy, push-pin, and bracket)

1

Magnet

Technical Specifications

6

Gap Width:

50.8 mm (2 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

107 mm x 50.8 mm x 12 mm
(4 in. x 2 in. x 0.47 in.)

Cable Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance: 150 μΩ (micro-ohm)
Minimum Breakdown Voltage: 250 VDC
Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current: 1.0 A

Features

Maximum Voltage:

▶ Closed loop
▶ Pin holds armored cable firmly in place
▶ Includes adjustable magnetic assembly bracket

100 V

Operating Temperature Range: 7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)
Package Information

▶ Ten installation options for the magnet

ATTENTION! Each package contains one assembly with contact, epoxy, push-pin, bracket, and one magnet.

The contact is available in a metal finish. It uses epoxy and
a special push-pin to hold the armored cable firmly in
place.

Ordering Information
ISN‑CMET‑4418 Overhead Door Contact
Package contains one assembly with contact,
epoxy, push-pin, bracket, and one magnet.

ISN-CMET-4418

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Bosch Security Systems B.V.
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ISN‑CMET‑200AR Commercial Metal Contact

Technical Specifications
Gap Width:

31.75 mm (1.25 in.)

Contact Dimensions:

9.5 mm x 16 mm x 50.8 mm
(0.375 in. x 0.625 in. x 2 in.)

Cable Length:

46 cm (18 in.)

Switch Configuration Type:

Single pole single throw (SPST)

Maximum Contact Resistance: 150 μΩ (micro-ohm)
Minimum Breakdown Voltage: 250 VDC
Insulation Resistance:

1010 Ω

Electrostatic Cap:

0.3 PF

Contact Capacity:

10 VAC

Maximum Conductive Current: 1.0 A
Maximum Voltage:

100 V

Operating Temperature Range: 7.2°C to -95.56°C (-45°F to -140°F)
Package Information

Features

ATTENTION! Each package contains one contact and one magnet.

▶ Closed loop
▶ Wide gap
▶ Ideal for commercial applications

Ordering Information

The contact is available in a metal finish. Use for
commercial applications that need a wide gap.

ISN‑CMET‑200AR Commercial
Metal Contact
Package contains one contact and one magnet.

ISN-CMET-200AR

Certifications and Approvals
UL and X
Region

Certification

Europe

CE

73/23/EEC and 93/68/EEC, EN50131:
1997, EN50131-6: 1997, EN60950:
2000, EN60335-1: 1994 +A1: 1996
Annex B

Installation/Configuration Notes
Compatibility Information
All contact models are compatible with control panel
models that accept contact inputs.

Parts Included
Quantity Per Package

Component

1

Contact

1

Magnet

www.boschsecurity.com
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4
4-wire optocoupler line transmission system (up
to 1500 m)

BIS-ACE Re-fitting package 2.x
29

A
ACA-ATR13 - RFID Tag
ACA-MicroProx Tag
Access Easy Controller 2.1
Access Easy Extensions for AEC V 2.1
Access Professional Edition 2.0
Accessories for BPR readers
Accessories for DELTA 1000-1010 Bosch
Proximity reader
ACD-ATR11ISO - RFID Card
ACD-ATR14CS - RFID Card
ACD-PROX II Cards 50/each
ACD-PROX ISO Cards 50/each
AMC2 - Access Modular Controller
AMC2 - Input/Output Extension Boards
AMC2 4W-EXT - Wiegand Extension Board
AMC2 ENC-EMEA - Enclosure
AMC2 ENC-UL1 - Enclosure - Small
AMC2 ENC-UL2 - Enclosure - Large
AMC-MUX interface converter
AMC-MUX-EXT interface extension
ARA-FPSECIO-MOD - Secure I/O module
ARD-AYCE65B - RFID with kepad
ARD-AYH12 - RFID Proximity Reader
ARD-AYJ12 - RFID Proximity Reader
ARD-AYK12 - RFID Proximity Reader
ARD-AYQ12 - RFID Proximity Reader
ARD-AYZ12 - RFID Long Range Reader
ARD-EntryProx - with keypad
ARD-FPBEPxx-OC - BioEntry Plus with card reader
ARD-FPLN-OC – BioLite Net with keypad, display,
and Net
ARD-FPLS-OC – BioLite Solo with keypad and
display
ARD-H0834-01 - iCLASS Proximity reader with
keypad
ARD-MiniProx - Proximity Reader
ARD-P0834-01 - Proximity reader with keypad
ARD-Prox26-01 - Proximity reader
ARD-Prox80 - Proximity Reader
ARD-ProxPointPlus - Proximity Reader
ARD-R10 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
ARD-R30 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
ARD-R40 - iCLASS/MIFARE Reader
ARD-R90 - iCLASS Reader - APR/EMEA
ARD-RK40-AMC01 - with keypad
ARD-RK40—with keypad
ARD-W2626-01 - Keypad reader
ARD-W2634-01 - Keypad reader

125
122
35
39
31
101
93
123
124
119
120
41
45
48
50
51
52
58
59
109
89
87
86
85
88
90
74
107
105
103
77
71
75
83
73
70
61
63
65
69
68
67
79
81

B
BIS - Access Engine 2.3
BIS - Automation Engine 2.3
BIS - Overview and basic package 2.3
BIS - Re-fitting package V1.4.x
BIS - Re-fitting package V2.x
BIS - Video Engine 2.3
BIS-ACE Re-fitting package 1.2

Bosch Security Systems B.V.

21
13
1
10
7
17
27

25

C
Contactless ICLASS Adhesive Tag
Contactless iClass Cards
Contactless ICLASS Tokens

128
126
127

D
D126 Standby Battery (12 V, 7 Ah)
DELTA 10xx - Bosch Proximity Reader
DELTA 1200 - Enrollment Reader
DELTA 12xx - Prox/IClass Enrollment Reader
DELTA 3000 - Switch Plate Reader
DELTA 702x - Slave Reader
DS150i Series Request-to-exit Detectors
DS160 Series High Performance Request‑to‑exit
Detectors

143
91
112
111
94
96
137
139

E
Electric Door Opener with FAFIX, for DIN Left and
Right, Operating Current 12 V DC

132

H
HITAG 1 Cards
HITAG 1 Token

115
116

I
I-BPR xx - L Bus Reader
ISN‑C45 Miniature Super Stick
Contacts with Side Leads
ISN‑C50 Terminal Connection Contacts
with Cover
ISN‑C60 Slim Terminal Connection Contacts
ISN‑CFM‑106 Flange Mount Contacts with Center
Leads
ISN‑CMET‑200AR Commercial Metal Contact
ISN‑CMET‑4418 Overhead Door Contact
ISN‑CMICRO Ultra Miniature Contacts
ISN‑CMINI‑10 Miniature Contacts (9.5 mm)
ISN‑CMINI‑10D Miniature Contacts with Thin
Magnet (9.5 mm)
ISN‑CSD70 and ISN‑CSD80 Compact Contacts
ISN‑CSM35 Standard and Wide Gap Contacts
ISN‑CSS‑40 Super Stick Contacts with Side Leads

98
154
150
151
155
157
156
149
145
146
147
152
153

L
LEGIC Cards
LEGIC Token

117
118

M
MIFARE Cards
MIFARE Token
Mounting plate for 19 inch racks

113
114
53

P
PBC-60 - power supply and battery charger
PROXKEY II Token 50/each

www.boschsecurity.com

55
121
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R
Request-to-Exit Button, with Key Icon, FlushMount, 55 mm Diameter
Request-to-Exit Button, with Key Icon, SurfaceMount, 61 mm Square

136
135

U
Universal Electric Door Opener, for DIN Left and
Right Mounting, Operating Voltage, 12 V DC
Universal Electric Door Opener, for DIN Left and
Right, Standby Current, 100% Duty Cycle,
12 V DC
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A Tradition of Quality and
For over 100 years, the Bosch name
has stood for quality and reliability.
Bosch is the global supplier of

2010

Innovation

choice for innovative technology,
backed by the highest standards

Bosch Security Systems proudly
offers a wide range of security,
safety, communications and sound
solutions that are relied upon every
day in applications around the
world, from government facilities
and public venues to businesses,
schools and homes.
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